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With the recent increase of interest in multispectral imaging, new
image-based localisation solutions have emerged. However, its appli-
cation to visual odometry remains overlooked. Most localisation tech-
niques are still being developed with visible cameras only, because the
portability they can offer and the wide variety of cameras available.
Yet, other modalities have great potentials for navigation purposes.
Infrared imaging for example, provides different information about the
scene and is already used to enhance visible images. This is especially
the case of far-infrared cameras which can produce images at night
and see hot objects like other cars, animals or pedestrians. Therefore,
the aim of this thesis is to tackle the lack of research in multispectral
localisation and to explore new ways of performing visual odometry
accurately with visible and thermal images.
First, a new calibration pattern made of LED lights is presented
in Chapter 3. Emitting both visible and thermal radiations, it can
easily be seen by infrared and visible cameras. Due to its peculiar
shape, the whole pattern can be moved around the cameras and au-
tomatically identified in the different images recorded. Monocular and
stereo calibration are then performed to precisely estimate the camera
parameters.
Then, a multispectral monocular visual odometry algorithm is pro-
posed in Chapter 4. This generic technique is able to operate in infrared
and visible modalities, regardless of the nature of the images. Incom-
ing images are processed at a high frame rate based on a 2D-to-2D
unscaled motion estimation method. However, specific keyframes are
carefully selected to avoid degenerate cases and a bundle adjustment
optimisation is performed on a sliding window to refine the initial es-
timation. The advantage of visible-thermal odometry is shown on a
scenario with extreme illumination conditions, where the limitation of
each modality is reached.
The simultaneous combination of visible and thermal images for
visual odometry is also explored. In Chapter 5, two feature matching
techniques are presented and tested in a multispectral stereo visual
odometry framework. One method matches features between stereo
pairs independently while the other estimates unscaled motion first,
before matching the features altogether. Even though these techniques
require more processing power to overcome the dissimilarities between
V
multimodal images, they have the benefit of estimating scaled trans-
formations.
Finally, the camera pose estimates obtained with multispectral stereo
odometry are fused with inertial data to create a robustified localisation
solution which is detailed in Chapter 6. The full state of the system is
estimated, including position, velocity, orientation and IMU biases. It
is shown that multispectral visual odometry can correct drifting IMU
measurements effectively. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that such
multi-sensors setups can be beneficial in challenging situations where
features cannot be extracted or tracked. In that case, inertial data can
be integrated to provide a state estimate while visual odometry cannot.
Keywords
Multispectral imaging; thermal; infrared; visual odometry; motion es-
timation; stereovision; optimisation; data fusion; Kalman filter.
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Whether we can see it or not, Robotics and Autonomous Systems (ARS) are
taking a greater part in our everyday lives, especially with the recent emergence
of Artificial Intelligence (AI), which facilitates greatly the automation of complex
and tedious tasks. As we start speaking of a robotic revolution, the ability of
an agent to localise itself and to navigate safely in its environment is becoming a
major step towards mobile robots complete autonomy.
Autonomous navigation is a rapidly growing field which gathers many research
aspects related to the mobility of robots and the way they perceive their sur-
rounding environments. It has attracted a lot of attention in recent years due to
its diverse domains of application. This technology could be used for all sorts of
vehicles. For example, autonomous cars could transport people or goods from one
place to another without the need for a driver. With drones and ground robots,
inspections and various other logistic operations could become autonomous. For
wearables such as helmets or glasses, some algorithms are already used to provide
the user with an augmented reality experience. These are only a few examples,
many more applications could be found. Indeed, autonomous navigation is a vast
and complex concept including localisation, path planning, control theory and ob-
stacle avoidance. Path planning focuses on finding the optimal way to reach a
destination, taking into account the current environment as it is perceived. Con-
trol is necessary to guarantee that the commands sent to the robot are executed
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properly and that it behaves as intended. In a dynamic environment, obstacle
avoidance techniques are used to detect, evaluate and avert potential threats. All
these algorithms rely on the vehicle localisation system. To plan a new mission,
correct the trajectory if the vehicle drifts from the desired path or estimate ob-
stacles behaviour, it is necessary to know precisely the position and orientation of
the vehicle. Therefore, a good localisation solution is required to make sure that
the vehicle does not end up far from its intended destination and that it is able to
adapt to a dynamic environment.
The localisation challenge consists in estimating the position and the orienta-
tion of a vehicle over time. It can be global when defined with respect to a general
coordinate system. For example, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) co-
ordinates correspond to a specific position around the Earth. Electromagnetic
compasses can be used to estimate the heading of the vehicle with respect to the
north pole. Navigation can however be relative, when defined with respect to a
local coordinate system (e.g. body frame or initial frame). For instance, inertial
sensors provide acceleration and angular velocity measurements expressed in the
sensor coordinate frame. They can be integrated over a certain time interval to
estimate the evolution of the robot’s position, velocity and orientation in that in-
terval. Thus, the current state of the robot is computed based on the previous
one. However, GNSS receivers and Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are not the
only sensors that could be used for navigation. In fact, a broad range of sensors is
available [1].
1.1 Visual localisation
In recent years, image-based localisation has been studied substantially and has
led to the creation of a new research field: Visual Odometry (VO) [2]. It consists
2
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in estimating the relative motion between camera frames based on visual features
and the camera(s) geometric properties. VO is a type of relative estimation, where
local transformations are accumulated to generate an estimate of the current pose
of the vehicle. Additionally, cameras can be used to build a consistent map of
the environment along with the pose estimate. In that case, we speak of Visual-
Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping (V-SLAM) [3]. With V-SLAM it is then
possible to estimate the global position and orientation of the vehicle in that
map [4]. Hence, V-SLAM algorithms can benefit from additional optimisation
techniques such as loop closure, when the vehicle returns to a previously visited
location [5]. The path can be corrected and a more precise localisation is obtained.
This, on the other hand, makes V-SLAM computationally heavier and leads to
some specific issues such as map/feature data association [6].
Within VO and V-SLAM frameworks, several approaches have been investi-
gated over the years to recover motion from visual cues. For example, the 6 DoF
transformations between consecutive frames can be computed by solving a system
of homogeneous linear equations using the Direct Linear Transformation algorithm
[7, 8], or through the estimation of the essential matrix [9]. However, more com-
plex solutions such as recursive numerical optimisation [10, 11, 12, 13] or filtering
[14, 15, 16] have become more popular since they can take the noise and errors
present in the visual data into account, making them more robust to real world
datasets.
Furthermore, the architecture of a visual localisation algorithm depends greatly
on the amount of cameras it is using. The main types of visual navigation setups
are monocular, where a single camera is employed, and stereo, where two cameras
are utilised [3]. Stereo cameras have the advantage of providing depth information
through the use of stereovision, allowing for precise estimation of scaled trajec-
tories. However, such systems are usually affected by the quality of the camera
3
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calibration process and the feature matching between stereo images. On the other
hand, monocular setups are more versatile and portable since they only depend
on one camera, but they are known to suffer from scale ambiguity.
1.2 Multispectral imaging
1.2.1 Overview
Images are produced by detecting electromagnetic radiations (light) absorbed by
a sensor. Most cameras sense radiations emitted in the visible domain, which is
the same portion of the spectrum seen by the human eye. The development of
cameras was probably initiated by the desire to create an artificial eye and was
largely inspired by the human body.
However, visible light is not the only type of electromagnetic radiations that can
be perceived by optical sensors. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the electromagnetic
spectrum comprises various types of radiation ranging from radio waves with large
wavelengths (up to 10 Km) to gamma waves with particularly small wavelengths
(up to 1 pm). Hence, visible light only corresponds to a small part of the full
spectrum. While any object whose temperature lies above the absolute zero emits
electromagnetic radiations, not all the objects emit the same type and amount of
radiations. According to Planck’s law, black bodies (perfect emitters) produce a
radiation peak at a certain wavelength which depends on their temperature. This
is why objects at room temperature (∼ 300 K) emit mostly thermal radiations, also
called Long Wave InfraRed (LWIR), which are not seen by human eyes. However,
when heated, they start glowing as the peak shifts towards the visible domain. This
is what happens to a light bulb when it is heated by an electric current. Another
example is the sun whose temperature amounts to approximately 6000 K. Even
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Figure 1.1: The electromagnetic spectrum. The type of light depends on its wave-
length (or frequency).
domain. The sun is a natural source of light but what makes infrared radiations
particularly interesting is the fact that they are emitted at low temperature and
do not require heating or additional light source to be seen by thermal cameras.
Besides the temperature, other factors can affect the appearance of an object.
First, the spectral emissivity is a measure between 0 and 1 which describes the
resemblance of an object to a black body emitter for a specific wavelength. If
the index is close to 1, it emits as much radiations as possible. If close to 0, the
emissions are negligible. The emissivity of an object corresponds to the average
spectral emissivity for a certain range of wavelengths. Secondly, the reflective
property of an object, corresponding to its ability to reflect incoming rays of light,
also impacts on the aspect of the object. Finally, the transmission of a material
affects the signal travelling through it. Transmission T depends on the absorption
and scattering factors of the environment and the distance travelled. They are
linked by the following formula: T = e(α+β)D, where α and β are the absorption and
scattering factors, respectively, and D the distance to the emitter. For example,
the atmosphere absorbs and scatters certain frequencies due to the presence of
CO2 and H2O molecules. Emissivity, reflection and transmission always add up to
1. This means that for solids where transmission is null, emissivity and reflection
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(a) Visible domain. (b) Thermal domain.
Figure 1.2: Difference between visible and IR images.
are inversely proportional. Low emissivity materials such as polished metals tend
to be highly reflective and vice-versa.
These different material properties lead to distinct behaviours depending on the
part of the electromagnetic spectrum that is observed. Various types of images,
containing different information, can thus be captured. Regarding the scope of
this thesis, the following works focus on the visible and LWIR modalities. An
example of each modality enlightening their differences can be found in Figure 1.2.
As the figure shows, it is possible to recognise text and drawings on a road sign
in the visible domain because some wavelengths are absorbed and some others
are reflected. However, it is not possible to distinguish between the paint and
the background in the IR domain because they both have approximately the same
temperature of emissivity. Moreover, it is possible to see through glass with visible
cameras because visible light is transmitted, but not with thermal cameras as IR
light is reflected. It is also important to note that visible light is mostly reflected.
At the exception of a few artificial sources such as headlights or traffic lights, the
main source of light is coming from the sun in outdoor environments. This is what
makes night navigation so difficult with visible cameras. On the contrary, LWIR
radiations are mostly emitted by the scene.
The contrasting nature of the information available makes multispectral setups
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powerful. Combining visual information from different part of the electromagnetic
spectrum is called multispectral imaging and as it offers several advantages, it also
presents few drawbacks. Visible image-based localisation suffers from illumination
changes or lack of powerful light source while thermal imaging does not. On the
other hand, it is possible to distinguish colours on visible images, which is not
the case with IR. Yet, while one modality can be used to enhance the other, it
is also harder to process the two information simultaneously. Indeed, no linear
relationship can be found between visible and thermal images. It is therefore
impossible to predict the pixel intensities in one image based on the other one.
This makes all pixel intensity based techniques inadequate.
1.2.2 Applications
Computer vision has many potential applications and limiting its use to the visible
spectral band would be a mistake. Looking at other wavelengths can enhance the
visual data and provide more valuable information in some cases. For medical
applications, multispectral and hyperspectral images are widely used to facilitate
the detection of certain diseases [17]. As suggested in [18], various parts of the
infrared domain have been explored by the U.S. army for defence applications.
They have been utilised to track targets, detect ballistic missiles or reveal land
mines.
From a commercial perspective, some multispectral visual systems are already
available like ASTROHN Technology’s visible-thermal cameras which are used for
surveillance. This new market is also exploding in agriculture, to monitor crops
based on a multispectral analysis of the soils and plants. A wide variety of sensors
can now be purchased and easily mounted on small commercial drones. Amongst




However, multispectral imaging is relatively new in autonomous navigation and
has rarely been used for localisation purposes [19]. A few works have investigated
the use of thermal cameras for visual odometry [20, 21] and a few others have
made use of truly multispectral stereo images [19, 22, 23, 24]. Mouats was the
first one to exploit this idea in order to perform VO from cars [19], following his
work on multimodal stereo matching [25]. The KAIST laboratory created a public
car dataset for day/night conditions but only used it for pedestrian detection [26];
no work was performed for localisation. In [22], visible and thermal images were
fused to create an enhanced version which was then employed in a monocular
localisation algorithm. Later, the use of deep learning was investigated in [27] to
perform stereo matching between modalities. Following initial works [25, 19], the
Cranfield University UASL laboratory has investigated further the challenges of
multispectral image registration [28, 29] and multispectral stereo odometry [23, 24].
1.3 Objectives and motivation
The main objectives of this thesis are defined as follows:
• Develop new ways of combining thermal and visible images to perform visual
odometry.
• Tackle the lack of similarity between such modalities and the lack of multi-
spectral localisation solutions in the literature.
• Overcome the limitations of state-of-the-art image processing and localisa-
tion techniques for extreme illumination scenarios.
• Demonstrate the benefits of multispectral setups on real data, with real
driving conditions.
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The use of cameras was motivated by the vast potential they offer and the
attractiveness of VO/V-SLAM algorithms. Indeed, cameras are becoming smaller,
lighter and cheaper every day. It has turned into a truly versatile sensor and can
easily be embedded on any kind of unmanned systems, from cars to UAVs. More-
over, visual odometry offers a greater precision (few cm) compared to standard
GNSS (few m), especially in urban environments where tall buildings interfere
with the GNSS signal. Furthermore, satellites are not always reachable. This is
the case inside buildings or in sensitive areas where communications are jammed.
Besides being an interesting alternative to GNSS, cameras can also be an appeal-
ing option to replace bulky and expensive sensors like radar or LiDar which are
less convenient to implant on small robots due to their size, weight and power
consumption.
However, VO possesses a major drawback: it drifts over time. Because relative
transformations are estimated, the errors produced, as small as they are, can be
accumulated over time and become significant after a certain duration. Even if
some techniques have been developed to correct and reduce this drift, it cannot
be completely removed. Nevertheless, image-based localisation drifts less than
inertial based localisation. To compensate for this known issue, VO and inertial
data are usually combined with other sensors to create robust localisation solutions
able to work for extended periods of time. For that reason and because it also has
the advantage of being small, cheap and is already present in most autonomous
systems nowadays, an IMU was added to the setup.
Despite the fact that other types of camera exist and provide information of
a different kind, most of the research found in the literature focus on the visible
modality as it corresponds to the most common type of cameras. However, with
other visual sensors becoming widely available and being used for various applica-
tions, there is now a clear lack of resources and algorithms to process visual data
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acquired by multispectral systems. This is why this thesis aims at providing new
solutions to perform multispectral visual odometry.
In order to take advantage of the additional information provided by multi-
spectral setups and overcome the lack of multispectral odometry solutions in the
literature, the study of visible and thermal images was preferred. The choice of
these modalities was motivated by their dissimilarity and the challenge they rep-
resent. Indeed, combining such images encourages the development of new image
processing methods which do not rely on pixel intensities. Such techniques would
need to be more generic and it would be easier to adapt them to other spectral
bands. Finally, visible-thermal imaging offers several advantages as the range of
information available is extended. For example, the infrared domain is more ap-
propriate for pedestrian detection or to distinguish the different elements of the
scene at night since it is sensitive to heat generated by human bodies and other
objects (see Figure 1.3) [26]. On the other hand, the visible modality is more help-
ful to detect road signs and ground features. Therefore, such multispectral setups
are interesting because they can not only be used for localisation purposes, but
for other aspects of autonomous navigation such as obstacle detection/avoidance,
target recognition, etc...
Furthermore, a stereo setup was preferred because it allows to compute the
depth of the scene quickly and efficiently, but more importantly, it allows to es-
timate scaled trajectories. As it will be seen later, it does not necessarily have
to be used in a stereo manner, especially since one of the objectives is to look at
extreme conditions. The images produced might not always be suitable for motion
estimation and it might be better to only work with one camera.
Finally, a VO approach was preferred over SLAM because the main objective
of this thesis is to focus on the multimodality aspect of the localisation solution.
Hence, it has been deemed not necessary to build and update a map of the en-
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(a) Visible domain. (b) Thermal domain.
Figure 1.3: Visible and thermal images at night. The visible image is dark because
no significant source of light is available. Street lights can be spotted but they are
not bright enough to light the scene. On the contrary, the thermal camera is able
to interpret the infrared radiations emitted by trees and other elements of the
scene.
vironment. This way, more resources could be used to process the multispectral
images.
1.4 Tools and Softwares
1.4.1 Experimental setup
To fulfil the goals set by this thesis, the following multispectral setup is used. It
is made of several sensors mounted on top of a car, including:
• a Tau2 thermal camera (Flir)
• a BlueFOX visible camera (Matrix Vision)
• an MTi-G-710 IMU (Xsens)
Both cameras are attached to a rigid structure, facing forward, and are sep-
arated by a baseline of around 50 cm. The baseline was selected in accordance
to the distance of the scene and the amount of overlap between stereo images. It
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was assumed that in a navigation context, most features would be located between
a few meters and a few hundred meters from the cameras. Hence, such baseline
provides significant disparity between features while maintaining enough overlap
between stereo images.
The thermal camera is uncooled and provides a high image acquisition frame
rate. Its resolution is relatively high for a thermal camera of such a size (see
Table 1.1). The small size and the light weight of the Tau2 camera make it
convenient to embed on vehicles such as cars or UAVs. The BlueFOX camera
is even smaller, lighter and possesses a higher acquisition rate. To match the
one channel characteristic of the thermal camera, a grayscale visible camera was
selected which acquires 8-bit images. An High Dynamic Range (HDR) mode is
available, for this camera, to ensure a good illumination of the whole image and
to guarantee pixel consistency between consecutive frames. This is an important
feature to have because, as it will be seen later, the image processing techniques
used in this thesis are based on optical flow, which assumes pixel consistency
between the images. More details regarding the camera characteristics can be
found in Table 1.1. Unlike common stereo rigs which contain identical cameras,
multispectral setups use camera with different attributes. Hence, they must be
chosen to have the most similar properties as possible. Because thermal cameras
possess sensors with a larger pixel size than visible cameras, due to the longer
wavelength of the radiations they are measuring, the lens of each device needs to
be selected carefully so that both field-of-view are similar. To acquire images at
the exact same time, an external hardware trigger is employed. It generates a
short pulse sent to both cameras at a 30 Hz frequency. This way, the thermal
camera is used at its full capability.
The Mti-G is an Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sytem (MEMS) inertial measure-
ment unit. It is equipped with a GPS receiver to provide a full INS/GNSS local-
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Table 1.1: Camera characteristics.
Camera Tau 2 BlueFox
Max. framerate 30 fps 90 fps
Resolution 640× 512 px 752× 480 px
Spectral band 7.5− 13.5 µm 7− 14 nm
Pixel size 17 µm 6 µm
Focal length 7 mm 9 mm
Dimensions 40× 40× 15 mm 45× 45× 30 mm
isation solution. It is important to note that this information is not used in the
algorithms developed as the aim of this work is to provide a solution which does
not rely on GPS. Instead, the sensor is employed to record the precise trajectory
of the vehicle which is considered to be the ground truth in all experiments. Addi-
tionally, raw acceleration and angular velocity measurements are recorded. They
are fused in the visual-inertial framework presented in Chapter 6.
It is important to note that even though the INS/GNSS trajectory provided by
the MTi-G is used to evaluate the performance of the VO algorithms presented in
this thesis, it remains a position estimate based on noisy inertial and GNSS data.
By fusing these information, the system is able to provide precise localisation with
a standard deviation of about 1 m at a high rate (300 Hz). Since the length of
the experimental trajectories is much bigger than a few meters, this precision is
acceptable. Nevertheless, this level of noise present in the ground truth must be
kept in mind when analysing the results obtained in the following chapters.
For clarity, a picture of the full setup is shown in Figure 1.4. It was used to
acquire several datasets by driving the car around the Defence Academy of the UK
at Shrivenham, in a semi-urban environment. These datasets contain trajectories
of a few hundred meters. They represent real driving conditions, with dynamic
elements such as pedestrians or other cars.
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Figure 1.4: Experimental setup embedded on top of a Nissan Leaf car. The thermal
camera can be seen on the left and the visible camera on the right. The IMU is
located at the centre.
1.4.2 Softwares
All the algorithms presented throughout this thesis were implemented and tested in
C++. This programming language was chosen for its efficiency and versatility. The
computers used for both acquisition and processing run on a Linux environment.
Image processing is performed using the tools and functions provided by the open-
source OpenCV library [30]. Concerning matrix manipulation and linear algebra,
the Eigen library [31] was preferred. Least-squares optimisation is performed using
the framework provided by the ceres-solver library [32]. Finally, the rest of the
code was entirely written in C++.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis
As stated previously, the main goal of this thesis is to investigate the use of visible
and LWIR images for navigation purposes. It explores different ways of combining
visible and thermal information and presents novel multispectral visual odometry
solutions. The issues addressed are related to feature detection and matching,
camera calibration, stereovision, non-linear optimisation and data fusion.
The thesis is divided into seven chapters, including the introduction and con-
clusion. The details and contributions of each chapter are presented as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the notion of projective geometry. It aims at explaining
how to map 3D points expressed in a global frame into pixel locations in an im-
age. It also defines the camera model, coordinate systems and different rotation
parametrisations used in this thesis. This is a background chapter which is neces-
sary to fully comprehend the topics discussed in this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents a novel calibration pattern and an automatic calibration
algorithm to calibrate both visible and infrared cameras as well as stereo rigs.
Making use of LEDs, this crucial step prior to any visual localisation algorithm
can be performed accurately with both modalities. This calibration technique was
published in Paper 1 and is used throughout the thesis, for all the experiments
carried out to evaluate the performance of each VO algorithm. The contribution
of this chapter comes from the pattern which was designed with a limited number
of LEDs, powerful enough to create bright visual features in both visible and ther-
mal images. But with an overall low power consumption to keep the calibration
board as portable as possible. Furthermore, the specific shape of the pattern was
designed to be detected automatically and to track its orientation.
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Chapter 4 focuses on monocular navigation, as a first approach to perform
visual odometry. The use of optical flow for multispectral feature tracking is in-
vestigated and an automatic keyframe selection algorithm is proposed. A full VO
framework is presented and the trajectories obtained with visible and thermal im-
ages are compared. The main contribution of this chapter resides in the alternating
combination of visible and LWIR images which shows that the VO process can be
robustified to deal with extreme illumination conditions. Presented in Paper 2,
this work is a first attempt to solve the multispectral localisation challenge and is
reused in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Chapter 5 tackles the feature matching problem between multispectral images.
Two innovative methods are proposed: a local matching technique presented in
Paper 3, where each feature is matched independently, and a global matching
technique presented in Paper 4, where all features are reprojected in each stereo
image and matched altogether. The matches are then exploited to compute scaled
motion, solving the scale ambiguity which remains unanswered after Chapter 4.
Finally, Chapter 6 proposes a fusion scheme which combines IMU and VO
measurements in order to robustify the motion estimation. Presented in Paper 4,
an error-state Kalman filter fuses inertial data with the VO trajectories obtained
from Chapter 5. It is demonstrated in Paper 4 and Paper 5 that VO can
successfully correct IMU measurements and overcome the drifty nature of IMU
integration. Moreover, the use of inertial data can compensate for VO failures and
provide a pose estimate when pure VO cannot. Thus, the main contribution of
this chapter comes from the fusion of inertial and multispectral VO data to create
a robust multispectral visual-inertial localisation solution.
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2 | Projective geometry
In order to reconstruct the geometry of a scene and localise a camera or a vehicle
in its environment, it is essential to understand the image acquisition process and
more precisely, how a 3D point of the scene is mapped into the image. This section
aims at introducing the notion of projective geometry and presenting the different
models and series of transformations used to create a 2D image from the 3D scene.
First, an introduction regarding the physical aspect of image acquisition will be
given. The pinhole camera model will then be presented as well as the projection
function which computes the position of a point in the image from its 3D location
in the scene. Different ways to parametrise rotations and represent the camera
attitude will be discussed. Finally, details about the way to describe camera motion
over time will be given.
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Figure 2.1: Lens focusing rays coming from the scene. All parallel rays pass
through the focal point f .
2.1 Image formation
A camera creates an image by focusing rays of light onto the sensor where photons
are collected and converted into an electric signal. In most cases, image sensors
consist of an n×m array of small rectangular pieces. These elements are sensitive
to a specific part of the electromagnetic spectrum. CCD (Charged Coupled Device)
or CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) for example, will react
to visible light (400 − 700 nm), whereas bolometers will be affected by LWIR
(7− 15 µm). By successively opening and closing a shutter for a certain period of
time (called exposure time), the sensor is exposed to light for a brief moment. The
light flooding the sensor then generates a charge for each one of its element. After
exposition, the electric signals created by each element are read out and assembled
into an N × M image I where each pixel value I(i, j), {i, j} ∈ {[1, N ], [1,M ]}
corresponds to the magnitude the signal generated by the sensor at s(k, l), {k, l} ∈
{[1, n], [1,m]}. The magnitude of the signal and thus, the pixel intensity, is defined
by the quantity of photons hitting the sensor during the acquisition. The more
photons being detected, the higher the intensity. In order to obtain enough photons
to generate a good signal, rays of light need to be concentrated onto the sensor
using a lens (see Figure 2.1).
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2.2 Pinhole camera model
A lot of different parameters can affect the quality of the image produced: the
distortions induced by the lens, whether or not the sensor lies in the focal plane, the
exposure time, etc... All these factors make the image formation a rather complex
phenomenon that is not always easy to handle. Fortunately, it can be abstracted
into simpler mathematical models, much more convenient to manipulate. The
most common representation used for image-based navigation is the pinhole camera
model. This model specifies that rays coming from different objects of the scene
intersect in a single point named the centre of projection. This way, a camera
can be considered as a point in space and rays can be drawn from the centre of
projection to any other point in the scene. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, all lines
intersect at the centre of projection and a 2D representation of the scene is created
in the image plane. With this level of abstraction, certain effects such as focus or
lens thickness can be ignored. It is important to notice that lenses are inverting
the image (Figure 2.3a) but this can be easily rectified by rotating the sensor
upside-down. As a result, the representation described by Figure 2.3b, where the
image plane is located in front of the camera, is also a valid depiction of the pinhole
camera model.
Point representation
Throughout the thesis, a point in a 3D Euclidean space will be represented as
X = [X, Y, Z]T and a point belonging to a 2D Euclidean space will be expressed
as x = [x, y]T . To simplify calculations, the homogeneous representation could
be adopted. In that case, vectors X and x will be extended with an additional
positive scalar component λ:
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(b) Simplified model where images are not
rotated.
Figure 2.3: Different ways to represent a pinhole camera.
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The inhomogeneous coordinates X,x of X̂, x̂ corresponds to the first 3 and 2
















It can be noted that a singularity occurs when λ = 0. In projective geometry,
it is used to represent points at infinity. This means a point located on the line
passing through the centre of projection and the point X or x, at an infinite
distance from the centre of projection.
Coordinate systems
In order to derive the expression of the projection function π which maps a point
in the scene to a pixel in the image, the following four coordinate systems need to
be defined:
World coordinate frame {Ow, Xw, Yw, Zw}: reference frame of the scene, where
the 3D objects lie. It can be a global frame if the vehicle’s pose is known at
the start of the acquisition, or it is usually selected to coincide with the first
camera frame for relative navigation. Units: m,rad.
Camera coordinate frame {Oc, Xc, Yc, Zc}: coordinate system attached to the
camera. It defines the position and orientation of the camera in the world
coordinate frame. The origin corresponds to the centre of projection of the
23
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camera. Units: m,rad.
Image plane {Oi, xi, yi}: plane where 3D points are projected to form the 2D
view of the scene. The origin of the image plane is the centre of the plane,
where the optical centre is projected. Unit: m.
Sensor plane {Os, us, vs}: coordinate system representing the image. Usually,
the origin is located at the top left corner of the image. A pixel location
is represented by the pair (u, v) where u corresponds to a row and v to a
column. Unit: pixel.
To avoid confusions, any coordinate stated in this chapter will be followed by
a subscript corresponding to the frame in which it is expressed {w, c, i, s}.
2.2.1 Projection into the image
The pinhole camera model maps a point from a 3D Euclidean space ∈ R3 to a
point in a 2D Euclidean space ∈ R2:
π(X) = x : R3 7→ R2 (2.3)
where π is the projection operator. A 3D point in the scene can be expressed
in the sensor frame by applying a series of transformations as summarised in
Figure 2.4. It is important to notice that the central projection is unidirectional.
This means information is lost during the projection from 3D space to 2D space.
Indeed, only a line (direction) can be recovered from a 2D point. The depth of the
object is lost during the projection. It is however possible to recover the missing
information with stereovision or with a prior knowledge of the scene (size of an
object, height/orientation of the camera, etc...). In the following sections detailed
information will be given about each transformation.
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Figure 2.4: Projection pipeline from 3D scene points to 2D image features.
Rigid body transformation
Assuming a camera can move and rotate in every direction (6 DoF), its pose can
be expressed in a matrix form with a combination of rotation and translation
T = [R|t] ∈ SE(3), where R is a 3 × 3 matrix ∈ SO(3) and t a 3 × 1 vector
∈ R3. Converting the coordinate of a point from the world coordinate frame to
the camera frame can be performed by simply applying the rigid transformation
T :


















Similarly, the inverse transformation T−1 converts coordinates from the camera
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Central projection
As shown in Figure 2.3, a 3D point X = [X, Y, Z]T can be projected into x =







Y, z = f (2.6)
where f is the focal length. It corresponds to the distance between the centre of
the lens and the image plane, where the image is in focus. This relation holds
when the image plane is located in front of the lens like in Figure 2.3b. In the case
where the focal plane is located behind the lens (Figure 2.3a), all components of
x will be negative. Using homogeneous coordinates, the relation in (2.6) can be
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λ is the scaling factor corresponding to the depth of the feature xi. When λ is
equal to 1, the coordinate xi is normalized and lies in the image plane.
Affine transformation
In the previous section, the central projection has been introduced for the simplest
case, as described in Figure 2.3. However, other factors such as the difference in
scale between the axes or the physical shape of pixel sensors need to be accounted
for.
Usually, lenses are not completely spherical and some changes in scale can be
measured between the horizontal and vertical axis. This difference is represented
by adding a constant m to the focal length in the vertical axis. Moreover, pixels
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do not necessarily have a square shape. In such cases, an additional skew factor s







f s 0 00 f +m 0 0
0 0 1 0
Xc (2.8)
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the origin of the image is usually chosen to match
one of its corners. In this thesis, the origin is defined at the top left corner of the
image, following the OpenCV library representation [30]. However, the centre of
projection lies on the optical axis which is usually placed around the centre of the
sensor. This results in the optical axis intersecting the image plane somewhere in
the middle of the image. The position of the centre of projection in the image is
called the principal point pp = (cu, cv). To compensate for this different origin, a
translation corresponding to the coordinate of the principal point is added to the








f s cu 0
0 f +m cv 0
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Xc (2.9)
Finally, positions in the image are expressed in pixels because it is the small-
est element that can be resolved in the image. On the contrary, positions in the
world and in the image plane are expressed in metric units (meters or millime-
ters). To convert a position from pixels to meters and vice-versa, one can simply















0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
Xc (2.10)
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(2.10) can be expressed with two matrices K and P̂ . K encapsulates the
focal length and other parameters intrinsic to the camera. It is thus called the
intrinsic matrix. Most of the time, the skew factor s is close to zero and can
be neglected. P̂ corresponds to the mathematical projection which convert a 4-
dimensions homogeneous vector into a 3-dimensions homogeneous vector: fsx s cu 00 f+m
sy
cv 0
0 0 1 0
 =




1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
 = KP̂ (2.11)
To summarise, the final projection that transforms a 3D point expressed in the











1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
 [R|t]Xw (2.12)
xs = KP̂ [R|t]Xw (2.13)
To simplify calculation, the linear projection function can be expressed in a
more compact form, with a single matrix P :
xs = PXw (2.14)
where:
P = KP̂ [R|t] (2.15)
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(a) Barrel distortion. (b) Pincushion distortion.
Figure 2.5: Example of radial distortions.
2.2.2 Lens distortions
In the previous section, the linear projection of a 3D point into a pixel position
in the image has been presented, but there is one last phenomenon that has to
be taken into account: non-linearities generated by the lens. These non-linearities
lead to distortions in the image and can produce large errors if they are not com-
pensated. Distortions can be due to the imperfections of the lens, we then speak
of barrel distortions if due to the curvature of the lens; or tangential distortions if
due to the non-planarity of the sensor. An example of barrel distortion is given in
Figure 2.5.
For more information about the distortion model used in this thesis, the reader
can refer to Section 3.3.
There are two options to take lens distortions into account in the projection
function. The first one consists in adding the non-linear error to in the intrinsic
parameters matrix K:
K =
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(a) Original image. (b) Undistorted image.
Figure 2.6: Example of distortions seen on a calibration board (IR) and removed
after calibration. The lines have been straightened.
where δx(x, q) corresponds to the displacement produced by the mapping of a
measured point x into its corresponding undistorted position.
The second option is to create undistorted images by remapping all pixels into
their undistorted positions. Undistorted images are then used as input for further
processing. This way, non-linearities are removed from K, keeping the projection
function linear. An example of undistorted image is given in Figure 2.6.
2.3 Rotation parametrisation
Rotations are used to represent the attitude (orientation) of a camera, or the
vehicle on which the camera is mounted. Rotations can be expressed in many ways.
In the following section, the representations relevant to this thesis are presented.
2.3.1 Angle-Axis and rotation vectors
Any 3D rotation can be thought of a rotation by an angle θ around a unit vector









Figure 2.7: Angle-Axis representation.
can be decomposed into two components: x‖ parallel to u, and x⊥ perpendicular
to u. This way:
x = x⊥ + x‖
x‖ = u(‖x‖ cosα) = uuTx
x⊥ = x− x‖ = x− uuTx
(2.17)
Similarly,
x′ = x′⊥ + x
′
‖ (2.18)
x‖ is not affected by the rotation, which means x‖ = x′‖, and x⊥ undergoes a
planar rotation in the plane normal to u. A new orthonormal base can be defined










Since x‖ and u are parallel, u× x‖ = 0, which means:
u× x⊥ = u× (x− x‖) = u× x− u× x‖ = u× x (2.20)
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, satisfying ‖e1‖ = ‖e2‖ (2.21)
And the planar rotation θ in this plane can be expressed as:
x′⊥ = e1 cos θ + e2 sin θ (2.22)
x′⊥ = x⊥ cos θ + (u× x) sin θ (2.23)
The final expression of the rotated vector x′ becomes:
x′ = x‖ + x⊥ cos θ + (u× x) sin θ (2.24)
The angle-axis parametrisation possesses 4 components (1 angle + 3 axis).
However, it is possible to use a more compact representation called rotation vector.
A rotation vector θ corresponds to the scaling of the unit axis vector with the angle
of rotation:
θ = θu (2.25)
Because the angle of rotation θ corresponds to the norm of the rotation vector
θ, the angle-axis representation can simply be recovered from θ :














Rotation matrices are special linear transformations whose multiplication rotates a
rigid body while preserving its length, angles and relative orientation (handedness).
It is thus considered a rigid transformation. The set of all 3× 3 rotation matrices
is called special orthogonal group and denoted by SO(3). Elements of this group
possess 9 parameters but have only 3 DoF. This arises specific constraints:
RRT = I ⇔ R = RT (2.27)
det(R) = +1 (2.28)
(2.27) corresponds to the orthogonal condition. Transformations that satisfy
this requirement are part of the orthogonal group O(3). However, this condition
does not guarantee a rigid transformation. To avoid reflections, a second require-
ment is necessary. (2.28) ensures that the determinant is positive and unitary.
Such matrices are called proper or special matrices and thus form the special or-
thogonal group SO(3).
There are two ways to represent the attitude of a camera. One can use the
rotation that maps a point coordinate in the camera frame into its corresponding
world coordinate; or the inverse rotation that maps a world coordinate into the
camera coordinate. Either way, the conversion from one representation to the
other is trivial with rotation matrices because each representation is the transpose
of the other. In this thesis, the first convention is used, which gives:
Xc = RXw (2.29)
where Xw represents a point in the world reference frame, whereas Xc corresponds
to its coordinate in the camera frame.
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Properties
As a group, SO(3) possesses the following properties:
• An identity element
I3×3 =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 (2.30)
• An inverse operation:
R−1 = RT (2.31)
• A composition operation:
R123 = R1R2R3 (2.32)




Non-commutativity means that the order is important. Rotation R21 apply R1
first, then R2. Applying R2 first would result in a different transformation. Addi-
tionally, the inverse of a matrix composition reverses the order in which matrices
















Figure 2.8: Illustration of the exponential and logarithmic maps.
Exponential and logarithmic maps
SO(3) also corresponds to a smooth manifold and forms a Lie group [33]. It means
that a trajectory can be defined in SO(3) which continuously rotates a rigid body
from an initial orientation R{θ} to a new orientation R{θ+ δθ} (see Figure 2.8).
With this property, time derivatives can be defined and infinitesimal calculus can
be used in the 3D rotation space. The SO(3) group is associated to a Lie algebra
denoted by so(3). It coincides with the set of 3× 3 skew-symmetric matrices and
corresponds to the tangent space of SO(3) at identity. Skew-symmetric matrices
are defined as:
[ω]× =
 0 −ωz ωyωz 0 −ωx
−ωy ωx 0
 (2.35)
where ω ∈ R3 and [ω]× ∈ so(3).
As illustrated in Figure 2.8, it is possible to go back and forth between SO(3)
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and so(3) using functions called exponential and logarithmic maps.
The exponential map is defined as:
exp : so(3) 7→ SO(3)
exp(θ) = e[θ]× = R{θ}
(2.36)
From a rotation vector θ = θu ∈ R3, it can be rewritten as:
R = eθ[u]× = I + sin θ[u]× + (1− cos θ)[u]2× (2.37)
This equation is also named the Rodrigues rotation formula.
The logarithmic map is defined as:
log : SO(3) 7→ so(3)










where [·]∨ is the inverse of [·]×
2.3.3 Euler angles
Coordinate rotations
Rotations around a single coordinate axis are called coordinate rotations and are
represented by specific rotation matrices:
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Ri(α) : R 7→ SO(3); i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (2.40)
where i corresponds to the axis of rotation, respectively x, y and z. In navigation
context, rotations around these axes are commonly referred to as roll, pitch and
yaw with respective angles φ, θ and ψ [34]. Their corresponding rotation matrices
are defined as follows:
R1(φ) =




 cos θ 0 sin θ0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
 (2.42)
R3(ψ) =




3D rotations can be defined by a succession of three coordinate rotations. Many
different sequences can be utilised such as (123), (121) or (231). The sequence (123)
for instance is commonly used in aerospace engineering and computer graphics
[34]. As illustrated in Figure 2.9, a rigid body rotated in this order undergoes
a ψ coordinate rotation (yaw) around the z-axis first, followed by a θ coordinate
rotation (pitch) around the y-axis, and a φ coordinate rotation (roll) around the
x-axis. These rotations can be grouped into a single vector u containing the angle
of each coordinate rotation. This vector is called Euler angle vector :
u = [φ, θ, ψ]T , u ∈ R3 (2.44)
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Figure 2.9: 3D rotation following the sequence (123). Blue, green and red rotations
are applied respectively.
Euler angle vectors can be mapped to a single rotation matrix by concatenating
the three successive coordinate rotations:
R(u) : R3 7→ SO(3) (2.45)
For the sequence (123), the corresponding rotation matrix is:
R123 = R1(φ)R2(θ)R3(ψ)
R123 =
cos θ cosψ sinφ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ cosφ sin θ cosψ + sinφ sinψcos θ sinψ sinφ sin θ sinψ + cosφ cosψ cosφ sin θ sinψ − sinφ cosψ







Another popular rotation parametrisation is the use of unit quaternions. Invented
in the 19th century by mathematician William Rowan Hamilton, quaternions are
composed of four elements:
q = a+ bi+ cj + dk, {a, b, c, d} ∈ R, {i, j, k} ∈ I, q ∈ H (2.47)
where {i, j, k} are imaginary unit numbers forming a basis such as:
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1
⇒ ij = −ji = k jk = kj = i, ki = −ik = j
(2.48)
It is well known that complex numbers of unit length can rotate vectors in the
2D plane. For example, z = eiθ → x′ = zx, but this representation is limited to
2D spaces. To represent rotations in 3D spaces, a more complex representation is
needed, and this is exactly what quaternions offer: an extended version of complex
numbers to represent rotations in the 3D space. For simplicity, quaternions can
be expressed as vectors:






= qw + qxi+ qyj + qzk (2.49)
In (2.49), qw is called the scalar or real part of the quaternion, whereas qv is
named vector or imaginary part. The main advantage of using the vector form is
that linear algebra can be applied to quaternion operations. A quaternion whose
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The quaternion addition is commutative and associative:
p+ q = q + p (2.53)
p+ (q + r) = p+ q + r (2.54)
• Multiplication between two quaternions is more complex. Using the Hamilton
representation, it can be expressed as:
p⊗ q =
pwqw − pxqx − pyqy − pzqzpwqx + pxqw + pyqz − pzqy
pwqz + pxqy − pyqx + pzqw
 (2.55)




pwqv + qwpv + pv × qv
]
(2.56)
The presence of cross-product makes the quaternion multiplication non com-
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mutative when pv × qv 6= 0. The cross-product appears to be null when one of
the quaternions is pure (p = [ pw03×1 ] or q = [
qw
03×1 ]) or when both vector part are
parallel (pv ‖ qv). The quaternion product is however associative.
In the same way rotation matrices are concatenated, composition between
quaternions consist in multiplying them together:
q12 = q1 ⊗ q2 (2.57)













(p⊗ q)∗ = q∗ ⊗ p∗ (2.60)









z ∈ R (2.61)
‖p⊗ q‖ = ‖q ⊗ p‖ = ‖p‖ × ‖q‖ (2.62)
• The identity quaternion is a pure quaternion such as:
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• The inverse quaternion is defined so that the multiplication between a quater-
nion and its inverse returns the identity:
q−1 ⊗ q = q ⊗ q−1 = qI (2.65)





Quaternions can also be used as a rotation operator, to rotate vectors by an angle
α around a vector u. The rotation operator is defined as a double quaternion
product:
x′ = q ⊗ x⊗ q∗ (2.67)
where x is a pure quaternion x =
0
x
 ∈ Hp, and q the quaternion representing
the rotation α around u.
Unit quaternion
Unit quaternions, whose norm ‖q‖ = 1, have the special property of being re-
versible:
q−1 = q∗ (2.68)
This is useful to parametrise rotations or orientations because it means that




There are a lot of different ways to define a quaternion, and for this reason, the
literature can be confusing. Although it does not make a big difference in the
quaternion expression, it can produce dramatic changes in its interpretation and
implementation. Thus, it is important to know which representation is used when
dealing with quaternions.
• First, the order of the elements is crucial, and especially the real part. It












• Secondly, the multiplication formula that have been presented earlier can
be defined in two different ways:
ij = −ji = k or ji = −ij = k
right− handed or left− handed
(2.70)
As suggested above, these equations determine the handedness of the system,
which means that qright will rotate a vector with the right-hand rule whereas qleft
will rotate a vector with the left-hand rule.
• Additionally, the rotation operator (defined in Section 2.3.4) can either be
passive or active. If passive, the operator rotates frames, otherwise, it rotates vec-
tors.
• Finally, in the passive case where coordinate frames are modified, the direc-
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tion of the operator can be different. It can convert a vector coordinates from the
local frame (xL) to the global frame (xG):
xG = q ⊗ xL ⊗ q∗ (2.71)
Or from the global to the local frame:
xL = q ⊗ xG ⊗ q∗ (2.72)
Due to their robust mathematical nature, quaternions became popular in nu-
merous fields such as mathematics, engineering or robotics [35] and this difference
in representation has led to various conventions. Nevertheless, two dominant con-
ventions have emerged: the Hamilton representation, mostly used in robotics and
the JPL (Jet Propulsion Lab) representation, more suited for aerospace. In this
thesis, the Hamilton representation is preferred as it was adopted by the libraries
used for this work (Eigen [31], Google ceres [32], ROS [36], ...).
Exponential and logarithmic maps of unit quaternion
The set of unit quaternions is referred as S3 and lies in a unit 3 − sphere, the
4-dimensional equivalent of a unit sphere. The tangent space of S3 corresponds to
the set of pure quaternions.




However, unlike SO(3), a rotation vector in R3 cannot be mapped directly
into a unit quaternion. Because of the double product involved in the quaternion
















The logarithmic map corresponds to the function that converts a unit quater-
nion into a pure quaternion:
log : S3 7→ Hp













Euler angles are probably the most common parametrisation used to represent 3D
rotations due to their intuitive nature. Because they represent rotations around
a physical axis, they are easy to interpret and to visualise. On top of that, they
can easily be converted into rotation matrices using sine and cosine functions.
However, Euler angles possess a major drawback: singularities. Singularities arise
when one of the angles reaches a critical value. Changes in the other two angles
then become undistinguishable. This phenomenon is known as Gimbal lock and is
different for every sequence. Sequence 123, for example, produces a gimbal lock
when the pitch angle reaches 90° up. In that case, it is impossible to distinguish
between roll an yaw (see Figure 2.10). The solution to this problem consists in
using a different sequence representation when the attitude of the system comes
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Figure 2.10: Example of Gimbal lock. Roll and Yaw rotations cannot be distin-
guished.
close to a singularity, but this is not ideal. Mathematically speaking, singularities
could be seen when certain elements of the rotation matrix become null. Using
the same sequence (123) defined in (2.46), cos(90°) = 0 which leads to r23 = r33 =











φ123 and ψ123 are thus undefined.
Rotation vectors are another compact representation but also suffer from sin-
gularities (at 180°). To avoid this, one can employ rotation matrices, but such
representation possesses many components, which makes it less computationally
efficient and require more resources.
Quaternions on the other hand, provide a good compromise between stability
and efficiency. Because they are expressed in 4 dimensions and are made of only
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4 elements, they do not suffer from singularities when representing 3D rotations.
They are however less intuitive. It is indeed hard to visualise how quaternions work
and how they are affecting a rigid body. Their temporal derivative is very stable
though, which makes quaternion the best alternative for integrating inertial data.
That is why they have become highly popular for navigation purposes in recent
years. The main drawback of quaternions is the unity norm constraint which is
quadratic and thus hard to ensure. This makes it impossible to use with standard
optimisation algorithms. Two solutions are then possible. The first one consists
in renormalising the quaternion parameter at each iteration. The second option
is to use a local 3D parametrisation, such as rotation vectors, in the optimisation
which then updates the attitude, stored in a quaternion form [37]. In this thesis,
most of the algorithms were developed using quaternions and rotations matrices.
Rotation vectors were utilised as local parametrisation. Even though they were
used in the early stages, Euler angles have been replaced by quaternions.
2.4 Camera motion
2.4.1 Rigid body transformation
A camera pose is the rigid transformation relating a camera position and attitude
to its reference frame. It comprises a 3D rotation and a 3D translation. As seen
in the previous section, there are several ways to parametrise the attitude. Using
a rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) and a translation vector t ∈ R3, a point coordinate
from the reference frame can be expressed in the camera frame such as:
Xc = RXr + t (2.78)
R and t can be combined into a single homogeneous transformation matrix
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T ∈ SE(3). Such representation requires point coordinates to be extended to









r11 r12 r13 tx
r21 r22 r23 ty
r31 r32 r33 tz










The set of all transformation matrices T , defined as above, form a group of
affine rigid motion. It corresponds to a Lie group called special Euclidean group
and denoted SE(3). SE(3) has the structure of a 6-dimensional manifold and
is associated to a lie algebra se(3) whose base is made of six 4 × 4 matrices,
corresponding to infinitesimal rotations or infinitesimal translations around each
axis. se(3) can thus be represented by a 6-element vector.
Exponential and logarithmic maps
As it has been seen previously with other Lie groups, camera poses expressed in
se(3) can be converted to SE(3) and vice versa using the exponential and logarith-
mic maps. Let v = [θ, t]T ∈ se(3) be the 6-dimensional vector where [θ]× ∈ so(3)
corresponds to the rotation parameters and t ∈ R3 corresponds to the translation
parameters. The exponential map is the function defined such as:










where e[θ]× is the SO(3) exponential map defined in (2.36) and:
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θ − sin θ
θ3
[θ]2× (2.82)
The logarithmic map is defined as:
log : SE(3)→ se(3)






with V defined in (2.82) and log(R) the SO(3) logarithmic map defined in (2.38).
2.4.2 Dead reckoning
Now that it has been seen how to represent a camera pose at a certain point
in time, its evolution with time can be modelled with the use a process called
dead reckoning. This refers to the process of estimating the current camera pose
based on previously determined poses. Camera motion becomes a function of time,
corresponding to the accumulation of relative transformations between the frames.






, T ∈ SE(3) (2.84)
where R(t) is the rotation matrix representing the orientation of the camera
at time t, and t(t) corresponds to its position. As the camera is moving, point
coordinates in the camera frame change as well. Assuming the initial camera pose
coincides with the world coordinate frame, points in the world coordinate frame
can then be expressed in the current camera frame at time t with the following
formula:
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where X0 = X(t0) corresponds to any point in the initial frame. But the first
camera frame does not necessarily have to coincide with the world coordinate
frame. If it is not the case, T (t0) 6= I3×3 represents the initial pose. X(t) is
estimated recursively by concatenating relative transformation between poses:
X(ti) = T (ti−1, ti)X(ti−1) (2.87)
with T (ti−1, ti) the relative rigid body transformation between camera poses at
time ti−1 and ti. This means that any point can be converted from its initial
estimate at t0 to its current estimate at tc by:
X(tc) = T (t0, tc)X0 (2.88)
with






Reciprocally, if a point has been estimated in the current camera frame, it can
be expressed in the initial frame following:
X0 = T (tc, t0)X(tc)
= T−1(t0, tc)X(tc)
⇒ TT−1 = I
(2.90)
By detecting and matching 2D features in consecutive images, it is possible to
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estimate the relative transformation between two camera poses T (ti−1, ti), which is
then accumulated over time from a known location to the current location. As the
camera moves and the current estimate is propagated, errors are also accumulated,
introducing a drift which grows with time. This is a recurrent problem with dead
reckoning processes, which can be even more significant with other systems like
inertial navigation. This drift can be reduced by fusing the pose estimate with
other sensors such as IMUs, or compensated by the addition of global positioning
sensors such as GPS receivers.
2.5 Conclusion
In this background chapter the image acquisition process was explained and the
projection function introduced. It has been seen that the projection function
maps a 3D point from the scene into a 2D pixel location in the image. The
function can be expressed as a linear transformation represented by the matrix
P when processing rectified images. If the original images are used instead, the
function then becomes a non-linear transformation due to the lens distortions. The
distortions and camera parameters included in P should be estimated during the
calibration process, a necessary step prior to any localisation algorithm or, more
generally, prior to any image processing technique requiring the use of projective
geometry.
Rotations are used to represent the camera orientation and they bring addi-
tional non-linearities to the process. Unlike lens distortions that can be removed
by rectifying the images, the camera orientation cannot be changed. Thus, it is
important to use the best suited parametrisation for the task being performed.
Several representations were presented in this chapter and will be used in the rest
of this thesis. Rotation matrices are utilised in the image processing algorithms, to
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project and triangulate points, for example. They are also used in the calibration
process presented in Chapter 3. This choice was made based on the OpenCV li-
brary used to manipulate images and which offers powerful tools relying on rotation
matrices. However, quaternions are preferred to accumulate transformations and
to estimate the current camera pose due to their better numerical stability. This is
also the parametrisation used by the Kalman filter in Chapter 6. Finally, rotation
vectors are utilised as a local parametrisation for bundle adjustment because they
possess only 3 DoF and are therefore best suited for the optimisation.
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modalities
Camera calibration is the primary step to many computer vision applications. In
this chapter, the process is presented and its importance for 3D reconstruction is
demonstrated. An exhaustive list of state-of-the-art multispectral calibration pat-
terns and calibration techniques is given. The specificity of stereo setups is pre-
sented and the different parameters to be estimated are introduced. Then, a new
calibration pattern with specific shape and materials is proposed. It has been de-
signed for multispectral stereo cameras, with features distinguishable in both visible
and infrared domains. But it can be also be utilised for monocular, stereo visible
or stereo infrared (SWIR/LWIR) calibrations. A novel multispectral calibration
process is also presented. It estimates both the intrinsic parameters of single cam-
eras and the extrinsic parameters of stereo rigs. Calibration and reconstruction
accuracy are tested to justify the use of this technique in the rest of the thesis, for
both monocular and stereo setups.
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3.1 Introduction
Camera calibration is essential to many computer vision related applications such
as stereo feature matching and depth map computation or more generally au-
tonomous navigation [23]. The precision of such systems depends greatly on the
accuracy of the calibration. Thus, it is important to have a precise and reliable
calibration process. Calibrating consists in estimating the optical properties of
a camera (intrinsic parameters), and in the case of stereo setups, their relative
orientation and position (extrinsic parameters) as well. Camera calibration is a
problem that has been extensively studied, but a significant interest in infrared
and multispectral imaging has grown over the past few years as infrared sensors
are providing additional information about the scene and are more robust to illu-
mination changes [19, 26, 38, 27, 23, 39]. The need to calibrate such systems has
emerged and a few specific calibration techniques have been developed. However,
these methods are usually less precise than those used in the visible domain [40].
Most of the calibration patterns used with visible cameras are chessboards
because they can be printed easily and provide a large contrast between black and
white regions, which makes feature detection straightforward [41]. However, this is
not the case in the thermal domain, where ink and paper cannot be distinguished.
Several alternative solutions have been proposed to tackle this problem. In [42] for
example, it was suggested to heat the chessboard with a flood lamp to make use of
the difference in emissivity between the black and white regions. However, Vidas
criticised this method as it fails to produce sharp corners and lacks of precision [43].
Instead, he suggested a mask-based approach with a pattern cut out of cardboard
and placed in front of a heated backdrop. In [44], Kim proposed to use thin lines of
copper instead of squares. To avoid heating the whole pattern the authors of [45]
have placed resistors at the centre of each square. Corners can thus be detected
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in the visible domain and the centres can be precisely localised in the thermal
domain. Finally, [40] used light bulbs to create a grid of points instead of utilising
a chessboard.
This work focuses on the calibration of multispectral setups and more specif-
ically on the combination of visible and far infrared images [46]. For these types
of systems, the challenge comes from selecting materials with different proper-
ties in order to build a visual calibration pattern that can be easily seen in both
modalities. This means that the pattern should be made of elements with a high
difference in emissivity, although components with low emissivity tend to be highly
reflective and cameras cannot be placed directly in front of the calibration pattern
because their reflection interferes with the pattern detection [23]. As explained
earlier, heating the pattern could be a solution but it is not practical and results
in blurry images. Thus, a new approach based on LED light and similar to [40] is
adopted.
The development of a new multispectral calibration process was motivated
by the lack of convenient visible-thermal calibration patterns and the absence
of precise method to detect and identify similar features in multimodal images.
Moreover, all the current patterns proposed in the literature possess certain draw-
backs making them impractical. Reflective materials create noise when the camera
passes in front of the calibration board; heated patterns take time to set up and
produce blurry edges; resistors and light bulbs require a certain power to function
and are less portable. Therefore, a new, simple and easy-to-use calibration pattern
is proposed. It can be utilised with both infrared and visible cameras separately
or together in a stereo manner. The pattern is made of low-cost elements and
requires only a few Light Emitting Diodes (LED) to produce distinguishable fea-
tures. Hence, it can be powered by a small battery attached to the calibration
board. This allows the board to be moved freely in front of the cameras and it
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can be used immediately, without requiring any heating system. The proposed
calibration pattern is identified in the images within an automatic calibration pro-
cedure. Indeed, the algorithm is able to automatically detect the different elements
of the calibration pattern and to compute its orientation. The cameras intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters are then estimated in an optimisation scheme.
3.2 The stereovision principle
To fully understand the calibration process of stereo cameras it is important to
know what a stereo setup is and how it is used. Thus, the stereovision principle is
introduced first.
A stereo system is made of two synchronised cameras attached to a common
structure. It is used to reconstruct the depth of a scene by triangulation. As
explained in Chapter 2, the projection function is unidirectional and its inverse
can only recover a line (direction) from a 2D feature in the image. This is due to
the fact that the depth information is lost during the projection from 3D to 2D.
However, if the feature is observed in a stereo pair of images and both intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters are known, one ray can be estimated from each image. The
3D position of the observed feature can then be estimated at the location where the
two rays intersect. Therefore, in the same way humans are estimating the depth of
a scene based on the different views perceived by both eyes, the depth of a feature
can be recovered from the shift produced by stereo images, called disparity. Even
though, the depth estimation is intuitive for human eyes, precise knowledge of the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters is however required for a computer to build a
depth map.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, depth images can be either dense or sparse. Dense
maps contain the depth of every pixel in the image but take more time to generate
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(a) Dense (b) Sparse
Figure 3.1: Example of dense and sparse depth maps.
because every pixel needs to be processed. Moreover, it usually requires post
processing (smoothing) if used for scene segmentation or recognition as depth can
change drastically between neighbouring pixels. Sparse depth maps on the other
hand are faster to process because only the depth of a limited number of points is
computed. In both cases, the matching process between stereo images is a crucial
step and the accuracy of the resulting depth map depends greatly on the quality
of the matching process.
Another important aspect of stereovision is the synchronisation. To guaran-
tee that the relative transformation between the stereo camera frames has been
properly estimated during calibration and is constant throughout the acquisition,
images need to be acquired at the exact same time. A slight delay during the
acquisition might have dramatic effects on the calibration and/or the motion esti-
mation. For example, if the stereo setup is embedded on a car moving forward, a
delay will make one image appear in front of the other and will create the wrong
disparity between features, leading to an incorrect depth estimation.
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Figure 3.2: Simple triangulation in the ideal case where both cameras are aligned.
The ideal case
Let us consider the special case where images are acquired at the exact same time
and the optical axis of both cameras are aligned, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. It is
also assumed that both cameras share the same focal length (fu, fv) and principal
point (cu, cv). Because they have the same orientation, the cameras are only related
by a translation called the baseline of the system, denoted by B. In this specific
case, a point X is mapped to xl in the left image and to xr in the right image,
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where Xl = [Xl Yl Zl]T is the 3D point expressed in the left camera coordinate
system and Xr = [Xr Yr Zr]T is the same point expressed in the right camera
coordinate system. Because the camera coordinate frames are related by a single
translation along the x-axis, it can be noted that Zl = Zr = Z. Hence, subtracting
equations in (3.1) leads to the following disparity equation:




Moreover, in this special configuration, Xl −Xr corresponds to the baseline of









where B is the baseline and d the disparity of the observed feature. Once Z
has been computed, its value can be substituted in (3.1) to retrieve the X and Y
components of Xl:








(3.4) shows that the depth Z is directly proportional to the baseline and inverse
proportional to the disparity. It means that the baseline impacts directly on the
depth accuracy, but a baseline too wide will not provide enough overlap between
the images for close objects to be seen by both cameras. The baseline should
then be adapted depending on the application and the distance of the features to
be observed. Similarly, a mismatch between two features will lead to the wrong
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disparity measurement and thus to an erroneous depth.
It is important to notice that in the ideal case where cameras are aligned,
stereo matching can be improved. Indeed, with the configuration epipolar lines are
horizontal, which means corresponding features are located on the same image row.
As it will be explained in more details in Chapter 4, this simplifies considerably
the search for matches which is then limited to a single row. Besides, it reduces
the risk of incorrect matches by eliminating potential wrong candidates elsewhere
in the image. Therefore, horizontal epipolar lines is a useful property of stereo
systems as the accuracy of the motion estimation depends on the quality of the
matching. But it also means that a good calibration is required in order to rectify
the images properly and to legitimately make this assumption.
3.3 Calibration parameters
3.3.1 Monocular Calibration
As explained in Section 2.2, some specific information about the camera are re-
quired to accurately project 3D points into the image. These information are
called intrinsic parameters because they are specific to the camera used. The role
of monocular calibration consists in estimating these parameters as precisely as
possible. Using the pinhole camera model to represent the projection of 3D points
into the 2D image plane, the intrinsic parameters of a camera are represented with
matrix K and vector D:
K =









K encapsulates the geometric properties such as the focal length and principal
point of the camera, whereas D contains information about the lens distortions.
Radial and tangential distortions, with respective parameters ki and pj, are ap-
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1 + k4r2 + k5r4 + k6r6
+ p1(r
2 + 2v2) + 2p2uv
(3.10)
where (u, v) is the feature location in the original image, r2 = u2 + v2 and (u′, v′)
the corresponding location of the undistorted feature. These distortions need to
be accounted for, but rather than including them in the intrinsic parameters and
adding non-linearities to the projection process, it is preferred to rectify the images
first, so (u′, v′) can be measured directly. This way, the projection of a 3D points
is kept linear and can simply be represented by the projection matrix P .
3.3.2 Stereo calibration
Stereo rigs are made of two cameras attached together and are used to recover
the depth of the 3D scene. As explained previously in Section 3.2, features can be
triangulated easily in the ideal case where both images are aligned and the baseline
is known. Moreover, with this special configuration all epipolar lines are horizon-
tal which simplifies the search for stereo matches. But in reality images are not
completely aligned because the cameras are not identical and their sensors are not
physically lined up perfectly. This is especially the case when considering multi-
spectral setups with cameras made by different manufacturers and having different
optical properties. Therefore, to be able to rectify and align the images from a
software point of view, it is important to know precisely the camera information.
To estimate the intrinsic properties of each camera, monocular calibration can
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be performed separately. But in order to recover the extrinsic parameters, stereo
calibration needs to be run on a series of synchronised images of a known calibra-
tion pattern. These calibration parameters encapsulate the geometric properties
of the stereo rig, which corresponds to the relative transformation between the two
camera poses. Therefore, stereo calibration refers to the process which consists in
finding the correct relationship between the two cameras.
By setting the left camera pose as the origin of system, the extrinsic parame-
ters are made of a 3D rotation representing the difference in orientation between
the two optical axes, and a 3D translation representing the distance between the
two camera centres (baseline) and their potential misalignment. Knowing these
parameters is essential to construct the projection matrix of each camera. An























After rectification, both cameras have the same orientation and are only sep-
arated by a translation along the x-axis, which corresponds to the baseline of
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For the sake of simplicity, it is also common to transform the images during
stereo rectification in such a way that both cameras have the same focal length and
principal point. The intrinsic calibration matrix then coincides and are represented
by K in the equation above.
3.4 Multispectral Calibration
To tackle the challenges arisen by multispectral setups, a novel monocular and
stereo calibration process for visible and thermal images is presented.
3.4.1 Approach
The main issue for multispectral setups is the choice of materials that needs to be
easily detected in both image modalities. A lighting-based approach was chosen
as it is highly discriminative in the visible domain and it produces heat which
can also be captured by thermal cameras. Standard calibration patterns require
numerous pattern points to be able to estimate the calibration parameters properly
[40]. This means that such systems need a lot of power to light all the bulbs and
this can be problematic. Therefore, a limited number of LEDs (less than twenty)
was preferred for the design of the calibration board.
The main advantage of using LEDs is that it produces bright light with low
power consumption so it can be lit with a small and portable battery. Moreover,
LEDs are very small (3mm in diameter) so their centre can be detected precisely,
ensuring high accuracy in the calibration parameters estimation. First experiments
were carried out with classic LEDs but showed that this source of light is not
producing enough heat to be detected in infrared images. On the contrary, high
power LEDs dissipate more energy, resulting in a significant amount of heat being
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generated. Hence, they were deemed more appropriate for the purpose of creating
multispectral features. The ones used in this work can dissipate up to 1W but
the current is limited in order to avoid saturating the camera sensor and to keep
small and sharp features. By arranging the lights in 6 series of 3 LEDs with a
120Ω resistor, each LED is dissipating around 0.4W which produces enough heat
for them to be seen in the infrared images. To keep the setup as simple as possible,
each block of LEDs is connected directly to the battery, in a parallel circuit. As
a result, the total power required by the board amounts to 2.4W which is small
enough to be powered by a small 12V battery.
A wooden board was selected to hold the lights because wood is neither reflec-
tive in the visible nor in the thermal domain. This reduces the risk of including
noise when moving the pattern. It also provides a good contrast with the lights.
Holes were drilled at specific locations to create the pattern and the LEDs were
placed inside. The battery was then installed at the back of the board.
For visible cameras, these LEDs might be too bright and produce blurry blobs.
In order to be able to detect and identify the calibration points accurately, the
exposure time is diminished. This has the advantage of reducing the size of the
blobs and improving their localisation, but it also avoids detecting unwanted fea-
tures in the background as the rest of the image becomes dark (see Figure 3.3). A
simple blob detection algorithm is then used to detect their position in the image.
The high contrast in emissivity and temperature between the light and the board
makes the detection straightforward in thermal images. However, if a person is
holding the pattern, other bright features could appear in the image. Neverthe-
less, they can be filtered out according to their size and shape so only small and
circular blobs are retained. Another solution consists in placing the board against
a wall or on the ground and moving the cameras around. Once each point has
been identified, its centre is estimated with sub-pixel accuracy by computing the
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(a) visible (b) thermal
Figure 3.3: Calibration pattern seen by visible and thermal cameras.
centre of mass of the corresponding blob.
The calibration parameters are then estimated in a non-linear optimisation
scheme, minimising the distance between the projection of each calibration point
into the image and the corresponding detected feature [41]. The cost function of







‖xij − PjXi‖2 (3.13)
where xij is the ith 2D point observed in the jth image, X the corresponding
3D point expressed in the calibration pattern coordinate system. P , K, D, R
and t represent the projection matrix, intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters,
respectively (defined in (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16)).
The calibration toolbox provided by OpenCV is used to perform the optimisa-
tion. Based on [48], the algorithm takes as an input the location of the pattern’s
features in each image and the physical geometry of the pattern. After optimisa-
tion, it returns the calibration parameters. Additionally, OpenCV also provides
a function to automatically rectify new images with the estimated calibration pa-
rameters.
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3.4.2 Pattern Design
The calibration pattern has been designed to be easily identifiable and to use as
few LEDs as possible. It is made of four corners (3 points each) shown with green
and blue triangles in Figure 3.4, and a central pyramid (6 points) shown with
red triangles in Figure 3.4. Corners spread features around the calibration board
whereas the central pyramid gives an orientation to the pattern. As a consequence,
whatever the orientation of the board or the cameras, the direction in which the
pyramid is pointing can always be estimated.
To identify all the elements of the pattern, the mean of all LED positions is
first computed. Features are then sorted out by their distance to the mean. This
way, points belonging to the pyramid can easily be distinguished from the corner
points. As the base of the pyramid is larger than its height, it is possible to
discern the former from the two other edges of the external triangle. The top of
the pyramid can then be identified as the vertex opposing the base. A white line
segment is displayed in Figure 3.4 to show the orientation of the pyramid. Once
the orientation has been determined, a new coordinate system is defined at the
centre of the pyramid. All the features are then sorted according to the angle they
form with the origin of the new coordinate system. This guarantees that the order
of the features is always the same, regardless of the orientation of the pattern.
3.4.3 Experimental Validation
The proposed calibration pattern was tested with the multispectral stereo setup
presented in Section 1.4.1. To do so, the calibration pattern was moved in front of
the cameras and recorded with different positions and inclinations. Two methods
are proposed to assess the quality of the calibration. The first one consists in
analysing the reprojection errors and the second one compares the depth of the
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Figure 3.4: Automatic detection of the elements of the pattern.
triangulated features to a ground truth.
Calibration results
In order to prove the robustness of the pattern detection and calibration process,
five datasets were collected. On average, the calibration pattern was detected in
84 visible images and 80 thermal images per dataset, corresponding to a total
of 1512 visible and 1440 thermal features. These images were then used to es-
timate the intrinsic parameters of each camera, independently. The accuracy of
the calibration is evaluated by computing the Mean Reprojection Error (MRE),
which corresponds to the average reprojection error for all the images. Thus, it
corresponds to the value of the cost function defined in (3.13), divided by the total
number of observations. The MRE then gives an estimate of how well the calibra-
tion parameters fit the observations. For the sake of completeness, minimum and
maximum reprojection errors are also computed.
As summarised in Table 3.1, monocular calibration produced average reprojec-
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Table 3.1: Reprojection errors obtained for each monocular and stereo calibration.
Minimum MRE/STDEV, minimum reprojection error and maximum reprojection
error over all datasets are highlighted in bold.
dataset A B C D E
camera visible
MRE 0.226 0.238 0.233 0.226 0.240
STDEV 0.022 0.029 0.020 0.021 0.027
MIN 0.205 0.214 0.210 0.187 0.186
MAX 0.248 0.253 0.258 0.260 0.283
camera infrared
MRE 0.279 0.281 0.285 0.292 0.358
STDEV 0.035 0.032 0.049 0.036 0.032
MIN 0.232 0.236 0.233 0.260 0.276
MAX 0.314 0.319 0.329 0.333 0.423
camera stereo
MRE 1.044 1.025 1.045 1.011 1.126
STDEV 0.240 0.212 0.286 0.261 0.286
MIN 0.805 0.794 0.792 0.812 0.890
MAX 1.541 1.820 1.751 1.393 1.778
tion errors of 0.23px and 0.29px over all calibration datasets, with the BlueFOX
and Tau2 cameras respectively. This shows that thermal images produce larger
errors and thus, less accurate calibration parameters. It can be explained by the
fact that unlike visible light, LEDs heat the chessboard around them and pro-
duce blurrier features in the thermal domain. Nevertheless, the difference between
visible and infrared MRE remains small and sub-pixel accuracy is achieved with
both modalities. These results show a slight improvement in MRE compared to
[43], where 0.35px was achieved for the infrared camera and 0.48px for the visi-
ble. Moreover, a more accurate estimation was obtained compared to [44], where
MRE of 0.73px and 0.78px were recorded for the visible and the thermal camera,
respectively.
Among the images selected for monocular calibration, around 63 images per


















Figure 3.5: Reprojection errors boxplot for all datasets.
the intrinsic parameters of each camera and to estimate the extrinsic parameters
of the stereo rig. It can be seen in Table 3.1 that stereo calibration is less precise
than monocular calibration. This is expected because more parameters need to
be estimated and more constraints arise from the fact that the same points are
observed in two different images. Globally, the accuracy of the stereo calibration
is equivalent to 1.05px pixel. Here, the multispectral stereo calibration is more
accurate than [43], where a 1.91px MRE was obtained. In [44], no results was
provided for the stereo calibration. All reprojection errors were gathered in a
boxplot (see Figure 3.5) to clearly visualise and compare the accuracy of each type
of calibration.
Another way of checking the validity of the calibration process consists in
analysing the epipolar lines in stereo rectified images. After calibration, new im-
ages of the calibration pattern were acquired with the same setup and were stereo
rectified with the corresponding calibration parameters. As it can be seen in Fig-
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Figure 3.6: Stereo rectified images. Calibration points are located on the same
row.
ure 3.6, distortions have been removed and all calibration points are now located
on the same row. This means that the epipolar lines are horizontal and the images
aligned, as in Section 3.2.
Finally, the distance between the two cameras was measured manually and was
estimated at 51 cm. The stereo rig was designed so that both cameras face the
same direction (no relative orientation) and their camera centres are aligned (only
translated in the x-axis). The average translation and rotation vectors obtained












This confirms that the extrinsic parameters of the stereo rig were also estimated
correctly, because the baseline corresponds to the 51cm measured and the rotation




To show the suitability of the calibration for 3D reconstruction, the calibration
pattern was placed at different distances from the cameras, from 2m to 10m. Its
depth was then recovered by triangulating the elements of the pattern detected
in the stereo images and computing their average depth. Figure 3.7 shows that a
maximum of 2cm error was obtained when the board was located at 10m from the
cameras. The smallest error, 3.6mm, was obtained at a distance of 5m. It can be
noticed that the minimum error was not obtained at the closest distance. This can
be explained by the large baseline used and the level of precision at which features
could be extracted. Indeed, when the cameras were only a few meters from the
board, blobs of a few pixels were generated in the images. Even though their
centres were estimated with sub-pixel accuracy, the more distant the cameras, the
smaller the blobs and the more precise the feature extraction. On the contrary,
when the cameras were located too far away, the size of the blobs became smaller
than a pixel their centres could no longer be estimated precisely. Moreover, as
the distance increases the disparity between stereo images decreases due to the
formula in (3.4) and the noise generated in the feature extraction becomes more
significant in the triangulation process.
Since the experiment was not reproduced, it is not possible to evaluate the
repeatability of the calibration. However, the calibration was performed in a con-
trolled environment and by looking at the precision at which the calibration param-
eters were estimated, it is highly probable that the repeatability of the calibration
would be affected by the accuracy of the feature extraction algorithm. Neverthe-
less, it is clear that such calibration allows to triangulate stereo features with a
few cm accuracy and that its precision tends to decrease with the distance.
Additionally, the experiment does not represent real driving conditions since it
was performed in a lab. With real data, an important number of features would
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Figure 3.7: Depth errors depending on the distance where it was computed.
be located more than 10m away from the camera. However, it would be hard to
repeat the experiment with larger distances since it was performed indoor and the
pattern would become so small in the images that it would be almost impossible
to distinguish the features due to the resolution of the images.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a new pattern designed to calibrate multispectral cameras was
presented. It makes use of high-power LEDs to create small circular features that
can be seen in both visible and infrared spectra. The board is easy to build, made
of low-cost and low-power elements and thus, it is convenient and simple to use.
The calibration process described consists of an automatic feature detection part
which precisely localises the LED centres; and a second estimation part which
utilises these points in a non-linear optimisation process to estimate both intrinsic
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and extrinsic calibration parameters. The calibration of the visible-thermal stereo
setup was achieved with a small reprojection error (1.05px) and its robustness
was tested by reconstructing the 3D position of the calibration board. A maxi-
mum error of 2cm was obtained when the board was positioned at 10m from the
cameras. This shows the suitability of the calibration process and justifies its use
for 3D reconstruction and visual odometry in the following chapters.
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4 | Monocular visual odometry for
visible and LWIR images
With projective geometry, it is possible to evaluate the attitude and position of a
calibrated camera from the images generated. To do so, a monocular visual odom-
etry algorithm is introduced. This technique is able to estimate the pose of a single
moving camera, regardless of the nature of the images. First, the main components
of the VO process are detailed, namely feature detection, feature matching and mo-
tion estimation. Then, a step selection algorithm is presented to ensure sufficient
translation between consecutive frames and to avoid degenerate cases. The monoc-
ular VO framework is tested in its entirety with both visible and LWIR images.
Two motion estimation methods are compared, 2D-to-2D estimation which uses
only image features and 3D-to-2D estimation where both the structure of the scene
and the image features are optimised. Finally, the benefit of multispectral imaging
is demonstrated with the alternative use of both modalities on a dataset with chal-
lenging illumination conditions. Throughout this chapter, special consideration is
given to avoid tuning the algorithm parameters for each modality.
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4.1 Introduction
Monocular VO consists in estimating the 6 DoF ego-motion of a single moving
camera. 2D features are detected in the different images acquired and matched
to produce correspondences. The relative transformations between camera poses
can then be recovered with 2D-to-2D motion estimation, by estimating and de-
composing the essential matrix solely based on the correspondences in the images
[7]. alternatively, 3D-to-2D motion estimation could be performed. It consists in
triangulating 3D points based on previously known camera poses and reproject-
ing them in the latest image plane [49, 50]. Transformations between consecutive
images can then be estimated with optimisation-based techniques by minimising
some error metrics between the observed and reprojected features.
In such cases, two general approaches can be distinguished: feature-based meth-
ods which minimise the geometric error between an observed feature (obtained af-
ter matching) and its reprojected position in the image [13, 7]; and direct methods
which minimise the photometric error between images, or in other words the dif-
ference in pixel intensities between local regions [51, 52]. Because pixel intensity is
not an acceptable comparison metric for multispectral setups due to the different
nature of the images, the use of feature-based methods was preferred for this work
and will be detailed in the following sections.
4.2 Feature detection and matching





4.2. Feature detection and matching
Feature-based matching is usually more robust to large geometric and spatial
changes between consecutive images because features are described in a unique way
with descriptors, but it is also more costly when the number of features increases.
Tracking techniques are however relatively fast to compute, which make them more
suitable for fast motion such as sharp turns or when driving over speed bumps [19].
In any case, a set of 2D distinctive image points is required to start with.
Therefore, Section 4.2.1 first introduces the most common feature detection al-
gorithms used to extract salient information from the images. Section 4.2.2 then
describes the feature description/matching process and Section 4.2.3 focuses on
tracking methods.
4.2.1 Feature detection
Feature detection consists in finding points of interest in an image. In order to
easily identify them, these points need to be salient and highly discernible from
their neighbourhood. Corners and small blobs offer the best localisation properties.
Edges are also good image features because they have an important gradient and
provide a good contrast along their principal axis, but an ambiguity remains along
the edge. Some edge-based techniques have been developed in the recent years,
but they are usually more complex, time-consuming, and still require the help of
other point features [53, 54, 55].
Feature detectors are evaluated based on the following characteristics:
Localisation accuracy: it defines how precisely a feature can be localised. Nowa-
days, position can be refined to sub-pixel accuracy. For scale invariant and
orientation invariant features, the accuracy with which scale and orientation
are computed is also important.
Repeatability: it measures how likely features are to be detected again in other
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images. In order to perform descriptor-based matching, each feature needs to
be detected in the other images, otherwise it will be associated with a wrong
counterpart. Thus, it is important to extract identical features during the
detection step in order to maximise the number of correct matches during
the matching part.
Computational efficiency: depending on the application (whether precision
or real-time processing is more important), computation time could be a
decisive factor. It directly describes how fast the detection can be achieved
and reversibly how many features can be detected in a limited period of
time. It is best to have as many features as possible because wrong matches
or weak corners can always be discarded later, but motion cannot always be
computed properly when the number of decent features is limited.
Robustness: it refers to the ability of a detector to extract features, regardless
of the quality of the images (e.g. with noisy images). The more robust the
detector, the less error will be made during the matching process.
Invariance: it is a property similar to robustness and describes how well a detec-
tor performs when the characteristics of the environment change. This could
refer to illumination changes, or geometric changes (e.g. size, orientation)
when the camera rotates or when it is moving closer/away from the feature.
The most common corner detectors in the literature are Harris [56] and Shi-
Tomasi (Good Feature To Track)[57]. Even though many other detectors exist,
these are widely used for VO [50]. Concerning blob detection, more advanced
detectors are employed: FAST [58], SIFT [59], SURF [60]. They are more robust
to geometric changes because they are scale and orientation invariant, as well as
their respective descriptors.
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4.2.2 Feature description and matching
Feature-based matching techniques are designed to detect 2D points in all the
images, to identify them uniquely with descriptors (meant to describe the neigh-
bourhood around the feature) and then to match these features across the images,
based on the similarity of their descriptors.
Feature description
A descriptor is a vector with a reduced number of elements that describes a patch
around the detected feature and that can easily be compared to other descriptors.
For instance, it could contain the intensities of all pixels in the patch. This would
however be terribly inefficient as it will include a lot of elements and would not com-
pensate for illumination and geometric changes. Hence, more complex descriptors
are required. They can be divided into two categories: binary and histogram-based
descriptors. Binary descriptors such as BRIEF [61], or scale/rotation invariant
ORB [62], BRISK [63] and FREAK [64] are designed to compute a binary version
of the patch, which values can then be compared pairwise. Such descriptors are
extremely fast to compute and compare, making them ideal for real-time appli-
cations and navigation purposes. Histogram-based descriptors on the other hand,
divide the patch into several sub-regions and describe their aspect with histograms.
SIFT descriptors for example, decompose the region in 8 sub-regions (4 × 4) and
compute an histogram of 8 orientations for each one of them. These histograms are
then combined together to form a 128-element vector which can then be compared
to other descriptors [59]. Histogram-based descriptors are therefore more robust
but require more processing power. To reduce the effect of illumination conditions
and improve their robustness, histograms can also be normalised.
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Feature matching
Two sets of features obtained from different images are matched by computing dis-
tances between their descriptors. For each feature in one set, matches are found
by selecting the feature from the other set whose descriptor returns the smallest
distance. Depending on the descriptor, different norms can be used for this dis-
tance computation. The L2-norm, for example, is known to be a suitable measure
for SIFT and SURF. The Hamming distance is however preferred for binary de-
scriptors such as ORB or BRISK [50]. To test every feature, several approaches
can be used. Brute-force consists in comparing one feature in an image with all
features from the other images. This is an extremely time-consuming approach
and not very efficient but the computation load can be reduced by limiting the
search to specific features (e.g. features located on the epipolar line if it is known).
K-nearest neighbour is a more efficient approach to compare only neighbouring fea-
tures. With a K-dimensional tree structure, these features and descriptors can be
accessed and compared rapidly. Once every feature has been tested, the distance
obtained can be checked and only the matches with small distances are retained
to avoid producing outliers.
4.2.3 Feature tracking
Unlike descriptor-based methods which require a costly matching process, tracking
methods are directly estimating the position of a feature in the next image based
on its optical flow. The main advantage of feature tracking is its speed, even when
the number of features grows, which is an asset for navigation applications [65]. In
the following sections, the optical flow equations are derived and the Lucas-Kanade
method is presented.
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Optical flow
Optical flow refers to the 2D apparent velocity of the objects in the image due to
camera movements. It relates the motion between two frames at different time (t
and t+ ∆t). Assuming that brightness is consistent between the images, a certain
point in one image p = [x, y]T will be shifted to another point p’ = [x+∆x, y+∆y]T
in the next image, with ∆p = [∆x,∆y]T corresponding to the displacement along
the x and y axes, respectively. However, the pixel intensities of p and p′ remain
the same:
I(x, y, t) = I(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y, t+ ∆t) (4.1)
This equation is called the brightness consistency constraint. For small motion,
it can be approximated with Taylor series as follows:









































where (Vx, Vy) is the velocity or optical flow of p. Solving these equations results
in finding the velocity of p or the displacement corresponding to a new point p′
where the brightness remains the same.
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Lucas-Kanade method
The Lucas-Kanade method [65] estimates the position of a previously detected
feature in a new image by solving the optical flow equations for each pixel in its
neighbourhood. This makes the process more robust than solving it for a single
point. Assuming the local flow to be constant in the surrounding area, a system



























where pi, i ∈ [1, N ] corresponds to the location of the ith pixel in the neighbour-

































Because the number of pixels is larger than the number of parameters being
estimated (2D velocity), the problem is overestimated and a least-squares approx-
imation can be obtained by solving:
ATAv = ATb




However, the differential equations presented in (4.3) only hold for small dis-
placements, to refine a previous estimation for example. To guarantee a reliable
tracking even when the images are shifting significantly, a pyramidal approach was
used in [66]. A pyramid is built from the original image by reducing its resolution
in half at each level. An initial optical flow is then estimated from the image at the
top of the pyramid. This image possesses the smallest resolution of the pyramid
which corresponds to 1
2N
the resolution of the original image, N being the height
of the pyramid. Optical flow is then refined iteratively with images of higher res-
olution, until the lowest level is reached (full resolution). This method is more
robust and does not usually necessitate to have many levels in the pyramid. Yet,
a trade-off needs to be found to obtain the best results without preforming more
calculation than necessary.
4.3 Epipolar Geometry
The epipolar geometry corresponds to the projective geometry that links two views
together. It is intrinsic to these views as it only depends on the structure of the
scene, the camera calibration parameters and the cameras relative pose. To find the
relationship between two images, corresponding points of interest are detected and
matched using one of the techniques presented in Section 4.2. With the addition of
the 3D points corresponding to the physical representation of the observed features,
a series of special geometric elements can be defined:
The baseline: it is the line segment connecting the two camera centres. It also
corresponds to the relative translation between the two camera poses.
The epipole: it corresponds to the point where the image plane and the base-
line intersect. Therefore, each view possesses one epipole. It can also be
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Figure 4.1: Depiction of the epipolar geometry between two views. (x,x′) repre-
sents the central projection of X through the camera centres c and c′, respectively.
The epipoles (e, e′) and epipolar lines (l,l′) can be seen in each image plane. Π
represents the epipolar plane.
interpreted as the projection of one camera centre into the image plane of
the other view. Epipoles can sometimes appear outside of the image, if the
other view is not located in the FOV of the camera.
The epipolar plane: The plane formed by a 3D point and the two camera
centres is called epipolar plane. It contains not only the 3D feature but also
the projected points (x, x′) in both image planes and the epipoles of each
camera, thus its name.
The epipolar line: it corresponds to the line where the epipolar plane intersects
an image plane. This line includes the epipole of a camera and the projection
of any feature located on the epipolar plane.
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the epipolar plane links both views, which means
that for each feature in the left or right image, an epipolar plane can be defined.
Therefore, the epipolar plane contains the feature, its actual 3D location and the
baseline. The corresponding feature in the other image plane is inevitably located
along the line where the epipolar plane and the image plane intersect.
These constraints implied by the epipolar geometry apply to any point or line
located in the image planes. Therefore, it can be represented in a algebraic form
with some specific matrices:
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The fundamental matrix: represents the epipolar geometry in the image plane.
The intrinsic parameters of the camera are not taken into account.
The essential matrix: represents the epipolar geometry of rectified images.
The essential matrix relates normalised points, taking into account the in-
trinsic parameters of the cameras.
4.3.1 The Fundamental matrix
Definition
Given a pair of images, the fundamental matrix associates a point in one image
plane to the corresponding epipolar line in the other image plane: x 7→ l′. It can
be noticed that this mapping is unidirectional and it is not possible to obtain a







The fundamental matrix is defined as the unique 3× 3 homogeneous matrix of
rank 2 which satisfies:
xTFx′ = 0 (4.8)
where x ↔ x′ are corresponding points in two images. This equation is called
the correspondence condition and translates the fact that corresponding points are
located on epipolar lines. Indeed, using homogeneous coordinates, a point x′ is
located on a line l′ only if their product is null:
x′l′ = 0 (4.9)
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For a pair x↔ x′, l′ is related to x by the fundamental matrix:
l′ = Fx (4.10)
Similarly, x′ corresponds to x if x′TFx = 0, or in other words, F is the funda-
mental matrix between two views if it satisfies x′TFx = 0 for every correspondence
x ↔ x′ between the image planes. This is an important result as it means that
correspondences between images can be characterised without the use of projec-
tion matrices P . This also means that F can be computed from a minimum set
of 7 matches. Several algorithms exist to estimate the parameters of F [67, 7, 68],
the most popular probably being the 8-point algorithm [68].
Properties of F
Transpose
Let F be the fundamental matrix between two camera views which associates
a point x to its corresponding epipolar line:
Fx = l′ (4.11)
Then, F T corresponds to the epipolar geometry in the opposite order:
F Tx′ = l (4.12)
Null space
The epipoles are spanning the null space of F . Indeed,
e′T l′ = 0⇔ e′T (Fx) = 0⇔ (e′TF )x = 0, ∀x (4.13)
e′ is thus called the left null space of F . Similarly, Fe = 0 implies that e is the
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right null space of F .
4.3.2 The Essential matrix
The essential matrix is derived from the fundamental matrix. It can be seen as
the specialisation of the latter for normalised coordinates. Unlike the fundamental
matrix which does not require any knowledge about the calibration parameters of
the cameras, the essential matrix encapsulates these parameters. Thus, it possesses
fewer degrees of freedom and additional properties.
Definition
As seen in Chapter 2, a point is projected in an image with the projection matrix:
x = PX ⇒ x = K[R|t]X (4.14)
If the intrinsic calibration matrixK is known, it can be removed from the projective
transformation by multiplying the coordinates of x with the inverse of K:
x̂ = K−1x ⇒ x̂ = [R|t]X (4.15)
x̂ is called the normalized coordinate of x and the corresponding projection matrix
becomes P̂ = [R|t], which depends entirely on the extrinsic parameters of the
camera. Any mention of the intrinsic parameters has disappeared. P̂ is called
normalised projection matrix. As stated earlier, the essential matrix translates the
epipolar geometry between two normalised views. Therefore, in the same way the
fundamental matrix associates an epipolar line to a point, the essential matrix
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Different techniques could be utilised to compute the essential matrix. For
instance, it can be estimated from the fundamental matrix, or by using normalised















 = [t]×R (4.17)
where [.]× denotes a skew symmetric matrix.
Epipolar constraint





from which it can be derived:
E = K ′TFK (4.19)
Singular values
The Essential matrix possesses three singular values. Two of them are equal
and non-zero while the third one is zero.
Degrees of freedom
As mentioned before, the essential matrix contains information about the ex-
trinsic parameters. This means that E is closely related to the relative rotation
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R and translation t between the views. It nevertheless possesses only 5 degrees of
freedom: 3 for the rotation, 3 for the translation, but one degree less due to the
scale ambiguity.
4.4 2D-to-2D Motion estimation
Due to the nature of the essential matrix it is possible to retrieve the relative rota-
tion and translation between two views by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
E can be decomposed as follows:
E = U diag(λ, λ, 0) V T = [t]×R (4.20)
where U, V ∈ SO(3) and λ is the non-zero singular value of E.
Because [t]× is a skew-symmetric matrix it can be decomposed as:
[t]× = kUZUT , Z =
 0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 0
 (4.21)
where k corresponds to the scaling factor.
For the sake of simplicity and because it cannot be estimated directly from the
essential matrix, the scale can be ignored by selecting the singular values as 1.
The resulting translation is then estimated up to a scale. As a result, Z can now
be expressed up to a sign as:
Z ± diag(1, 1, 0)W, W =
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 (4.22)
where W is orthogonal matrix.
(4.21) and (4.22) shows that any essential matrix can be decomposed with
SVD, comprising two equal singular values. Reciprocally, any matrix possessing
two equal singular values is an essential matrix. Therefore, E can be decomposed
as:
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E = [t]×R = U diag(1, 1, 0) (WUTR)
[t]× = UZUT R = UW TV T
(4.23)
It can be noted that matrix UZUT has a Frobenius norm of
√
2 [7], which
means that the translation vector t is a unit vector. Assuming that the first view
has the projection matrix P1 = [I3×3|O], it is then possible to retrieve the camera
matrix of the second view P2 = [R|t] using the SVD decomposition. But (4.23) is
not the only decomposition possible. Since the singular values are equal and the
sign of Z cannot be determined, four different solutions can be obtained:
P2 = [UWV
T |+ u3] P2 = [UWV T | − u3]
P2 = [UW
TV T |+ u3] P2 = [UW TV T | − u3]
(4.24)
It can be noticed that the difference between the first and second line is the
sign of the translation vector. This directly affects the positioning of each camera
with respect to the other. The difference between the right and left equations on
the other hand is characterised by a change in rotation. It corresponds to a 180◦
rotation around the baseline. The geometric interpretation of these four solutions
is illustrated in Figure 4.2. From the diagram, it is clear that there is only one
solution where the 3D point appears in front of both cameras. This fact is used as
a criterion to remove the ambiguity and select the only solution physically valid.
When the R and t have been estimated, the features are triangulated and the
solution where they all end up in front of both cameras is chosen. In fact, only
one point is necessary to determine which one of the four options is the right one.
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Figure 4.2: The four possible solutions to the essential matrix decomposition prob-
lem expressed in (4.24). The top-left diagram corresponds to the true solution,
the right diagrams have the baseline inverted (−u3) and the bottom ones have the
camera c2 rotated by 180°.
4.5 Scale ambiguity
Due to the nature of projective geometry, monocular vision systems suffer from a
scale ambiguity. At least two views are necessary to reconstruct the 3D position
of a 2D feature, but because depth information is lost during the projection, an
overall ambiguity remains. Indeed, the position of 3D points and camera poses can
be estimated relative to a common frame (usually the first camera pose). However,
as it was explained in the previous section, the essential matrix is missing a DoF
and the norm of the translation vector cannot be estimated from 2D-to-2D corre-
spondences only. Thus, the absolute distance to the origin is unknown as shown
in Figure 4.3. This global scale factor can be recovered with a prior knowledge of
the system (e.g. stereovision) or information about the real world. For instance,
GPS measurements could be used during the initial stage, to estimate the dis-
tance travelled and thus provide a metric to initialise the system. Alternatively,
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Figure 4.3: Scale ambiguity generated when triangulating 2D points from multiple
views.
speedometers could be employed instead of GPS to obtain a more precise velocity
measurement. Knowing the size of specific objects or location of certain markers
can also be used to determine the global scale [70]. This is especially the case for
object pose estimation where a model is available and its dimensions are known
[70, 55]. In [71] and [72], the authors take advantage of the fixed position of the
camera on board of a car, and especially its height, to recover the depth of ground
features.
In recent years, with the raise of small autonomous systems (ground robots
and drones), a need for small lightweight sensors has appeared and a whole new
research area has emerge: Visual-Inertial Navigation Systems (VINS). VINS con-
sists of fusing visual information (monocular or stereo) with Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU). By taking advantage of the accuracy of image-based localisation, VO
trajectories can be used to correct the drifty nature of inertial sensors. On the
other hand, IMUs provide world measurement such as gravity and other accelera-
tions applied to the vehicle which can then be used to recover the full scale. This
combination has become really popular and a lot of different ways to fuse data
have been tested, from filters[73, 16] to non-linear optimisation [74, 10], tightly
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[16, 10] or loosely [75, 76] coupled. VINS for multispectral navigation is studied
in more details Chapter 6.
However, when motion is estimated from two views only, it is impossible to
estimate the scale factor. For example, in Section 4.4 the relative transformation
between two camera poses is computed from the essential matrix and a normalised
translation is obtained. But due on the varying speed of the vehicle, the magnitude
is likely to be different from 1. Assuming that images are acquired at regular inter-
vals, when the speed remains constant, the distance between each frame is identical
and all resulting translation vectors should have the same norm. When the speed
changes however, the magnitude of the resulting translation vectors should also
vary for a constant time interval. And accumulating normalised transformations
obtained from the 2D-to-2D motion estimation cannot take this into consideration
(see Section 4.7).
Even if the global scale cannot be recovered, it is still possible to compute
relative scale changes. To estimate the relative scale variations between several
camera poses, more views are necessary. For instance, in [77] a closed-form method
with three views is proposed. It has the advantage of being much faster than
iterative optimisation, but it is also less precise. Three views is the minimum
required, more could be employed to obtain a better accuracy. To estimate the
pose of a new frame relative to previous poses, a wide range of Perspective N Points
(PnP) algorithms exists, such as P3P [78, 79] or EPnP [80]. These algorithms are
based on 3D-to-2D correspondences. First, features are triangulated from already
estimated poses and a 3D point cloud is generated. Then, the last camera pose is
computed from the matched features (2D) in the image and the 3D corresponding
point cloud. This is usually less precise than pure 2D-to-2D motion estimation but
allows the local scale to be estimated [3]. Indeed, errors in previous camera pose
estimations are propagated to the 3D points through the triangulation process,
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which are subsequently accumulated in the last pose estimate [81].
A convenient solution to avoid rapid errors accumulation is to refine the struc-
ture (position of the 3D points) and the camera poses at the same time. This
process is called Bundle Adjustment (BA) and is commonly used for VO and
SLAM [13]. BA is computationally heavier than the other solutions proposed in
this section, and its complexity increases drastically with the number of points
and camera poses. But it also provides a much more accurate motion estimation.
4.6 3D-to-2D Motion Estimation
Even though physical measurements are required to assess the overall scale factor,
precision can be improved and local scale can be recovered from a certain set of
images with the use of a bundle adjustment framework. Furthermore, a certain
distance (translation) between the camera frames is required in order to triangulate
the 3D features accurately. However, selecting a constant framerate does not
guarantee that this condition will be satisfied when the camera is moving slowly
or when it is stationary. In the following sections, a step selection method is
proposed and the bundle adjustment problem is presented.
4.6.1 Keyframe selection
When motion is estimated from a set of 2D correspondences like in Section 4.4,
certain degenerate configurations can arise. This is the case when all points lie on a
critical surface (ruled quadratic surface or plane) or when the camera undergoes a
pure rotation (no translation) [7]. The former is called degenerate structure and the
latter degenerate motion. Therefore, to avoid these situations, it is important to
carefully select the adequate frames. Instead of processing all the frames available,
each one of them is tested and only those providing satisfactory conditions are
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retained for motion estimation. These special images are called keyframes. In the
event of degenerate structure, there is not much that can be done. If all features
are located in the same plane, one can discard the current frame and wait for
the next one where features will be spread. Nevertheless, a large shift cannot be
tolerated either, because this would create a risk of loosing track of the features
and ending up with no correspondences at all. On the other hand, if the camera
is stationary or moves particularly slowly (degenerate motion) it is not possible to
detect how much the camera moved compared to the last keyframe. Thus, in a
similar way to [82], an image is added to the system only if it provides sufficient
translation. But keyframes can also be included in case of important rotation in
order to keep track of a sufficient number of points in subsequent images.
To evaluate how much translation separates two keyframes, the notion of paral-
lax is employed as described in [83]. Parallax is the displacement observed by two
parallel cameras at two different viewpoints. If the camera is rotating during the
image acquisition, it will produce some shift in the images which needs to be com-
pensated in order to observe the parallax. To do so, when a new image becomes
available, its relative orientation with respect to the last keyframe is computed
by estimating and decomposing the essential matrix. As illustrated in Figure 4.4,
applying the inverse rotation to the tracked features removes the displacement due
to the rotation, making the parallax measurable. The new frame is then accepted
if the mean of all parallax vectors is larger than a certain threshold or if the initial
shift (with the effect of rotation) becomes too significant. For both the visible and
the infrared cameras used in this work, a minimum parallax threshold of 10px and
a maximum shift of 50px have been empirically selected.
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Figure 4.4: Rotation compensation between consecutive frames. Red lines show
the correspondences between the frames and green lines show the parallax after
removing the effects due the camera rotation.
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4.6.2 Windowed Bundle Adjustement
Bundle Adjustment (BA) refers to the optimisation problem which jointly esti-
mates 3D features from the scene and camera poses. From a geometric point
of view, it attempts to find the best parameters which "adjust" bundles of rays
between the 3D points and the camera centres (see Figure 4.5a). From a mathe-
matical perspective, BA is a minimisation process which consists in finding the set
of parameters that minimises a certain cost function, usually the Sum of Squared
reprojection Errors (SSE). As illustrated in Figure 4.5b, each error is equal to the
Euclidean distance between the 2D features xij detected in a certain image and
the position where its corresponding 3D point is reprojected in that image (xij).
As mentioned previously, BA parameters are made of 3D vectors representing the
physical location of the features expressed in a common reference frame and the 3D
position and orientation of each camera pose. They form a high dimensional non-
linear space where no simple global representation exits. Points can be expressed
with either Euclidean or homogeneous coordinates and rotations can be described
with any representation presented in Section 2.3. But each parametrisation leads
to specific constraints and singularities, as discussed previously. To improve nu-
merical stability, iterative optimisation methods are used and combined with local
parametrisations. Local parametrisations are defined and valid around the current
state. They are chosen to be as uniform and linear as possible in its vicinity. For
example, rotation matrices can be used to represent the global orientation but only
small perturbations δR, represented as 3D vectors (angle-axis), are considered at
each iteration. The small increment is then converted with the exponential map
and used to update the state R′ → R + exp(δR).
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(a) Relationship between 3D points and
cameras. Rays from different cameras
are represented with different colours.
(b) Single point reprojected in several
images corresponding to different poses.
The geometric error is shown in red.
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the general bundle adjustment problem.
Problem formulation
Having observed a certain number of features in several images, an obvious choice
to estimate the different parameters of the model would be the use of non-linear
least-squares optimisation. Considering a vector S containing all the parameters,
the 2D position of a feature i in a specific image j can be predicted by the function
xij = π(S):
xij : R3×N+6×M 7→ R2 i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1,M ]
xij = π(S) = PjXi
(4.25)
where xij is the predicted point, Pj the projection matrix for the image in which
the point is reprojected (depends on the camera pose and calibration parameters).
Xi is the 3D position of the ith feature in the world coordinate frame. The least-








∆xTij∆xij, ∆xij = xij − xij (4.26)
But not all features are the same. Some are sharp corners that can be localised
precisely in the image whereas others are blurrier and less precise. To take this
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where Wij is a symmetric positive definite matrix. For this least-squares for-
mulation to have a meaningful statistical interpretation, Wij should represent the
inverse covariance of the observed feature xij [13]. It then coincides with the log-
likelihood of xij. However, SSE is sensitive to outliers due to the nature of the
square function and a single wrong match can have a significant impact on the
rest of the estimation. To avoid this, a Maximum-Likelihood estimator function
ρi(x) is added to the formulation [84]. This function is chosen with a small tail
so it reduces the effect of features producing large errors (see Figure 4.6). To do
so, ρi needs to be an increasing function with ρi(0) = 0 and
dρi
dx
(0) = 1. SSE for
example satisfies these criteria as it corresponds to ρi(x) = x, but more robust









Obviously, the main drawback of BA techniques is the number of parameters
which grows every time a new keyframe is added or when new features are detected.
This makes it impossible to use for real-time navigation when the framerate is
high (more than 10 Hz) and the amount of points is significant (several hundreds).
Hopefully, it does not have to be applied to all frames and points. Instead, it
could be used locally with a limited number of parameters to refine the previously
estimated structure and camera path [86, 87]. This method is called windowed
bundle adjustment (WBA) or local bundle adjustment and consists in optimising
only the latest camera poses, in a certain window, and the corresponding features
that have been observed in that interval.
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Figure 4.6: Example of loss functions.
4.7 Monocular Visual Odometry
Making use of the step selection process and windowed bundle adjustment de-
scribed previously, a monocular VO framework for both infrared and visible images
is presented (see Figure 4.7). Features are registered and tracked over a certain
window with a pyramidal Lucas-Kanade algorithm. The choice of feature tracking
over feature matching was driven by the speed of the algorithm and its consistency
between modalities. Because it is fast, feature tracking can deal with a greater
number of features from which robust motion estimation can be performed. It
also does not require to tune certain thresholds and parameters for each spectrum,
which is usually the case when matching features, because the quality of the de-
scriptors is directly affected by the nature of the images [88]. It is nevertheless
affected by the texture and contrast of the images.
When a new image becomes available, a set of new features is detected in the
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Figure 4.7: Flowchart of the monocular VO algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Monocular VO framework
Input:
Ptot: list of estimated camera poses
Itot: list of acquired images
Freg: list of registered features
Output:
Ptot: set of refined camera poses
while new image is available do









/** Keyframe selection **/





/** Keyframe update **/
Freg ← Freg+ inliers
Ptot ← Ptot + Pnew
Itot ← Itot + Inew
else
wait for next image
end if
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previous image and added to the existing set of registered features. This guarantees
that a sufficient number of points are tracked throughout the window, despite some
of them being discarded or leaving the image. To ensure a robust tracking, the
features that do not satisfy the epipolar constraint are removed. The remaining
points are then triangulated from the N − 1 frames in the window. From the
point cloud generated, the new camera pose is estimated with the P3P method
[79], employed in a RANSAC framework to robustify the estimation. For more
information about the RANSAC outlier rejection scheme, the reader may refer to
Appendix B. Finally, BA is applied to the window in order to refine the structure
of the scene and the camera pose estimation. The points that have not been
triangulated properly (do not appear in front of the camera) or which have been
labelled outliers during the RANSAC scheme are not used in the BA optimisation.
A summary of the algorithm is presented in Figure 4.7 and its corresponding
pseudo-code can be found in Algorithm 1.
4.7.1 Experimental validation
The performance of monocular VO for both thermal and visible modalities is eval-
uated on several datasets collected with the car setup presented in Section 1.4.1.
Camera calibration parameters were obtained from the multispectral calibration
algorithm described in Chapter 3. To provide a meaningful analysis, three dif-
ferent methods are compared; a simple 2D-to-2D motion estimation; camera pose
estimation using only P3P; and the WBA algorithm presented in the previous
section. They are compared to the accurate pose estimate provided by the Xsens
MTi-G GNSS which combines inertial data and GPS coordinates. As explained in
Section 1.4.1, all errors are computed with respect to these INS/GNSS positions
since they are considered ground truth.
Errors are evaluated by computing the Euclidean distance between each es-
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timated camera position and the closest GPS measurement in time. Because of
the error accumulation, two types of errors are considered. Absolute errors are
computed for the current camera pose, which corresponds to the accumulation of
all previous estimates, and relative errors which corresponds to the difference in
position of the relative transformation between two camera poses. This way, the
accuracy of the method can be evaluated at a specific point in time regardless of
previous estimations. These results are summarised in Table 4.1.
The initial orientation (roll and pitch angles) is estimated for all datasets from
the acceleration measurements and the value of the gravity vector at the location
of the experiment [1]. This requires the car to be stationary and located on a flat
surface. Hence, it is performed beforehand when the cameras are mounted on the
car as this orientation is unlikely to change much once the cameras are fixed. The
initial pose can however be refined at the start of each dataset if the car is not
moving. However, because the gravity vector is measured on the vertical axis, it
is not possible to define the direction of travel and a certain ambiguity concern-
ing the yaw angle remains. This problem is tackled by aligning the trajectory
obtained from GPS with the one obtained from VO for the first few frames only.
Concerning the initial position, it is set to zero. This means that the first camera
position defines the origin of the world coordinate frame. The scale ambiguity is
not addressed here because, as explained in Section 4.5, there are several ways to
solve it. The focus of this chapter is to show the suitability of feature tracking
and bundle adjustment for both visible and infrared images. Therefore, the global
scale is estimated over the first 10 frames, by computing the ratio between the 2D
translation vector obtained from GPS measurements and the 2D translation vector
obtained from BA. This scale is then applied to the whole trajectory estimate.
The trajectories recorded combine mostly straight lines and 90◦ turns, where
the car is slowing down before each turn and accelerating afterwards. The first and
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Table 4.1: Absolute and relative errors achieved with each techniques.
Visible Infrared
2D-2D P3P WBA 2D-2D P3P WBA
Distance of sequence 1 133m
mean absolute error (m) 4.88 19.07 0.66 2.90 5.39 1.00
std absolute error (m) 4.08 16.62 0.39 2.17 5.27 0.59
mean relative error (m) 0.79 1.28 0.09 0.73 0.49 0.03
std relative error (m) 0.62 1.13 0.05 0.63 0.39 0.02
Distance of sequence 2 511m
mean absolute error (m) 12.42 73.30 9.01 13.48 122.35 6.38
std absolute error (m) 7.52 40.84 7.42 7.83 83.29 5.81
mean relative error (m) 0.38 0.62 0.10 0.39 1.24 0.16
std relative error (m) 0.29 0.54 0.08 0.25 1.31 0.14
Distance of sequence 3 581m
mean absolute error (m) 33.72 66.88 15.04 23.73 96.98 10.13
std absolute error (m) 32.91 74.03 8.14 13.78 47.43 7.29
mean relative error (m) 0.49 0.83 0.21 0.54 0.98 0.20
std relative error (m) 0.34 0.78 0.13 0.39 0.62 0.18
most simple trajectory is made of only one turn and two straight lines whereas the
other trajectories are longer and comprise more turns in several directions, making
them more complex and challenging.
Motion Estimation
Even if the global scale is missing, Figures 4.8 to 4.10 show how local scale can
be recovered from multiple frames and how the estimation is improved compared
to frame-to-frame motion estimation. Orange trajectories represent 2D-to-2D es-
timation. As explained in Section 4.3, it is computed by simply decomposing the
essential matrix between two consecutive frames and produces unit translation
vectors. Even though keyframes are selected so the translation is similar between
consecutive frames, it is clear from Figure 4.10 that 2D-to-2D estimation does not
reflect changes in speed as the trajectory appear distorted. Moreover, Table 4.1
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and Figure 4.11 show that even though this technique does not seems to perform
a lot worse than WBA, more relative errors are produced. However, when these
relative errors do not compensate each other, an important drift is produced as
seen in Figure 4.10.
Yellow trajectories on the other hand, were obtained by estimating the new
camera pose with P3P, based on the features triangulated in the local window,
as described in Section 4.7. When computing the structure over several frames,
the local scale can then be estimated. However, the graphs in Figure 4.11 show
that the P3P technique drifts rapidly and creates the largest relative errors on
all datasets. This leads to increasing errors and inconsistent motion estimation.
Thus, the P3P estimate needs to be corrected in order to contain the drift. This
is exactly the role of the WBA algorithm which was used to produce the purple
trajectories. As it can be seen in all figures, this approach helps refining the camera
pose estimate and prevents the errors to accumulate significantly. This is reflected
in Figure 4.11 where the errors stay low compared to other techniques and do not
produce any peaks. The trajectory then appears much closer to the ground truth
in Figure 4.8-4.10. For both P3P and WBA methods, a sliding window containing
a total of 7 frames was used. 3D points were obtained by triangulating the 2D
image features from the first 6 frames. P3P then provided an estimate of the last
camera pose, whereas WBA optimised the last 3 poses, creating a more robust
estimation. Concerning the WBA algorithm, the first 4 frames of the window were
kept fixed to solved the gauge freedom problem [13] and avoid drifts.
From these results, it can be concluded that decomposing the essential matrix
is not sufficient to obtain an accurate motion estimation because of the scale
ambiguity. P3P is partially solving the problem as it estimates the relative changes
between several frames but it suffers from severe drift. WBA on the other hand,
is able to reduce the drift and generates more precise trajectories. However, it
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Figure 4.8: Trajectory estimation on Sequence 1.
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Figure 4.9: Trajectory estimation on Sequence 2.
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Figure 4.10: Trajectory estimation on Sequence 3.
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(a) Sequence 1: visible images.

















(b) Sequence 1: thermal images.


















(c) Sequence 2: visible images.



















(d) Sequence 2: thermal images.
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(e) Sequence 3: visible images.




















(f) Sequence 3: thermal images.
Figure 4.11: Relative errors obtained on the three sequences.
can be seen from Figure 4.11 that WBA is nevertheless drifting with time. This
can be explained by the fact that local BA, like the P3P technique, is based on
previously estimated camera poses. So, when poses are not estimated properly
and errors are introduced in the process, it impacts on the rest of the estimation.
Since there are no ways of correcting this drift from images only (except for loop
closure), errors tend to accumulate rapidly and dramatically. Nevertheless, it is
shown from all three sequences that WBA provides a reliable estimation for at
least a few hundred meters.
Finally, the overall scale ambiguity remains as it was estimated from the GPS
coordinates during the initialisation step. This is a more general problem with
monocular setups, as explained in Section 4.5, and it will be investigated further
in the following chapters with the use of stereovision and inertial data.
The VO errors obtained on all datasets are summarised in Table 4.1. Overall,
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these results are promising as they show that VO can be performed in both visible
and infrared modalities with the same technique and the same set of parameters.
Therefore, it does not require special tuning for each type of images and can be
used in a generic manner. Nevertheless, it can also be noted that the thermal
camera generates more accurate trajectories than the visible one, with an overall
gain in accuracy of 0.5% the distance travelled.
4.7.2 Failure recovery
In this section, the advantage of multispectral monocular VO is demonstrated by
testing the monocular VO algorithm presented in this chapter on a new dataset
with challenging illumination conditions. Feature tracking was performed with
both visible and thermal images simultaneously and BA was run independently
with the point clouds triangulated from each camera. The trajectories obtained
are shown in Figure 4.12a. It can be seen that both modalities fail to estimate
motion for a few frames because the quality of the images deteriorates.
An example of images that caused these failures can be seen in Figure 4.13.
The visible camera is not able to detect and track features properly as is it facing
the sun and the top-right corner of the image becomes excessively bright while
the rest of image is completely dark. The thermal camera on the other hand,
produces images of particularly low contrast when facing trees. Some features
are detected in the right side of the images but they cannot be tracked properly,
making motion estimation impossible. Moreover, due to the accumulative nature
of VO, these failures are affecting the rest of the trajectory which is then drifting
away from the GPS track (see Figure 4.12a).
However, with a calibrated multispectral setup it is possible to continue per-
forming VO when one of the cameras fails to produce decent images, as long as
the other one captures enough details for feature tracking. This would be im-
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(a) Independent trajectory estimation.


















(b) Alternating trajectory estimation.
Figure 4.12: Monocular VO performed independently or alternating between
modalities.
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(a) Visible fails. (b) Infrared fails.
Figure 4.13: Example of images where feature tracking fails.
possible with a single camera or with stereo cameras of the same modalities as
both sensors would be affected in the same way. To fully take advantage of the
multispectral setup, a single VO trajectory is computed using each camera al-
ternatively, instead of producing two trajectories corresponding to each modality.
Hence, feature detection and tracking are performed with both visible and thermal
images simultaneously. However, only one set of 2D/3D points is used to perform
BA. To determine which set to use, the camera providing the highest number of
inliers after triangulation and P3P estimation is selected. Figure 4.12b shows the
trajectory obtained when switching between modalities. Even though a notable
drift can be seen, the trajectory is fully recovered, even when one of the cameras
fails to produce adequate images. This is confirmed by the analysis of the errors
obtained (see Table 4.2), as each modality alone produces larger errors. Indeed, it
can be seen that combining the two modalities reduces the mean position error by
66% compared to the visible estimation and by 33% compared to the infrared.
Moreover, these results are consistent with the ones obtained in the previous
experiments since the mean error produced with failures is larger than the errors
obtained with datasets that do no include failures (WBA technique in Table 4.1).
If the rotations induced by the lack of motion estimation during image failures are
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Table 4.2: Errors comparison between each modality and alternating.
Visible Thermal Multispectral
distance traveled 165m
Error on final point (m) 18.68 55.12 11.33
Mean error (m) 9.67 6.81 4.16
Error on final point (%) 11.32 33.4 6.87
Mean error (%) 5.86 4.13 2.52
ignored, one can also notice that the shape of both visible and thermal trajectories
would match the ground truth. Indeed, the scale seems to be estimated appropri-
ately and the final trajectories do not drift as much as P3P techniques in Figure
4.8-4.10. This shows that even with short failures, the BA method do behave as
before.
It must be kept in mind that this solution is only valid when feature track-
ing is unsuccessful with one of the camera. This would not be possible if both
cameras fail to produce satisfying images. Nevertheless, the experiment shown
demonstrates the superiority of multispectral setups over monocular and standard
stereo setups (same modality) for challenging illumination conditions or low con-
trast environments.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, several detection and matching techniques were introduced in order
to find corresponding points of interest in consecutive images. It was explained how
the relative transformation between two views can be computed from 2D features
only, but also how more complex 3D-to-2D motion estimation algorithms work.
The scale ambiguity problem inherent to monocular navigation was introduced.
A monocular VO system for visible and thermal images was proposed. Based
on a keyframe approach, it automatically tracks features in every incoming image
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but only selects those presenting the best geometric properties. It then triangulates
features over a certain window and refines both the structure and camera poses
in a local BA process. The superiority of this method to other simpler motion
estimation techniques was demonstrated.
Additionally, it was proven that the alternating selection of multispectral cam-
eras is useful to deal with failure cases, where it is impossible to track or perform
accurate estimation in one of the modalities. However, due to the lack of global
scale and because errors tend to accumulate over time, this algorithm is not suffi-
cient to run on its own for a long period of time. To tackle this problem, the next
chapter will thus focus on solving the scale ambiguity by combining the visible and




In this chapter, the use of multispectral stereo setups for localisation purposes is
investigated. The objective of this work is to propose new techniques able to carry
out feature matching between heterogeneous modalities and to show that stereo vi-
sual odometry can be performed accurately with images from distinct parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum. First, a review on stereovision and multispectral state-
of-the-art algorithms is given. Two innovative feature-based matching techniques
are then presented to find stereo correspondences between images of different modal-
ities. Finally, a multispectral visual odometry process is proposed to validate the
concept. Both methods are evaluated on unique car datasets, including real driv-
ing conditions. All the algorithms presented in this chapter have been specifically
designed to tackle the challenges arisen by the combined use of thermal and visible
image data streams.
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5.1 Introduction
The main advantage of stereo localisation is the use of prior knowledge regarding
the orientation and positioning of two cameras, which makes the depth estimation
of a scene straightforward and accurate. This information is obtained beforehand
from calibration (see Chapter 3) and since it is assumed the stereo setup is properly
fixed and not moving throughout the acquisition, intrinsic and extrinsic parame-
ters are kept constant. Knowing precisely the depth of the scene makes the stereo
localisation system more accurate than monocular localisation, because the later
requires the scale to be estimated [3]. Depth map computation from stereo pairs
of images has been extensively studied in the last decades with the development
of computer vision algorithms for navigation purposes [89, 90]. However, mul-
tispectral stereovision is relatively new and currently not robust enough to rely
completely on images for localisation purposes [24]. The main motivation for this
work is therefore to improve state-of-the-art multispectral stereo matching and to
create a robust VO algorithm which can deal with two distinct modalities.
Stereovision is limited by the depth resolution of the system because the accu-
racy of a point depth estimation is directly proportional to its actual depth and
the distance between the cameras (baseline), as explained in Section 3.2. This
means that the farther the point, the less accurately its depth can be obtained.
However, if a feature is too close to the cameras, it will not appear in both images.
Therefore, the baseline needs to be selected depending on the proximity of the
features and the nature of the environment. This is why stereo navigation systems
tend to be less efficient when embedded on vehicles such as UAVs, flying a few
hundred meters above the ground [83].
Furthermore, the manipulation of multimodal images raises additional chal-
lenges. Since no linear relationship can be established between pixel intensities in
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the different spectra, it is not possible to infer the value of a pixel in one spec-
trum based on its value in the other. This makes multispectral stereo matching
challenging and less precise than conventional stereo visible matching [91, 25, 23].
5.1.1 Related work
Stereovision has received a lot of attention in the last decades with the wide spread
of cameras in various fields such as 3D reconstruction, surveillance or robotics. The
main aspects of stereovision are:
Calibration: initial step to estimate the stereo rig parameters.
Precision: accuracy of the reconstructed scene.
Computation time: amount of time necessary to run the algorithm.
Calibration plays an important role in any stereovision system because the
whole reconstruction process depends on the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
of the cameras. Therefore, the quality of the calibration directly impacts on the
accuracy of the reconstruction [66].
Accurate 3D reconstruction is the main goal of stereovision algorithms. How-
ever, the better the reconstruction, the more complex the technique and the more
computation are required to match, sort and triangulate features. Precision and
speed are thus closely related and one is rarely achieved without impacting the
other. In that sense, Tippetts et al. have performed an exhaustive review of exist-
ing dense stereo algorithms [89]. In this review, the focus was made on precision
and computation time. Even though numerous methods were tested, the study
shows that GPU processing is required to reduce time consumption and obtain
real-time performances. Additionally, only a few algorithms are able to run on
systems with limited computation resources.
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Even though Tippetts showed that real-time dense reconstruction is achievable,
the tedious nature of dense algorithms makes it less suitable for embedded systems.
That is why sparse features are preferred in robotics and navigation systems, where
small on-board computers with limited computational power are used [92, 93].
Indeed, it is not necessary to find the depth of all pixels in the image, which
reduces the computation load considerably. Moreover, image features are not only
limited to a simple pixel position. Recent works have investigated the additional
use of lines to robustify both motion estimation [94] or camera pose estimation
[55].
Most stereovision matching techniques have been developed on stereo datasets
made of still image pairs, such as the famous Middlebury dataset [95]. However,
since these images were not reflecting navigation environments, Geiger has built
a robust stereo setup mounted on a car and acquired long datasets to show real
driving conditions in urban environment. Several versions are available; a first
collection of 22 sequences over a distance of 40 kms was acquired in 2012 [90]; a
more recent and accurate version focusing on scene flow and object detection was
collected in 2015 [96]; the latest version was acquired in 2017 and was designed to
evaluate emerging machine learning algorithms for depth prediction [97]. Because
of their high quality, the distance travelled and the amount of data available,
these datasets have rapidly become the reference for stereo navigation benchmarks.
Algorithms are rated according to several categories depending on the application
and the dataset used for testing. Concerning visual localisation, the best algorithm
tested on the KITTI dataset is [98]. It is a SLAM technique based on careful feature
selection and matching. The odometry is computed by estimating the orientation
and translation separately. Noisy matches are detected and discarded in a Random
Sample Consensus (RANSAC) framework. From the features selected, the map is
then updated and when loop closures are detected, previous estimates are used to
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optimise the pose graph and reduce the VO drift.
With the emergence of new visual sensors however, stereo-visible is no longer
the only type of combination used for stereovision. New thermal and multispectral
image processing techniques have been developed, not only for navigation purposes
[21, 19, 20], but also for space applications such as space rendezvous or debris
removal [99, 29]. Since pixel intensities are dissimilar between modalities, classic
intensity-based techniques have become irrelevant for multispectral images, driving
the need for other metrics to compare such images. Multispectral stereovision is a
very recent topic and a large amount of work [100, 91, 101, 102, 103, 104] has been
influenced by Viola’s work on multimodal medical image registration [105]. Viola
used Mutual Information (MI) as a metric to assess the local similarity between
images.
Mutual Information is a statistical technique coming from information theory
that gives a measure of mutual dependency between two random variables. MI has
become popular and was used later on for wide baseline stereo matching, where
images suffer from changing lightning conditions [100]; dense stereo visible-thermal
reconstruction [91, 101]; multimodal pedestrian detection and tracking [38, 102].
Torabi showed that local self-similarity performs better when registering human
shapes in thermal-visible pairs [103]. But experiments were carried out indoors and
with a still camera which does not reflect the outdoor navigation conditions. It is
therefore difficult to assess its suitability for non-controlled environments. Campo
on the other hand, made use of the gradient information to take into account
both magnitude and orientation, and combined it with MI to obtain an improved
stereo matching metric [104]. However, the gradient intensity highly depends on
the contrast in the image, which can be significantly different between multimodal
images. Kovesi claims that phase congruency (PC) can tackle this problem as it is
computed in the frequency domain rather that in the spatial one, making it more
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Figure 5.1: Multispectral VO processes. On the left, the local matching technique
(LMS-VO). On the right, the global matching technique (GMS-VO).
robust to contrast changes [106]. For these reasons both PC and MI have been
investigated in the present work and combined in order to produce a more robust
stereo matching process.
5.2 Multispectral stereo localisation
As explained in Section 5.1, performing visual odometry with images of different
nature is challenging. Therefore, two novel VO techniques are introduced to tackle
the lack of similarity between visible and LWIR images. An overview of each
method is presented in Figure 5.1, so they can easily be compared.
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The first VO approach is based on local matching. It follows the conventional
VO pipeline [3], which consists in detecting features in one image, performing
stereo and temporal matching to find the corresponding points in all the other
images, and then estimating the 3D-to-2D relative motion. The innovation of this
work is coming from the multimodal stereo matching which overcomes the lack
of similarity between multispectral images. The process is based on both mutual
information and phase congruency concepts.
The second approach was later developed to reduce the computational load and
improve the performance of the algorithm. Unlike the first technique, features are
matched altogether, in a global manner. The novelty in this approach is coming
from the fact that it does not require to perform the challenging feature-to-feature
stereo matching. A matching process is still necessary, but it is done all at once to
make it more robust. Unlike other VO techniques, temporal matching is performed
first, on each modality separately. Triangulation and BA are then performed to
reconstruct the scene up to a scale. Finally, the scale is recovered in an optimisation
process which reprojects the scene 3D points into the stereo pairs. This technique
is based on mutual information only, which avoids computing the time-consuming
phase congruency images. This improves greatly the speed of the algorithm.
PC and MI are first introduced in the upcoming sections as they are the main
image processing concepts adopted. The two VO methods are then explained
in details. Finally, they are tested on different experimental datasets and their
performances are evaluated and compared.
5.2.1 Phase Congruency
Phase congruency is a low level invariant property of an image that is defined
based on the local energy model developed by Morrone and Owen [107]. The
model specifies that important features in an image (corners and lines) can be
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detected in the frequency domain where its Fourier components are maximally
in phase. Kovesi reused and extended this concept for robust feature extraction
in 2D images [108]. He showed that detecting corners in the frequency domain
produces more stable features than extracting them based on gradient information
(eg. Harris[56], Good Features To Track [57] or SIFT [59]). PC was originally
developed to tackle changes in illumination conditions but was later employed in
[88] to extract repeatable features in both infrared and visible domains.






where An corresponds to the amplitude of the nth Fourier component and φn(x)
its local phase. The sum E(x) =
∑
nAn cos(φn(x) − φ̄(x)) represents the local
energy of the signal.
Figure 5.2 illustrates how Fourier components are related to PC. It can be
noticed that E(x) corresponds to the magnitude of the vector between the origin
and the end point when adding all local vectors together. Hence, PC can be seen
as the ratio between the local energy of the signal and the sum of local magnitude
of each Fourier components. It is therefore a dimensionless quantity with maximal
value 1 when all Fourier components are in phase (Figure 5.2b) or [0, 1[ otherwise
(Figure 5.2a). This property is useful because it means that PC does not depend
on the magnitude of the signal, which makes it invariant to contrast or illumination
conditions for 2D image processing.
The main issue with the formulation in (5.1) is its noise sensitivity, especially
when the magnitude of the signal is small. Moreover, feature localisation is not
so accurate. That is why Kovesi proposed a new measure of phase congruency
addressing these issues [106]:
PC2(x) =
∑




























Figure 5.2: Relationship between the phase congurency and the Fourier compo-
nents of the signal when plotted head to tail.
where W (x) is a weighting function to weight the different frequencies. ∆φn(x)
is the phase deviation : ∆φn(x) = cos(φn(x) − φ̄(x)) − | sin(φn(x) − φ̄(x))|. b.c
represents the operator that returns the value it contains if positive or 0 otherwise.
T corresponds to a threshold that removes the influence of the estimated noise and
ε is a small constant to avoid PC to be ill-conditioned when An is small.
While Morrone used only the cosine of the phase difference, Kovesi added
the sine to make the calculation of phase deviation more sensitive, resulting in a
sharper PC.
In practice, banks of Log-Gabor filters with different frequencies and orienta-
tions are used to compute PC. Log-Gabor filters are preferred over classic Gabor
filters because they have Gaussian transfer functions in both linear and frequency
scales. This way, they offer a large bandwidth while their DC component stays null



















G(ω) is the radial component where ω0 corresponds to the centre of frequency and
k to the bandwidth. G(θ) is the angular component and θ0 is the filter orientation.
∆θ corresponds to the spacing between orientations.
5.2.2 Mutual Information
Mutual Information is an estimate of the dependence between two random vari-
ables and is closely related to the concept of entropy. In information theory, the
entropy reflects the uncertainties or the quantity of information provided by a




P (xi) log(P (xi))
= E[− log(P (X))]
(5.5)
H(X) corresponds to the expected value of the random variable − log(P (X)), also
called information content, which relates the amount of information gained for
each instance of X. Hence, the entropy can be seen as the average rate at which
information can be learnt from an instance of X.
As illustrated in Figure 5.3, MI corresponds to the intersection between the
two marginal entropies H(X) and H(Y ). Therefore, it depends on the joint and
conditional entropies of X and Y . The joint entropy corresponds to the entropy of
the joint distribution P(X,Y), while the conditional entropies P (X|Y ) or P (Y |X)
reflect the uncertainties remaining about a certain variable after observing the
other. As a result, MI can be expressed in different ways:
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H(X) H(Y)X,Y)
H(X,Y)
Figure 5.3: Mutual Information Venn diagram. H(X) corresponds to the blue
circle, included the purple part. H(Y) corresponds to the red circle, included the
purple part. Finally, H(X,Y) comprises the red, blue and purple sections.
MI(X, Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y )
= H(Y )−H(Y |X)
= H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y )
= H(X, Y )−H(X|Y )−H(Y |X)
(5.6)
Mutual Information can be seen as the amount of information about one vari-
able gained by observing the other, or the reduction in uncertainties about one
variable from the observation of the other. The MI between two discrete random
variables X and Y can be expressed in terms of probabilities as follows:











where p(x, y) is the joint probability function of X and Y . p(x) and p(y) corre-
sponds to the marginal probability functions of X and Y .
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It can be noticed that unlike covariance and correlation, the notion of entropy
and MI do not depend on the values of the random variables but on their proba-
bilities instead. This is why MI is preferred for noisy or multimodal images where
pixel values cannot be compared directly.
In practice, MI is employed to assess the similarity between image patches.
Variables X and Y represent the pixel intensity values in each patch where x and
y are specific instances of X and Y . These values belong to the interval [0, 255] for
8-bit images but it is usually preferred to quantise the image into a lower number
of pixel values [100]. The minimum MI value that can be obtained is 0. It means
that the two random variables are independent and therefore the images tested do
not share any similarity. On the contrary, if MI(X, Y ) > 0, the higher the value
the more similar the content of the images is.
5.2.3 Local MultiSpectral-Visual Odometry (LMS-VO)
Feature detection
In [108], Kovesi showed that phase congruency could be used as a mean of ex-
tracting points of interest in an image. He also showed that PC corner detection
outperforms the Harris operator [56] when extracting strong corners. This ap-
proach was reused later on, for detecting robust features across modalities [25].
In the same way image moments comprise the invariant properties of an image,
phase congruency moments can be computed to extract information about the
PC variations, regardless of its scale and orientation. To do so, PC needs to be
estimated at different orientations, which is achieved with a bank of Log-Gabor
filters described in Section 5.2.1. A set of response images is obtained, from which
the following quantities are defined:
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where PC(θi) is the phase congruency image computed for orientation θi.
The principal axis, which corresponds to the major eigenvector of the PC co-
variance matrix, defines the orientation of the image. For a local neighbourhood,
it characterises the orientation of a feature. This axis can be obtained from the
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(5.11)













b2 + (a− c)2) (5.13)
These moments correspond to the eigenvalues of the PC covariance matrix.
Thus, the following properties can be inferred:
• The magnitude of M shows the importance of a feature in at least one direc-
tion. It highlights edges in the image.
• The magnitude of m shows the significance of a feature in all directions. It
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reveals the presence of a corner.
An example of PC maximum and minimum moments is given in Figure 5.4.
Once the minimum moment image has been computed, corners are extracted by
selecting the features that return the highest scores. Additionally, to prevent
ambiguities during the matching process, a non-maxima suppression scheme is
applied to keep only the strongest points in their neigbourhood (typically 3-5
pixels). Furthermore, features are not extracted in the whole image directly but
in separate regions instead. This technique is called bucketing. It helps spreading
features around the image and prevents from detecting all the corners in a tiny
portion of the image. This choice was motivated by the fact that VO performs
better when features are spread all over the image. Finally, the total number
of points detected is limited in order to prevent having too many features being
processed and to keep the VO program running at an acceptable speed. This
means that a maximum number of points per bucket is enforced.
MS stereo matching
In order to compute the relative transformation between camera poses, it is neces-
sary to find correspondences in consecutive images, and because stereo images are
acquired by pairs, a total of 4 pictures needs to be matched. This process is called
quad-matching. As illustrated in Figure 5.5, it can be divided in two distinct steps:
stereo and temporal matching. As their name implies, stereo matching processes
images from distinct cameras but acquired at the same time (stereo pairs), whereas
temporal matching is performed on images from the same camera but acquired at
different points in time (consecutive images).
As explained in Section 3.2, the use of rectified images simplifies the trian-
gulation process and guarantees that the epipolar lines between stereo pairs are
horizontal. This means that for a feature detected in one image, its stereo cor-
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(a) Maximum moments.
(b) Minimum moments.
Figure 5.4: Phase congruency moments. At the top, the maximum moments. At
the bottom, the minimum moments used for feature detection.
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Figure 5.5: The quad-matching process. Top-left: features are detected in the left
image. Top-right: red features are matched with green features located on the
same row. Bottom images: features are tracked then compared using self-centred
windows.
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respondent should be located on the same row, in the other image. The most
common approach to perform stereo matching consists in detecting a large set of
features in both stereo images and then computing similarity scores based on their
descriptors (see Section 4.2). However, this method is not suited for multispectral
images because features are not likely to be detected at the exact same location
in both spectra. So, if keypoints are not detected on the same row, they cannot
be matched or if they do (by extending the search to others rows around), some
noise is added to the process due to the difference in position. This method was
nevertheless tested in [19], but the number of correctly matched features obtained
at the end of the process was limited.
To avoid this kind of inaccuracies, the proposed method detects features in
only one image, usually the left one. Stereo matching is then performed by testing
every pixel in the right image that belongs to the epipolar line (same row as the
original feature). This process is greedier than the descriptor approach, but it is
also more precise as it guarantees that matches will be located on the epipolar line.
However, it is not necessary to go through the whole epipolar line to find stereo
corresponding features. As shown in Figure 5.6, the projection xr = [ur, vr]T of a
point X in the right image will always be located farther on the left than its stereo
correspondent in the left image (xl = [ul, vl]T ). Moreover, for car navigation, it
is highly improbable that the front of a moving vehicle will be obstructed by an
object closer than few meters. A minimum distance can then be set and converted
into a maximum disparity value (in pixels) where it is not worth looking beyond.
Of course this distance can be adapted depending on the type of platform used.
For this work, a minimum distance of 2 meters was set, which corresponds to the
distance between the cameras, located on the roof, and the front of the vehicle.
The maximum disparity can be expressed as:
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Figure 5.6: Limiting the search area based on a minimum distance. The projection





with Dmin the minimum distance, f the focal length and B the baseline.
Given a feature fl = Il(ul, vl) in the left image Il, the search area (Ω) in the






l), ∀i ∈ [umin, u′l]
umin =
{
u′l − dmax if (u′l − dmax) > 0
0 otherwise
(5.15)
where x′l = [u′l, v′l]T corresponds to the position of xl in the right image.
To reduce the processing load even more, the search area is further reduced by
testing only pixels with high PC responses. Each pixel belonging to the reduced
search area is then compared to the original feature in order to find the best
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match. Comparison is done between a window centred around the pixel to test
in the right image and a window centred around the original feature in the left
image. The window size has been experimentally set to 80 px× 80 px. This way,
the window is large enough to capture relevant information about the feature,
but small enough to describe it locally. A similarity score is computed based
on the MI between the PC of the two windows. PC provides information about
the content of the window by highlighting its contours, whereas MI reflects the
dependence between the windows in a probabilistic manner. MI is preferred over
simpler distance metrics because it is not possible to compare pixel or PC values
directly due to the different nature of the multispectral images. The similarity
score can be expressed as:
Zi = MI(PC(∆Il(fl)), PC(∆Ir(fi))) i ∈ Ω (5.16)
where ∆Il(fl) refers to the window centred on the original feature in Il and ∆Ir(fi)
represents the window centred on the pixel being tested in Ir. MI(.) and PC(.)
corresponds respectively to the mutual information and phase congruency opera-
tors. The pixel in the search area returning the highest score is then selected as
the best match.
Temporal matching and similarity check
Once features have been matched in a stereo pair at time t, temporal matching
needs to be performed with the next stereo pair at time t + 1 to complete the
quad-matching process. Because temporal tracking is done independently, with
images of the same modality, several standard and robust matching techniques can
be employed. As it has been shown in Chapter 4, optical flow methods achieve
satisfying results in both infrared and visible domains without the need for special
parameter tuning. Therefore, the same approach, based on the pyramidal KLT
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algorithm [65] is used here to track features from one stereo pair to the other.
The main advantage of tracking features over time rather than matching features
on different stereo pairs is that tracking is more robust to abrupt changes (e.g
turn, speed bump, etc...)[19]. Moreover, employing the same matching approach
as before would be too heavy since it was designed for a multispectral stereo pairs
and the search cannot be restricted to a single row this time. Indeed, unlike stereo
images the transformation between two consecutive camera poses is unknown and
the epipolar lines cannot be determined prior to feature matching.
Stereo and temporal matching can induce some errors due to few wrong feature
associations or tracking. This cannot always be prevented and these outliers can
have a dramatic effect on the trajectory if they are kept during the motion estima-
tion step. To detect wrong matches, one more step is added to the algorithm. It
consists in checking that the features tracked are indeed the same and located on
the same row. Thus, similarity between these features is evaluated to guarantee
that the image content matches. As in the previous section, MI between the two
PC windows centred around each tracked feature (in the left and right images) is
computed. If the score is lower than a certain threshold, it will not be considered
similar enough and the quad-match will be rejected. An example of quad-matches
is displayed in Figure 5.7 to show the features obtained after the matching process.
Motion estimation
Once features have been matched in all four images, the relative transformation
between the two stereo pairs can be estimated as shown in Figure 5.8. The first
pair is used to triangulate the features and compute the structure of the scene.
As explained in Section 3.2, triangulation is straightforward with stereo rectified
images and a 3D point cloud is obtained. These points are then reprojected into
the second stereo pair to assess the errors produced by the current motion estimate
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(a) All quad-matches between consecutive stereo pairs.
(b) Close up view of a quad-match.
Figure 5.7: Quad-matches. Coloured circles show the position of each feature in
all the images while green lines in the bottom images show the 2D shift between
the two stereo pair.
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Figure 5.8: Coordinate systems and camera poses of a moving stereo rig.
(shown in red in Figure 5.8). The relative transformation [R|t] is then updated
in an optimisation scheme which minimises these reprojection errors for all the
features, until a good estimate producing a small overall error is reached. The





‖xi − (π(RXi + t))‖2 (5.17)
where R and t correspond to the relative rotation and translation being estimated,
respectively. Xi is a 3D feature which has been triangulated from the observed
feature xi. π is the projecting function.
This optimisation problem can also be viewed as the estimation of the pose of
the next stereo pair with respect to the first left camera pose (reference frame).
The camera poses corresponding to each view are then expressed as:
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Pl,0 = [I0|t0]
Pr,0 = [Rstereo|tstereo], with Rstereo = I0 and tstereo = [B, 0, 0]T
Pl,1 = [R|t]
Pr,1 = [RRstereo|Rtstereo + t]
(5.18)
Due to the rotation involved, the pose estimation corresponds to a non-linear
least-squares problem. Therefore, it cannot be solved easily and the solution is
approximated iteratively, by assessing the cost function locally and computing an
update which reduces the cost. Moreover, due to the non-convexity and non-
linearity of the problem, the algorithm is likely to stop when it reaches a local
minimum. This scenario is not satisfactory because it does not necessarily cor-
responds to the optimal solution and can end up far from the global minimum.
The initial parameters are then critical as they guide the optimisation process and
ultimately affect the solution. Generally, the closer to the truth, the faster the
algorithm converges and the better it behaves. By default, the initial motion is set
to R = I3×3 and t = [0, 0, 0]T , which means that the cameras did not move. This is
not a particularly good initial estimate but because the rotations and translations
involved between consecutive frames are not significant, it is a sufficient guess for
the algorithm to converge. Better initial values are utilised when previous motion
has been estimated. Indeed, the relative transformation is changing at a slow rate
because a vehicle does not change speed abruptly, it accelerates or decelerates first.
Hence, the transformation that has been estimated at a certain step can be reused
as initial guess for the next iteration. In terms of optimisation techniques, both
Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt methods were tested. Even though they
produced similar results, Levenberg-Marquardt seemed more robust when the ini-
tial values were less accurate. It was thus used in the experimental section. More
details concerning non-linear least-squares optimisation can be found in Appendix
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A.
As shown in Figure 5.7, even if most of the features are matched properly,
several wrong matches can still be spotted. This is another problem because
the presence of a few outliers deteriorates the trajectory estimation, and it is
nearly impossible to obtain a perfect matching when dealing with multispectral
images. But rather than solving this tremendously challenging task, the motion
estimation process is made more stable by utilising a RANSAC scheme. RANSAC
is a framework which allows robust estimation from noisy data, as long as the
number of inliers is sufficiently bigger than the number of outliers [7]. Motion is
first computed from a set of 3 points selected randomly. From this estimate, every
point is reprojected in the different images and labelled based on its reprojection
error. If the error is small they are considered inliers, otherwise outliers. The
operation is then repeated several times with a different set of random features
each time, and the set which generates the most inliers is considered the most
representative of the sample. The inliers from this set are considered the most
robust features, and only these are used in the final motion optimisation. A
pseudo-code version of the framework is presented in Appendix B.
5.2.4 Global MultiSpectral-Visual Odometry (GMS-VO)
As seen in the previous section, local neighbourhoods do not always provide suf-
ficient information to perform accurate multispectral matching and a lot of fea-
tures can produce wrong matches. This is especially the case in low contrast and
texture-less regions. To prevent these matches from deteriorating the motion esti-
mation, solutions such as RANSAC or similarity checks were employed. However,
it is not always enough and some outliers can still remain. In order to produce a
stronger matching process, a different approach is proposed. This method consists
in matching the features from different modalities together, in a global manner.
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A monocular approach is used to detect, track and triangulate features in each
modality, but also to compute a first unscaled estimation of the new camera pose.
A global matching process is then performed to recover the unknown scale. As it
can be seen in Figure 5.1, the structure of the algorithm is quite similar to the
monocular process presented in Section 4.7. In fact, the main difference resides in
the scale estimation step which takes advantage of the stereo setup to remove the
scale ambiguity.
Feature detection and tracking
As feature extraction and tracking were performed reliably with both thermal and
visible images in Chapter 4, the same algorithm is employed here. Therefore,
features are detected with the Good Feature To Track (GFTT) algorithm [57].
Their new positions in the subsequent images are then estimated with a pyrami-
dal Lucas-Kanade method [65]. To obtain an accurate feature triangulation, it
is important that the camera undergoes sufficient translation between time t and
t+1, especially when moving along its optical centre. Thus, the keyframe approach
described in Section 4.6.1 is adopted to ensure sufficient translation between con-
secutive frames. At each iteration, outliers are detected and rejected during the
estimation of the essential matrix to make sure that all features satisfy the epipolar
constraints. The estimation is performed with the 5-point algorithm, used inside
a RANSAC scheme. Feature detection and tracking are performed with images
from each camera separately. This means that two sets of features are obtained
simultaneously.
3D reconstruction
From the essential matrix, the relative transformation between two camera poses is
obtained by singular value decomposition. Because cameras are treated indepen-
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dently, each camera produces its own motion estimation and generates a different
point cloud. Additionally, they have different coordinate systems. However, they
relate to the same physical transformation as they are mounted on the same vehi-
cle. Since the extrinsic parameters of the stereo setup have been estimated during
the calibration, it is possible to express one camera in the coordinate frame of the
other. Therefore, a single point cloud can be generated by expressing all points in
a common coordinate system. It is more complex to obtain a single transforma-
tion from both motion estimates but because they should not be so different, the
average rotation and translation can be selected as the best approximation of the
two transformations.
When rectified, left and right images are related by a simple translation along
the baseline. To facilitate calculations, the origin of the system is set to match the
left camera coordinate frame. Points triangulated from this camera are already
expressed in the appropriate coordinate system, but points triangulated from the
right camera are not and need to be converted. This is done by simply adding
the value of the baseline to their coordinate. The same process is applied to the
camera positions. The camera orientations are not affected as both cameras are
already aligned.
Finally, once all points and camera poses have been expressed in the same
frame, they are refined altogether in a bundle adjustment framework.
Scale recovery
After bundle adjustment, the 3D points are reprojected in all the images. How-
ever, BA was performed in the left coordinate frame with unscaled coordinates,
regardless of the position of the right camera. This means that when 3D points
are reprojected into the right images, they will very unlikely be located at the cor-
rect position. Their position along the y-axis is the same as in the corresponding
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Figure 5.9: Feature reprojection for different scales.
stereo image, but there is an ambiguity concerning their position along the x-axis.
Since the geometry between camera poses is known, the only information missing
is the scaling factor (see Figure 5.9). Therefore, the global matching technique
presented here aims at finding the scale that maximises the global similarity be-
tween the reprojected features. This approach is similar to direct VO where the
relative transformation between camera poses is estimated directly by minimising
the difference in pixel intensities [51]. However, the parameter estimated here is
the scale rather than the relative pose transformations and MI is employed as a
measure of likelihood rather than pixel intensities.
The optimal scale can be expressed for a stereo pair as:
λ̂ = arg max
λ
MI(∆Il(PlX),∆Ir(λPrX)) (5.19)
where X is the 3D location of the feature considered and ∆I() corresponds to the
operator that extract a window around a certain position in the image. P is the
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projection matrix that projects a 3D point into a 2D pixel location.
A minimum of one feature is necessary to estimate the scale. However, opti-
mising with only one feature might not be accurate and could easily end up in a
local maxima. This is why the scale is estimated in a least-squares approach, by
maximising MI for all the features triangulated. The square sum of all MI then
gives an estimate of the global similarity between the stereo pairs. It forms an
objective function to the following optimisation problem:
















When the images have an important contrast and the scene provides textured
regions, the objective function produces a big and narrow peak centred at the
optimal scale (see Figure 5.10a). This is convenient and can be optimised easily to
reach the maximum. However, when contrast is reduced or edges are not so clear
(eg. motion blur), changes in scale do not affect the objective function as much
because of the reduced similarity in the overall images. As a result, the peak is
flattened (see Figure 5.10b) and it becomes harder to find the optimal scale. Yet,
this is a general problem for multispectral images. When features are less salient it
becomes more challenging to find similarities. For local multispectral matching it
results in more outliers and biased motion estimation. However, bundle adjustment
computes motion based on previously estimated camera poses. This means that
when scaled camera poses have been properly estimated at the previous iteration,
the new camera poses and 3D points obtained from BA are also scaled. As a result,
for each stereo pair, 3D points can directly be reprojected at the right location in
both images. The optimal scale for this iteration where motion is already scaled
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Scale estimation: objective function
(a) Objective function with a clear peak.










Scale estimation: objective function
(b) Flat objective function.
Figure 5.10: Examples of objective functions.
should then be 1. Therefore, this value is used as an initial guess for the scale
estimation process. This way, if the objective function is flat, the value of the
scale should not vary much during the optimisation, due to the small gradient in
the objective function. The final scale should then be approximately the same as
its initial value, which is an acceptable scale estimation if the motion has been
scaled properly at previous iterations. In practice, the scale is never exactly 1
because of the noise included in the images and the precision of the stereo VO
algorithm. However, when these errors accumulate and produce significant under
or over-estimations, the scale optimisation process takes advantage of the stereo
setup and compensates for this drift. It does not remove the drift completely and
cannot correct errors made at previous iterations, but the scale is adjusted for the
next steps unlike monocular VO which keeps drifting until the end.
Several adjustments were made to improve the performance of the scale re-
covery algorithm. First, as for the LMS-VO technique, mutual information was
computed on phase congruency images to evaluate the similarity between local
regions from the same stereo pair. However it was noticed that, unlike the LMS-
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VO method where each pixel was tested independently, the use of PC in GMS-VO
was leading to non-smooth objective functions during scale estimation, which were
harder to optimise. Moreover, using only MI removes the need to perform time-
consuming PC computations. Therefore, the new technique relies entirely on Mu-
tual Information (computed from the original images) and runs faster. Secondly,
it has been noticed that close features are the ones contributing the most to the
objective function because they are shifting more as the scale changes, and most
of these features are located in the most recent keyframe. The older the frame
the less close features it contains. This is due to the fact that these features are
the first to get out of the image scope or to be rejected as feature tracking is less
precise along the image border. To improve further the computation speed of the
scale estimation process, it was decided to only consider the last stereo pair of the
BA window and the features observed in these images. However, the full window
is still utilised to perform accurate triangulation and bundle adjustment.
Pose covariance estimation
The accuracy of the solution returned by an optimisation process can be assessed
for all parameters by computing the covariance matrix. For bundle adjustment, the
set of all parameters corresponds to the 6 DoF poses of each keyframe in the sliding
window and 3 DoF position of the points. Thus, the covariance matrix corresponds
to a 6×M + 3×N symmetric matrix, where M is the number of keyframes in the
window and N the number of points being considered. For the scale estimation,
the only parameter being optimised is the scale, instead of computing a covariance
matrix, a scalar is then obtained which corresponds to the variance of the scale.
With least-squares optimisation processes, the covariance matrix can be obtained
by computing the inverse of the Hessian matrix, evaluated at the optimal state
(state resulting from the optimisation). Let us consider the following least-squares
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optimisation problem:
x∗ = arg min
x
‖f(x)‖2 (5.21)
The covariance of x, evaluated at x∗, is defined as:
P (x∗) = H(x∗)−1 ' (J(x∗)J(x∗))−1 (5.22)
As explained in Appendix A, when solving the least-squares problem with
iterative methods such as Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Maquardt, the Hessian is
approximated by the square of the Jacobian matrix. However, to compute P (x∗),
J(x∗)J(x∗) needs to be invertible, which means it must be full rank. To avoid
cases where J(x∗)J(x∗) is rank deficient, feature are carefully selected by rejecting
outliers after triangulation and during the PnP estimation, but also by enforc-
ing a minimum distance between every 2 points in each image in order to avoid
duplicates.
Because each optimisation is independent from each other, pose covariances
are computed at each iteration in the local window. As explained in Section
5.2.4, BA is run first and provides first pose estimates and their corresponding
covariances. The scale is then computed and used to scale the BA poses. This can
be represented by a scaling transformation:
f(X, λ) : R6×M+1 → R6×M (5.23)
f(X, λ) = FX (5.24)
F =

λI3×3 03×3 . . . . . . 03×3
03×3 I3×3
. . . ...
... . . . . . . . . .
...
... . . . λI3×3 03×3
03×3 . . . . . . 03×3 I3×3
X (5.25)
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However, pose covariances cannot simply be multiplied by the scale variance.







The covariance of the scale poses is then obtained by applying the linear trans-
form to P :
P ′ = FPF T (5.27)
Once scaled, camera poses and their covariances can then be accumulated at
each iteration to estimate the current camera pose and its corresponding uncer-
tainties. Keeping the same sliding window, each keyframe can be represented as a











where PLi is the covariance of TLi , obtained from (5.27).
In the same way P was propagated into P ′ following the scaling transformation,
local pose covariances PLi are converted into a global pose covariance PGi . To do




1 ⊗ TLi (5.29)
TGi =
[
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The current global camera pose then becomes TGM , with associated covariance
PGM .
5.2.5 Experimental Validation
The validity of the solutions proposed and their performances are evaluated on var-
ious image sequences acquired with the car stereo rig presented in Section 1.4.1.
Both LMS-VO and GMS-VO techniques are tested on all the datasets collected,
because one estimation is generally not representative of all the scenarios possible
and thus not sufficient to show the suitability of the algorithms proposed. A total
of 3 datasets are presented, ranging from 100 m to 600 m, and comprising straight
lines, turns and various changes in speed. For comparison purposes, both the local
and global matching techniques are displayed along with the GPS track in Figure
5.12. The Xsens MTi-G GNSS device was utilised to record fused GPS/INS coor-
dinates which will be considered as a ground truth in the following experiments.
The precision and frequency of GPS receivers can be questioned when used as a
mean of comparison. However, the filtered trajectory provides data at a high rate
(rate of inertial sensor) and reduces the risk of measuring erroneous data. More
information about this sensor can be found in Section 1.4.1.
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Scale estimation (GMS)
The first parameter to be tested is the accuracy at which the scale is recovered.
Figure 5.11 shows the reprojection of the 3D scene into the stereo images before and
after the scale optimisation step. On the top image pair, features are reprojected
using unscaled camera poses. It can be clearly seen that the stereo points obtained
do not match the image content, especially at the bottom of the images. In the
bottom pair however, the points were reprojected with the scale obtained after
optimisation and it can be seen that the features now correspond. Red points
represent features which have been detected and tracked in visible images (from
the left camera) and yellow points correspond to features detected and tracked in
the thermal domain (from the right camera).
For this example the pose estimation and 3D reconstruction were performed
on a window of 7 image pairs. An initial scale value of 1.0 (unscaled poses) was
selected which returned a similarity score of 51.34 and an optimal scale factor
of 0.5315 was obtained, which returned a similarity score of 85.22. This indeed
corresponds to the peak of the objective function shown in Figure 5.10a. Fur-
thermore, a standard deviation of 0.029 was computed from the inverse Hessian,
as explained in the previous section. This means that the optimal scale can be
recovered accurately with this method.
Trajectory estimation
The performance of the multispectral stereo VO process is evaluated by comparing
the trajectories obtained with the ground truth. Figure 5.12a to Figure 5.12c show
that the global matching produces a better estimation even though the scale is not
always recovered accurately, leading to some drift. Nevertheless, the overall shape
of the trajectory is similar to the GPS track (ground truth) unlike the one obtained
with the local matching technique, which tends to drift more on the side. This is
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(a) Wrong scale estimated.
(b) Right scale estimated.
Figure 5.11: Features reprojection in both stereo images based on the scale esti-
mated.
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due to the fact that GMS-VO estimates motion from 2D features only and across
several frames. Relative orientations and unscaled translations are then computed
more accurately. The main source of errors resides in the scale estimation. On the
contrary, LMS-VO relies on 3D-to-2D motion estimation which depends greatly
on the quality of the matching and the triangulation of the features. As it has
been seen throughout this chapter, finding correspondences between multispec-
tral images is a challenging process which is not always accurate. Having said
that, both local and global techniques provides satisfying results considering the
multispectral challenge that is faced.
In Figure 5.13, the relative error between consecutive keyframes was estimated
for each camera pose by computing the Euclidean distance between the transla-
tion vector obtained from the GPS track and the ones estimated by the proposed
algorithms. It can be noticed that both techniques produce a few peaks which cor-
respond to a poor estimation for the step at which it occurs. Nevertheless, most of
the camera pose estimates produce less than 0.5m errors and the number of poses
generating large errors is limited considering that several hundred keyframes were
processed for each dataset. Moreover, an increase in relative error can be noticed
during turns. Both local and global techniques are affected. As mentioned earlier,
this could be coming from motion blur appearing in the images, but also from the
reduced number of features tracked due to large optical flow.
As seen in Table 5.1, LMS-VO tend to produce smaller relative errors and in
Figure 5.13 higher peaks can be noticed from the GMS-VO technique. This means
that LMS-VO is more accurate locally. However, the absolute error increases
more rapidly with the local matching. This confirms the results seen from the
full trajectories and shows that even if GMS-VO sometimes produces high relative
errors when the scale is not estimated properly, the estimation is still consistent
over time. As mentioned before, running bundle adjustment produces a more
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Figure 5.12: Multispectral stereo VO full trajectories compared to GPS.
accurate motion estimation and most of the errors are produced while estimating
the scale. On the contrary, LMS-VO produces errors which are accumulating
more rapidly over time because both errors in the magnitude and direction of the
translation vector are generated.
Table 5.2 compiles the final and mean errors obtained on all datasets. Overall,
both methods provide final errors under or close to 10% of the distance travelled
and mean errors under 5%.
Covariance estimation
In order to check that the covariance is estimated properly, the uncertainties of
the current camera pose are displayed in Figure 5.14. More specifically, the 2D
ellipses corresponding to the uncertainties in position along the x and y axes are
shown. It can be noted that the covariance ellipse is narrow at the start, when the
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Figure 5.13: Multispectral stereo VO relative errors.
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Table 5.1: MS-VO relative and absolute errors comparison. Bold values represent
the best performance obtained for each dataset.
LMS-VO GMS-VO
Rel. error Abs. error Rel. error Abs. error
Sequence 1 133m
Mean (m) 0.11 5.55 0.13 2.77
Std (m) 0.13 5.99 0.10 2.57
Sequence 2 511m
Mean (m) 0.18 24.48 0.12 9.31
Std (m) 0.11 17.39 0.14 6.02
Sequence 3 581m
Mean (m) 0.24 17.17 0.26 12.25
Std (m) 0.15 10.04 0.29 5.31
Table 5.2: MS-VO final and mean distance errors. Bold values represent the best
performance obtained for each dataset.
LMS-VO GMS-VO
Distance of Sequence 1 133m
Final error (m) 17.99 8.20
Final error (%) 13.53 6.17
Mean error (m) 5.55 2.77
Mean error (%) 4.14 2.08
Distance of Sequence 2 511m
Final error (m) 24.25 13.62
Final error (%) 4.74 2.67
Mean error (m) 24.48 9.31
Mean error (%) 4.79 1.82
Distance of Sequence 3 581m
Final error (m) 42.66 16.33
Final error (%) 7.34 2.81
Mean error (m) 17.17 12.25
Mean error (%) 2.96 2.11
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car is travelling in a straight line. Its principal axis corresponds to the direction of
travel. As the vehicle is turning, the covariance is also increasing in the y-axis and
the ellipse becomes more round. Nevertheless, more uncertainties are generated in
the x-axis over the whole dataset as the car is mostly moving in this direction.
Similarly, Figure 5.15 shows the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for
position. As mentioned previously, covariance is increasing in x-axis throughout
the dataset. However, it can be noted that covariance is only increasing sig-
nificantly in y-axis when moving along this axis (around keyframes 15 and 35),
corresponding to positions (-10m,60m) and (-40m,120m) respectively. Finally, co-
variance along the z-axis stays low all the time as the altitude of the car is not
changing. This confirms that the covariance matrix is estimated properly, not
only in position but also in orientation as the position of the current pose corre-
sponds to the accumulation of relative transformations and therefore depends on
the orientation of previous poses.
These however, only represent one realisation of each trajectory and several
parameters have been set empirically such as the number of keyframes in the sliding
window, the minimum parallax threshold and the maximum feature shift required
to automatically accept a new keyframe. The selection of these parameters could
then be optimised in order to find the set of parameters which produces the best
results.
Computation time comparison
Now, the performance of both algorithms are evaluated in terms of computation
time. They are tested on a computer equipped with a i7-3770 CPU running at 3.4
GHz. Time is measured at each step for every new keyframe and is summarised
in the Table 5.3.
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Multispectral stereo VO: covariance estimation
Figure 5.14: 2D covariance ellipses for positioning.













































Table 5.3: Speed comparison between LMS-VO and GMS-VO.
Seq 1: LMS-VO PC computation feat. detection feat. matching Motion Estimation Total (ms)
max 1633.00 5.00 1943.00 47.00 3543.00
min 984.00 2.00 402.00 25.00 1454.00
mean 1010.16 2.76 953.79 38.52 2006.65
Seq 1: GMS-VO PC computation Feature tracking Motion Estimation Total (ms)
max 0.00 128.62 559.55 666.29
min 0.00 98.55 175.81 282.23
mean 0.00 107.32 306.74 414.06
Seq 2: LMS-VO PC computation feat. detection feat. matching Motion Estimation Total (ms)
max 1649.00 5.00 1720.00 53.00 3403.00
min 987.00 2.00 554.00 29.00 1600.00
mean 1018.11 3.01 901.48 38.72 1962.66
Seq 2: GMS-VO PC computation Feature tracking Motion Estimation Total (ms)
max 0.00 126.09 825.42 930.74
min 0.00 98.70 182.91 290.62
mean 0.00 108.24 305.82 414.07
Seq 3: LMS-VO PC computation feat. detection feat. matching Motion Estimation Total (ms)
max 1783.00 5.00 1755.00 53.00 3582.00
min 1001.00 2.00 346.00 32.00 1430.00
mean 1082.20 2.78 788.17 39.91 1914.51
Seq 3: GMS-VO PC computation Feature tracking Motion Estimation Total (ms)
max 0.00 123.90 811.56 915.79
min 0.00 97.09 174.82 275.25
mean 0.00 107.04 320.39 427.43
15
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Looking at the total amount of time it takes to process a new pair of images, it
is clear that the global matching technique is a lot faster than the local one, about
5 times faster on average. This is partially due to the costly computation of phase
congruency images which takes about one second per pair of images and that is not
necessary for GMS-VO. Feature detection is fast but the matching part is heavy
and remains a bottleneck for LMS-VO. The slow speed is also due to the number
of features required in order to get sufficient matches to apply RANSAC and ob-
tain decent motion estimation. On the other hand, feature tracking is much faster
and produces less outliers. However, once the local matching is performed, mo-
tion estimation is straightforward because the 3D features are directly triangulated
from the matches and not optimised in the motion estimation process. Whereas
global matching requires more time to apply the sparse bundle adjustment algo-
rithm and the additional optimisation process to recover the scale. Moreover, the
global matching technique also requires a certain number of features spread in
the image to estimate the scale accurately, and the more features, the longer it
takes to evaluate the scale objective function. Hence, mutual information might
be fast enough to compute for a few hundred features, but it nevertheless remains
a costly similarity measure and can be problematic when considering larger sets
of features.
5.3 Conclusion
Two new stereo multispectral VO techniques were presented to tackle the challeng-
ing problem of detecting and matching stereo pairs with different modalities. The
first one (LMS-VO) matches features locally by searching for stereo correspondents
along the epipolar line and assessing their similarities with phase congruency and
mutual information. The other one (GMS-VO) tracks features and reconstructs
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the 3D scene through a windowed bundle adjustment framework on separate spec-
tra before estimating the missing scale by reprojecting all the features and check
the similarity between the images in a global manner.
After testing both algorithms on several car datasets, it has been proven that
GMS-VO is much faster than LMS-VO, 5 times faster on average. This is mostly
due to the fact that GMS-VO does not require to compute PC images, which is
a time consuming step. The speed of the stereo matching process also makes the
local matching technique slower. Even though the LMS-VO technique is able to
directly compute matches from a single stereo pair, it remains computationally
heavy.
In terms of precision, GMS-VO also outperforms LMS-VO. Both methods pro-
duce an average error of 5cm at each iteration but the global approach is more
consistent and generates less drift. Overall, maximum final errors of 16m and
46m were obtained after 581m with GMS-VO and LMS-VO, respectively. These
correspond to 3% and 7% of the distance travelled. Finally, under 2% and 5%
mean errors were obtained for all the image sequences with the same algorithms,
respectively, reaching as low as 1.82% mean error for GMS-VO on Sequence 2.
This confirms that visible-thermal stereo images can be exploited to perform
accurate stereo visual odometry. In the next chapter, the use of multispectral
imaging for localisation purposes is investigated further by fusing the global VO
method presented here with additional data.
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6 | Multispectral visual-inertial
localisation
In this chapter, a loosely coupled visual-inertial localisation solution is proposed. It
fuses inertial data with camera pose measurements obtained from the multispectral
stereo odometry algorithm introduced in the previous chapter. The kinematics of
the system are introduced first and the fusion strategies are explained afterwards.
Making use of an error-state Kalman filter, a state estimate is predicted from high
rate inertial data and corrected with lower rate camera pose measurements. Two
methods are proposed. The first one uses absolute pose measurements to correct
the latest state prediction whereas the second one utilises relative transformations
between camera poses to correct the state.
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6.1 Introduction
With the development of Micro Electro-Mechanical Sensors (MEMS), Inertial
Measurement Units (IMUs) have become popular sensors in robotics and are avail-
able in almost every mobile platform. Indeed, IMUs provide reliable measurements
concerning the acceleration, angular velocity and magnetic field applied to the sys-
tem. MEMS are particularly interesting because they are small, light-weight and
supply high-rate information while requiring a very low power input. However, due
to the amount of noise included in the measurements, these IMU data are only
valid for a short period of time. As a consequence, the pose estimate obtained
from the strapdown integration drifts over time and becomes rapidly unreliable if
not corrected properly. This is especially the case for position estimation which
necessitates to integrate acceleration measurements twice, including noises gener-
ated by the sensor. This results in significant errors accumulating over time and
large uncertainties in the prediction process.
While IMUs sense a propriocetive input to the system, different kind of infor-
mation can be extracted from external sources present in the vehicle environment.
For example, visual and laser sensors can perceive the structure of the scene and
provide a more accurate localisation in the long run [110, 11]. With images, more
complex algorithms can be utilised (PnP, BA, etc...) as presented in the previ-
ous chapters. Even though VO and V-SLAM are also dead reckoning processes,
their accuracy is greater than inertial data alone. However, the more information
is being processed, the more time-consuming the technique becomes and the less
frequent the camera poses are being generated. Nowadays, image processing algo-
rithms can be optimised drastically and simple visual odometry programs can be
run in real-time, between 15 and 30 fps [111, 112, 98]. Yet, this is not sufficient to
control autonomous systems precisely. Such systems usually require a much higher
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processing rate. Moreover, with the improvement of visual sensors, the increase
in image resolution also adds up to the amount of information being processed.
Hence, more time is required to process each image, especially on embedded sys-
tems with limited hardware. This is why inertial sensors are appealing for control
and navigation of mobile platforms [1], due to their simple and fast processing
they can provide measurements up to several hundred Hertz.
Therefore, the combination of inertial data and visual odometry has become
a popular approach in the recent years [73]. Because inertial data generate ac-
curate short-term localisation estimates at high frequency, while cameras provide
corrective measurements at a lower rate, the drift of inertial data can be reduced
to ensure more robust pose estimates [113]. Obviously, as VO is also accumulating
errors, the estimation is not corrected completely. Nevertheless, VO is more reli-
able than IMUs in the long run. To reduce the drift further, one can additionally
use global pose estimates, provided by GNSS or maps for example. For the same
reasons, GNNS+INS is another popular localisation approach [114, 115, 116].
Another advantage of visual-inertial navigation systems is the fact that IMU
measurements are always available, unlike VO which can fail for several reasons.
Therefore, inertial data can still be integrated during the period of time where
VO poses are not available. Thus, a pose estimate can be computed all the time,
without interruption.
6.2 Related Work
In the literature, two main visual-inertial odometry (VIO) approaches can be dis-
tinguished. The first one includes loosely-coupled solutions [73, 75, 83, 71]. Such
algorithms separate completely the visual odometry process from the integration
of inertial data. Because VO and inertial data are treated independently, there is
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no need to modify the VO algorithm and the resulting pose estimate can be fused
directly with IMU measurements. Even though any VO or V-SLAM algorithm
could be employed, most loosely-coupled techniques rely on the fast and robust
PTAM algorithm [82], which simultaneously tracks features and builds a map of
the environment in real-time [73, 76, 83]. Another advantage of decoupling the VO
part from the fusion scheme is that both algorithms can be run in parallel, improv-
ing the overall speed performance of the solution. Furthermore, the VO/V-SLAM
method can be changed depending on the application and other sensors can easily
be added to the fusion scheme [76]. For these reasons, loosely-coupled methods
are easier to implement, more modular and usually run faster than tightly-coupled
methods.
On the other hand, tightly-coupled solutions jointly optimise camera poses,
feature positions and IMU parameters while including some constraints generated
by the integration of inertial data. The location of the image features can either be
expressed in 3D [14, 117] in a global reference frame, or in 2D in the image plane
[10, 74]. Because VO and IMU parameters are estimated together, the correlation
between data from different sources is increased, leading to a more robust and
precise estimation. Coupling IMU and VO can be performed in different ways.
In [14, 117], filter-based methods are selected, whereas the optimisation-based
approach is preferred in [11, 118].
Different types of setup have been investigated to perform VIO with differ-
ent platforms. The monocular approach is preferred for embedded systems with
limited space and sensors such as UAVs [118, 83, 75, 119] or hand held cameras
and smartphones [10, 120, 12]. For monocular navigation, IMUs can provide mea-
surements about the external world like accelerations, and especially the gravity
vector. With these data, it is possible to solve the scale ambiguity problem by
augmenting the state of the system with a scale factor which is corrected along
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with the other state parameters. Stereo visual sensors could also be used to pro-
vide more accurate visual measurements and to avoid estimating the scale. Such
systems are usually seen on bigger platforms like cars [14, 11, 16] even tough they
were tested on smaller and light-weight platforms as well [117].
Initialisation is a critical part of any VINS algorithm because a slight errors in
IMU biases or initial velocity will propagate considerably and leading to dramatic
repercussions, like a filter or optimisation which diverges. This is especially the
case for monocular systems where the scale parameter is missing. Several works
have addressed this issue. In [8], a closed-form solution is proposed to compute
visual-inertial Structure from Motion (SfM) and estimate the IMU parameters
in the same time. It is also shown that certain types of motion can lead to an
infinite number of solutions, making the initialisation impossible. Using a bundle
adjustment approach, [118] performs the initialisation in an optimisation process
which minimises a photometric error rather than the geometric error employed
by [8]. In both cases, the IMU measurements recorded between the first visual
frames are preintegrated to provide some motion constraints. Finally, [83, 121]
use the same IMU preintegration approach, but gyroscope biases are estimated
independently from the velocity, and the scale. The gravity vector is also estimated
in the process. However, it is not explained how the accelerometer biases are
initialised.
6.3 IMU noise modelling and kinematics in con-
tinuous time
Inertial sensors, and especially low-cost IMUs, provide noisy acceleration and an-
gular velocity measurements which can be modelled with different sources of noise.
First, IMU readings are disturbed by a rapidly changing noise represented by an
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additive white noise and denoted by n. It is modelled by a continuous-time white
Gaussian distribution whose mean is zero and variance is equivalent to σ2:
na(t) ∼ N (0, σ2a)
nω(t) ∼ N (0, σ2ω)
(6.1)
This white noise is also commonly called noise density. The second source of
perturbation is the sensor bias, also named bias stability. It corresponds to an offset
in the measurement that needs to be accounted for in order to obtain accurate pose
estimation. The IMU bias varies slowly compared to the noise density and can even
be considered constant for short-term applications as it is not fluctuating much. It
eventually varies due to internal factors such as changes in the sensor temperature.
Therefore, these variations need to be estimated if the IMU is used for an extended
period of time. The noise generated by this sensor bias is modelled by a Wiener
process which corresponds to the integration of a white Gaussian noise of variance
σ2b :
ḃa(t) = nba(t), nba ∼ N (0, σ2ba)
ḃω(t) = nbω(t), nbω ∼ N (0, σ2bω)
(6.2)
Accelerations and angular velocities are measured in the local coordinate frame
of the sensor. Considering an IMU moving in a global inertial frame, these mea-
surements can be expressed at an instant t as:
ωm(t) = ω(t) + bω(t) + nω(t) (6.3)
am(t) = q∗ (a(t)− g) + ba(t) + na(t) (6.4)
where a(t) and ω(t) correspond respectively to the true linear accelerations and
angular rates, ba(t) and bω(t) to the accelerometer and gyroscope biases, nω(t)
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and na(t) to white Gaussian noises. It is important to notice that ω(t) is ex-
pressed in the local IMU frame whereas a(t) and g are expressed in the global
frame. q corresponds to the rotation between the IMU coordinate frame and the
world coordinate frame. From (6.3), the true acceleration and angular rate can be
derived:
ω(t) = ωm(t)− bω(t)− nω(t) (6.5)
a(t) = q (am(t)− ba(t)− na(t)) + g (6.6)
Because angular rates are expressed in the local frame, quaternion time deriva-





The kinematics of the system in continuous time can then be defined as:
ṗ = v (6.8)





ḃa = nba (6.11)
ḃω = nbω (6.12)
where p, v and q are the position, velocity and orientation of the IMU in the
world frame, respectively.
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6.4 Loosely-coupled visual-inertial fusion
Having addressed the multispectral challenge first, the use of a loosely-coupled
approach came as an obvious choice. Indeed, the multispectral matching tech-
niques and thus multispectral VO processes presented in the previous chapter
are already computationally heavy. Hence, implementing a loosely-couple fusion
scheme allows to keep the core of the VO algorithm unchanged and does not add
excessive processing load to the existing algorithm. Moreover, the main advantage
of multispectral setups being its robustness to extreme cases, handling inertial
data integration and VO separately makes it easier to manage failure cases, as
explained in Section 6.5.3.
Therefore, a filter-based visual-inertial localisation solution, inspired by the
work in [76, 75] is presented in this section. An introduction to Kalman filtering
is given first, before detailing the process model as well as absolute and relative
measurement models.
6.4.1 Extended Kalman filter
The standard Kalman filter is a recursive filter which aims at estimating the state
of a linear dynamic system from several measurements, including their uncertain-
ties (noise). It produces state estimates more accurate than the ones obtained
from the measurements alone. The filter was originally developed by Rudolf E.
Kalman in 1960 to provide a solution to the discrete linear filtering problem [122].
It has become popular in fields such as aeronautics, aero-spatial and more recently
robotics [123]. The Kalman filter is an optimal filter for processes including Gaus-
sian noises, linear transition functions and measurements which can be expressed
as linear functions of the state. Therefore, the original version of the filter does
not guarantee the optimality of the estimator for non-linear dynamic systems, and
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thus it is not suited for the estimation of 3D poses or the integration of inertial
data due to the non-linearities generated by the rotations. To tackle such prob-
lems, other versions of the filter were developed, such as the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) or Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [124]. In this chapter, the EKF
version was selected. It consists in linearising the process and measurement models
around the current state at each iteration.
6.4.2 The extended Kalman filter framework
Because of its recursive nature, the filter solely estimates the a posteriori state
x̂k|k and its covariance matrix Pk|k at iteration k from the estimate at the previous
iteration x̂k−1|k−1 and observations zk at the current iteration. It represents a
Markov process, which means that all information about the previous states are
included in the current one. The KF framework consists of two main steps:
• a prediction step, where the previously estimated state is propagated ac-
cording to a transition model, called process model:
x̂k|k−1 = f(x̂k−1|k−1,uk) + wk (6.13)
with f the transition function, uk an input vector usually coming from the control
command, and wk the process noise represented as a zero mean multivariable
Gaussian noise with covariance Qk.
• a correction step, where a function of the state is observed according to the
observation model and used to correct the predicted state:
zk = h(x̂k|k−1) + vk (6.14)
with h and vk the observation function and noise, respectively. vk is represented
as a zero mean multivariable Gaussian noise with covariance Rk.
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6.4.3 Visual-inertial filtering
For linear systems, f and h and can be directly expressed in matrix form with ma-
trices Fk and Hk respectively. However, this does not apply to the inertial system
kinematics and the measurements provided by VO. Therefore, the propagation and
observation models need to be linearised. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the state
and its uncertainties are propagated as follows:




where uk = [aTk ,ωTk ]T corresponds to the inertial vector. Matrix Qk represents the
uncertainties involved in the process model at step k. The state is propagated each
time a new IMU measurement is received and uncertainties in the state estimate
are accumulated in Pk|k−1.
When a new camera pose zk = [pTk ,qTk ]T becomes available, it is used to correct
the predicted state. A residual term, also called innovation, and its covariance are
computed:




Then, the Kalman gain is calculated. Based on the covariance of the a priori
state estimate x̂k|k−1 and the covariance of the measurement zk, it corresponds to a
weight which is applied to the corrective term, so the state follows the behaviour of
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Prediction Correction
Figure 6.1: The general Kalman filter framework.
The a posteriori state estimate x̂k|k can then be computed as follows:
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kkyk (6.20)
Pk|k = (I −KkHk)Pk|k−1(I −KkHk)T +KkRkKTk (6.21)
Both Fk and Hk are obtained by linearising f and h, respectively, at the current













For VINS estimation, the state includes the vehicle pose, velocity and IMU biases.
It is propagated by integrating the inertial data as they are received. When a new
pose is generated by the VO process, the uncertainties of both predicted and actual
measurements are weighted optimally by the Kalman filter in order to compute a
weighted innovation term. This term is then used to correct the state estimate.
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The state vector is defined as:




where q is the quaternion corresponding to the vehicle orientation whereas p,v,ba
and bω are 3D vectors corresponding to the vehicle position, velocity, accelerometer
bias and gyroscope bias, respectively.
As stated in the previous section, the linear KF is rarely used directly for pose
estimation. In many works, an indirect formulation is preferred [73, 76, 83, 14,
125]. This approach is known as indirect Kalman filter or error-state Kalman
filter. The error-state representation consists in propagating an estimated-state
(or nominal-state) which does not account for the system noises and other model
inaccuracies. Instead of estimating the state directly, noises and perturbations are
estimated in an error-state whose magnitude is much smaller than the estimated
state. Concerning VIO, inertial data are simply integrated to predict the state of
the system and errors are propagated in the error-state. Therefore, the estimated
uncertainties grow with time. When a measurement becomes available (camera
pose), it is then used to correct the error-state. The new error-state mean can
then be utilised to correct the estimated state. It is reset to zero afterwards.
The full-state, estimated-state and error-state are related by the following re-
lationship:





















It is important to notice that the state vectors cannot be added directly due to
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the presence of quaternions. Thus, the operator ⊕ is used to represent a generic
composition between two states.
The error-state filter offers several advantages compared to the standard EKF.
First, all the system dynamics are included in the estimated state, attenuating the
errors due to large signals. Secondly, the error-state is always small and varies
slowly. As a consequence, linearisation errors are reduced and Jacobians are faster
to compute as higher order terms can be ignored. Finally, being close to the
origin, the orientation errors can be parametrised with a minimal form, avoiding
singularities and constraints. In (6.24) for instance, the 3D rotation vector δθ,
containing 3 components, is employed to represent errors in orientation. These
errors are expressed as a quaternion difference:
δq = q	 q̂








The kinematics of the estimated-state can then be derived from (6.8) by re-
moving the noise terms:
˙̂p = v (6.27)




q⊗ Ω(ωm −ωb) (6.29)
˙̂ba = 0 (6.30)
˙̂bω = 0 (6.31)
The kinematics of the error-state are also derived from (6.8) as follows:
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˙δp = δv (6.32)
˙δv = −R[am − a]×δθ−Rδab −Rna (6.33)
˙δθ = −[ωa −ωb]×δω− δωb − nω (6.34)
˙δba = nba (6.35)
˙δbω = nbω (6.36)
where R is the rotation matrix corresponding to the attitude of the vehicle.
6.4.5 Process model and error propagation
(6.32) can be expressed in a linear form such as:
˙δx = Fc δx +Gc n (6.37)






To obtain the discrete-time update described in (6.15), (6.32) is integrated as
follows:
Fd = e






















In the equations above, Fc and Gc are assumed to be constant in the time
interval ∆t. This assumption is valid since the IMU provides measurements at a
high rate and thus ∆t is small. This way, Fd and Qd can be computed quickly in
a closed-form [75, 125].
To sum up, the state propagation step is performed by:
1. integrating (6.32) to update the estimated-state
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2. computing Fd and Gd from (6.38)
3. propagating the error-state covariance according to (6.40)
Which can be summarised with the following equations:
x̂k|k−1 ← f(x̂k−1|k−1,uk)
δxk|k−1 ← Fd δxk−1|k−1
Pk|k−1 ← Fd Pk−1|k−1 F Td +Qd
(6.40)
6.4.6 Measurement model
The VO process provides a partial observation of the full-state, namely the position
and attitude of the vehicle. However, this observation also contains uncertainties,







= h(xk|k−1) + vk, vk ∼ N (0, Rk) (6.41)
Usually R is selected to match the noise properties of the measurement. How-
ever, zk is estimated in a BA framework and therefore its covariance can be cal-
culated in the optimisation process.
As stated in (6.17), the innovation is computed by taking the difference be-
tween the observed vector and a predicted vector, function of the predicted state.
However, this equation is not valid when dealing with quaternions because both
vectors cannot be subtracted directly. Instead, the inverse composition needs to
be used:
yk = zk 	 h(xk) 6= zk − h(xk) (6.42)
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From (6.41), an error observation can be defined as follow:
z = h(x) = h(x̂⊕ δx) (6.43)
z = h(x̂)⊕ ∂h
∂δx
δx (6.44)
δz = z	 h(x̂) = Hδx (6.45)
This means that δz can be expressed as a linear combination of the error-state.
Absolute camera poses
The first type of measurement used to correct the state corresponds to VO absolute
camera poses. These are obtained from the VO program, independently from the
filtering process. As explained in Section 5.2.4, local poses estimated by windowed
bundle adjustment and their corresponding covariances are propagated throughout
the estimation to evaluate the current absolute pose. Using such measurements,

























As for the error-state, the error-quaternion in δz can be expressed and used in
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Relative camera poses
Because VO is a relative motion estimation process, it makes more sense to use
the incremental updates between camera poses instead. However, VO poses and
their covariances are estimated in a sliding window. To consistently use these
measurements, the current state is only corrected with the last pose estimate in
the window, at step k, when the last pose of the window at step k−n has become
the first pose of the window at step k. This ensures that the VO measurements
used where obtained without overlap.
Furthermore, z now represents the current VO pose w.r.t. the first pose of the
window in which it has been estimated. Hence, it cannot be directly compared with
the absolute state estimate. Instead, a duplicate of the corrected state xk−1|k−1 is
created before IMU integration:
x′k = xk−1|k−1 (6.49)
P ′k = Pk−1|k−1 (6.50)









Instead of propagating VO poses together, the corrected state is now incre-
mented with relative measurements. To stay consistent, the new measurement





























Jk represents the Jacobian of the incremental transformation.
z′ being an incremented absolute measurement, it can now be used to correct
xk with the same measurement model as before:
H =
[
I3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3 03×3 03×3
]
(6.55)
6.4.7 Correction and reset
Once δz has been computed, the innovation term and its covariance can be de-
termined. Since the error-state has not been observed yet it can be expressed
as:
y = z−Hδx = δz (6.56)
S = HPk|k−1H
T +R (6.57)
which can then be used to correct the error-state using the Kalman filter theory:
K = Pk|k−1H
TS−1
δxk|k ← δxk|k−1 +Ky
Pk|k ← (I −KH) Pk|k−1 (I −KH)T +KRKT
(6.58)
Concerning relative measurement updates, y and S are computed with the
incremented state z’ described in the previous section:
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y = z′ −Hδx (6.59)
S = HPk|k−1H
T +R′ (6.60)
When the error-state has been observed and corrected, it is injected into the
predicted state and reset to zero:
x̂k ← x̂k ⊕ δxk|k (6.61)
δxk|k ← 0 (6.62)
6.5 Experimental validation
In this section, an experimental evaluation of the error-state filter is performed.
The tests are run on the same datasets as in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Because
it has been proven that the global stereo matching technique is performing better
than the local one, the former VO algorithm was retained for this chapter. There-
fore, the output of the GMS-VO method is used to correct the state estimate
predicted by the filter. The resulting fused trajectory is then compared to the
IMU trajectory obtained from strapdown integration and to the GPS trajectory
considered as the ground truth. For the first tests, absolute poses are exploited.
They are obtained by accumulating the relative transformations generated by VO.
Their covariance matrix is propagated accordingly. Then, a second batch of ex-
periments investigates the use of relative transformations as state increments to
create corrective measurements.
While measurement covariances are obtained from bundle adjustment (see Sec-
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Table 6.1: Xsens MTi-G 710 noise characteristics.
accelerometer gyroscope








1.47e−3 m/s2 4.85e−4 rad/s
tion 5.2.4), IMU noises also need to be known precisely in order to propagate the
state covariance properly and fuse data consistently. In that sense, the IMU white
noise and bias noise are extracted directly from its datasheet [126] and used to
construct the process noise matrix Q. Their values can be found in Table 6.1.
6.5.1 Position estimation
Absolute measurements
Figure 6.2 shows the fused trajectory obtained through the filter, using the absolute
camera pose provided by GMS-VO during the correction step. It can be seen that
the predicted state is updated properly in all sequences because the fused trajectory
is significantly closer to the ground truth than the one obtained from pure IMU
integration. The filtered output clearly follows the VO trajectory as it is a reliable
measurement, but it can also be noted that inertial data still have an impact on
the final trajectory. This is expected as the filter weights both types of data to
produce a fused output. Therefore, the solution is an optimal trade-off between the
IMU and VO measurements, but it tends to be closer to the VO trajectory since
these pose estimates are more reliable. This result is confirmed by the analysis
of the errors, displayed in Table 6.2, where it can be seen that the mean error
of MS-VINS is similar to the one obtained with GMS-VO, while IMU integration
produces a much larger mean error. Furthermore, It can be noted that the longer
and the more complex the trajectory, the more correction is applied. For example,
Sequence 3 is the longest sequence and comprises various turns. Yet, it produces
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the smallest mean error regarding the distance traveled (2.06%). On the contrary,
Sequence 1 possesses the simplest and shortest trajectory but produces the largest
error (2.37%).
This behaviour can be explained by the fact that if inertial data are never
corrected, the integration start drifting significantly after a while and the error in
positioning is always increasing. It is particularly clear in Figure 6.3b and Figure
6.3c where it can be seen that relative errors are slowly increasing as time goes by.
These errors are much more important at the end of the dataset than at the start.
However, they do not grow as much with GMS-VO and MS-VINS. It can even be
noted that these errors are even decreased in Figure 6.3c between 70 s and 90 s.
Relative measurements
When compared to absolute measurements, it can be seen from Figure 6.4 that
the use of relative transformations and their local covariance matrices improves the
consistency of the data fusion. Indeed, the shape of the fused trajectory matches
the one from VO, which was not always the case with absolute measurements (see
Figure 6.2). This is clear in Figure 6.2a, where MS-VINS seems to be drifting
on the side, right after the turn. However, this is not the case in Figure 6.4a
where the main difference between MS-VINS and GMS-VO appeared to be the
distance estimation which varies throughout the dataset. The lateral drift that
can be seen with absolute measurements has been completely removed. As it will
be explained further in Section 6.5.2, the position covariance of the absolute VO
poses encapsulates all previous uncertainties and thus, becomes round after a few
turns as the uncertainties spread in all directions. This leads to some lateral drift
when fused with noisy inertial data. On the other hand, relative transformations
obtained from GMS-VO have an extremely small variance in the lateral direction
and are propagated to the corrected state. As detailed in the following section,
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Figure 6.2: Fused trajectories obtained from the visual-inertial error-state filter
corrected with absolute measurements.
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Figure 6.3: Absolute multispectral VINS relative errors.
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mean (m) 4.50 3.15 2.89 2.77
std. dev. (m) 5.66 3.09 2.57 2.57
mean (%) 3.38 2.37 2.17 2.08
Sequence 2 511m
mean (m) 43.34 10.63 11.87 9.31
std. dev. (m) 60.43 6.97 7.73 6.02
mean (%) 8.48 2.08 2.32 1.82
Sequence 3 581m
mean (m) 127.69 11.95 11.18 12.25
std. dev. (m) 142.42 4.32 7.74 5.31
mean (%) 21.98 2.06 1.92 2.11
the covariance of the state position varies a lot more and is always much larger in
the direction of travel. As a consequence, the lateral drift is considerably reduced.
Table 6.2 also shows that on average MS-VINS performs better when corrected
with relative measurements. However, this is not always the case because a smaller
mean error is achieved with absolute measurements on the second sequence.
Overall, these results show that the fusion of inertial data and multispectral
stereo poses can be performed with both absolute and relative poses. However,
each trajectory presented above corresponds to a single trial of a Monte Carlo
experiment and further work could be carried out to demonstrate the robustness of
the filter. Indeed, the stability of the filter has not been studied (Riccati analysis)
and all results are based on experimental data. More data could then be generated
to investigate how noises are affecting the filter. Nevertheless, the following section
aims at analysing the covariance estimated by the filter in order to understand how
uncertainties are taken into account.
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Figure 6.4: Fused trajectories obtained from the visual-inertial error-state filter
corrected with relative measurements.
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In order to assess the consistency of the filter, the state covariance is analysed at
the different steps of the Kalman filter. First, an example extracted from sequence
1 is given. It represents the filter update between VO keyframes 203 and 210,
as shown in Figure 6.6a. The different position covariance obtained in x and y
axes are displayed in Figure 6.6. As expected, it can be seen that the ellipse
grows as inertial data are integrated and uncertainties from the process model
are included. Then, the covariance is clearly decreased as the VO measurement
corrects the state estimate. It can also be noted the difference in shape of the
2D covariance ellipses between absolute and relative measurements and how they
affect the current state covariance. Indeed, in Figure 6.6b the major axis remains
in the x direction, reflecting uncertainties generated during the first part of the
dataset. In Figure 6.6c however, R represents the uncertainties locally, which
allows the filter to reduce the covariance in x and to increase it in y, reflecting the
new direction of travel.
Additionally, Figure 6.7 shows the covariance in position for x and y axes, on
sequence 3. For clarity, the z-axis has been omitted as the altitude is not changing
and its covariance magnitude remains low. It can be seen that globally covariance
grows with time but for each point, the covariance of the corrected state Pk|k is
always lower than the covariance of the propagated state Pk|k−1. This confirms that
the state covariance is corrected properly for the whole duration of the sequence
and confirms the results shown in the previous example.
6.5.3 Failure recovery
In Section 4.7.2, it has been shown that a multispectral setup recording different
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum allows one camera to compensate for the
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(a) Location of VO keyframes 203 and 210 on the trajectory of Sequence 1.
(b) State covariance corrected with absolute measurements.
(c) State covariance corrected with relative measurements.
Figure 6.6: Evolution of the state position covariance in x and y.
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(a) Covariance in X.






























(b) Covariance in Y.
Figure 6.7: Position covariance before and after correction.
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failures of the other. However, it is not possible to recover any motion estimate
if tracking fails for both modalities at the same time. In that case, the use of
an additional sensor is required. As explained earlier in this chapter, when the
current state of the system is known precisely, integrating inertial data can then
provide an accurate pose estimate for a short period of time. One of the draw-
backs of windowed bundle adjustment is the fact that when the VO program stops
due to a lack of matches, the whole window needs to be reinitialised. This step
necessitates to acquire and select as many keyframes as the window size. Hence,
VO measurements are not available for a few frames, which can have a dramatic
effect on the VO trajectory estimation. Fortunately, during that period where VO
measurements are not provided, the state can still be updated using the propaga-
tion model of the Kalman filter and inertial data. Therefore, the robustness of the
fusion scheme is tested on specific scenarios where multispectral VO is not able to
cope with the images recorded and needs to be reinitialised.
In this chapter, two fusion methods are presented. However, in such cases
where VO fails, using absolute measurements would be pointless because errors
generated by the failures would be incorporated in the absolute poses and the
state would be corrected with erroneous measurements. Relative transformations
on the other hand, only contains information relative to the last VO measurement.
Thus, this approach is preferred to deal with failures because they can correct the
current state regardless of previous failures.
As long as no measurement is received, the state is propagated into xk|k−1, Pk|k−1,
as shown in Figure 6.8. However, the incremental method should not be used with
xk−1|k−1, Pk−1|k−1 as it represents the last corrected state before failure (see (6.51)).
Instead, the state used to generate the incremented measurement z′ should be
reinitialised when the first VO keyframe is selected, at step i. As explained in
Figure 6.8, the propagated state xi|k−1 simply becomes xi|i because no corrective
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Figure 6.8: State reinitialisation with a window of 3 frames. If the former state
xk−1|k−1 is not reset with the first VO pose, future corrections will be applied from
k − 1.
measurement was provided between k − 1 and i. z′ will then be computed based
on xi|i and not xk−1|k−1. This means that the motion estimation between k − 1
and i will not be corrected, which is the goal as no measurement was available to
correct it.
Two datasets where feature tracking is lost simultaneously in both modalities
are presented. With the first one, the car performed a fast and sharp turn and the
images on both cameras have been affected by motion blur. This deteriorates the
matching process of an already limited number of features, as an important part
of the images represents the road. On the second dataset, VO fails when turning
in front of a building where the repetitive geometry of the wall makes feature
tracking more challenging and prone to errors. An example of the corresponding
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(a) Visible image. (b) Thermal image.
Figure 6.9: Example of a stereo pair where multispectral VO fails.
stereo images is shown in Figure 6.9.
The different trajectories obtained are plotted in Figure 6.10. For both se-
quences, it can be noted that GMS-VO trajectories are drifting away from the
ground truth compared to the other datasets where VO was not failing. This
proves that absolute VO measurements cannot be used to correct the filter as the
errors are propagated. However, the trajectories generated from pure inertial in-
tegration are relatively accurate. Looking at the overall trajectories, it is clear
that the IMU can provide a reliable state estimate for the period where VO is not
available, that is to say for a few frames.
From the relative error graphs (see Figure 6.11), a clear increase can be observed
when failures happen at t = 42 s and t = 62 s on the first sequence (Figure 6.11a)
and at t = 37 s on the second one (Figure 6.11b). These errors then remains high
for the GMS-VO method because the orientation is miscalculated and accentuates
the drift. It is nevertheless, reduced at the end of the first datasets. This is due to
the second failure compensating for the first one as the car was turning in the other
direction. An increase in relative errors can also be noted for the filter output on
the second dataset, but it results from the challenging nature of both motion and
scale estimation for that specific part of the dataset.
The results obtained are summarised in Table 6.3. It can be clearly seen that
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Figure 6.10: Fused MS-VINS trajectories handling VO failures.
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Figure 6.11: Relative errors of VINS trajectories for failure recovery.
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Table 6.3: Errors compared to VINS filter using relative measurements.
IMU MS-VINS GMS-VO
Sequence 1 357m
mean (m) 8.713 6.582 17.994
std. dev. (m) 6.916 4.408 16.928
mean (%) 2.44 1.84 5.04
Sequence 2 197m
mean (m) 4.887 2.242 9.864
std. dev. (m) 4.787 1.572 14.704
mean (%) 2.48 1.14 5.01
the fused solution improves the pose estimation substantially. Not only the filter
is able to correct the inertial data properly to provide a better pose estimate, but
it is also able to run correctly when measurements are not available and eliminates
the drift resulting from the failures of the GMS-VO algorithm. These results are
also coherent with the ones obtained previously as a mean error of about 5% of the
total distance was obtained with the GMS-VO technique, with is much larger than
the 2% achieved with the same technique in Chapter 5. However, the trajectories
generated by the filter yield less than 2% mean errors, which corresponds to the
same error achieved on the datasets where VO does not fail. The best overall result
was obtained with the filtered trajectory of the second sequence with an error as
low as 1.1%.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a new multispectral visual-inertial filter was presented. Making
use of an error-state Kalman filter, it integrates inertial data in the process model
to generate a predicted state and propagates the uncertainties in an error-state.
The error is then corrected and the state covariance reduced when a new mea-
surement becomes available. Measurements correspond to either absolute camera
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poses or relative transformations between two poses. They are obtained from
the global multispectral stereo VO algorithm (GMS-VO) presented in Chapter 5.
Performance of both types of measurements were evaluated as well as the overall
behaviour of the filter. Relative transformations appear to correct the state more
accurately, achieving mean errors as low as 1.1% of the distance travelled and
more generally under 2% of the distance travelled.
Finally, the superiority of multispectral stereo setups was demonstrated once
again as not only the setup can rely on one camera when the other fails, but it is
also able to run continuously, even when both VO processes fail to produce any
pose estimate and need to be reinitialised. It was clearly shown that these kind




This thesis has investigated various multimodal visual odometry techniques. Fo-
cusing on the visible and thermal spectral bands, robust camera pose estimation
was computed based on the 2D features extracted from the images. First, the
calibration of such multispectral setups was addressed. Then, different motion
estimation approaches were studied. A monocular VO method was developed
to estimate camera poses from visible and infrared spectral bands independently
and two stereo approaches were explored, where both modalities were used in a
combined manner. A Kalman filter was then developed to fuse the stereo algo-
rithm output with inertial data. Finally, the benefit of multimodal odometry was
demonstrated on extreme cases where at least one camera fails to generate a pose
estimate.
7.1 Discussion and improvements
The first contribution of this thesis was presented in Chapter 3 where a new calibra-
tion pattern was built to automatically calibrate multispectral stereo rigs. The pat-
tern was created on a simple wooden board where high-power LEDs were placed.
Its specific shape was designed to be easily identifiable and automatically detected.
It has been shown that camera calibration can be achieved with the same accu-
racy as other state-of-the-art multispectral calibration techniques and calibration
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patterns while being more handy. Moreover, it can be used straight away, does not
require any heating system and can be moved freely in front of the cameras. Even
though the calibration board and method were validated throughout the thesis, its
impact on far features for stereovision was not tested due to hardware limitations.
Nevertheless, it would be interesting to know the accuracy at which far features
can be triangulated to better select robust points for VO.
In Chapter 4, the use of visible and thermal images for monocular visual odom-
etry was investigated. An automatic feature tracking and keyframe selection al-
gorithm was presented to guarantee suitable geometric properties between consec-
utive frames. Feature triangulation and camera pose optimisation are then per-
formed in a sliding window containing several images. The importance of bundle
adjustment and its superiority to other motion estimation techniques was demon-
strated. Then, assuming at least one of the cameras was providing adequate im-
ages for VO, it was shown that having two cameras of different modalities can be
beneficial for extreme illumination conditions where one camera does not produce
acceptable images. Features are tracked simultaneously but VO is only carried out
in the most suitable modality. More datasets could also be produced and tested
to reinforce the validity of the concept.
Multispectral stereo odometry was then studied in Chapter 5. Two novel meth-
ods were proposed to solve the challenging matching problem between images com-
ing from different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The first technique is
based on conventional stereo odometry algorithms, which consist in performing
stereo and temporal matching on consecutive stereo pairs. The relative transfor-
mation between the frames is then computed from the triangulated matches. On
the other hand, the second method tracks and triangulates features in a sliding
window with the same algorithm presented in Chapter 4. The scale ambiguity is
then solved in a non-linear optimisation scheme by reprojecting all features in the
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corresponding stereo images. While both methods yield satisfying results, it was
demonstrated that the sliding window approach was more robust and generates
less drift than the local matching technique. Indeed, multispectral images generate
less precise stereo matches and numerous outliers, which need to be detected and
discarded. This leads to inaccuracies in the triangulation process, which affects
the motion estimation directly. With the global technique, motion is however
recovered from images of the same modality. Camera poses are then estimated
robustly and the stereo matching problem has been moved to the scale estimation
process. The main drawback of these two methods however, remains their pro-
cessing time. Even if the GMS-VO technique is much faster than LMS-VO, it is
still time consuming compared to standard stereo visible VO. Because an impor-
tant amount of features is necessary to tackle the lack of similarity between the
stereo images, a more careful feature selection algorithm could be developed to try
to reduce the total number of features to be be processed, especially for bundle
adjustment. Furthermore, the parameters set empirically during the experiments
could be included in the optimisation scheme to improve the performance of the
solutions proposed.
The stereo approach was then combined with inertial data in Chapter 6. It has
the advantage of providing high-rate pose estimates by integrating inertial data
while preserving the accuracy of the VO process. Two types of measurements
were tested: absolute camera poses, obtained independently by the VO process,
and relative poses where the corrective measurement is generated incrementally
based on VO relative transformations and the last state estimate. It was noted
that absolute poses are not correcting the IMU drift entirely as their covariance
accumulates uncertainties in all directions, whereas relative measurements are able
to correct the state estimate more accurately because their uncertainties are much
larger in the direction of travel for the whole duration of the dataset. As stated in
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Chapter 6, the Kalman filter was employed as a mean of fusing data and neither
its stability nor the randomness effect of the data were investigated. Further work
could then be done in that regard.
Finally, it was proven that this multi-sensors solution is more robust than
standard visual odometry techniques as it is able to cope with failures of any kind
because the setup could either be used in a monocular manner, if one camera do
not work properly, or it could rely on inertial data when VO fails to estimate
any motion at all. Additionally, it was shown in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 that
multimodal visual odometry is able to tackle challenging illumination conditions.
Even though several independent datasets were presented in this thesis, it would
be interesting to investigate this further, with more extreme cases in order to show
the benefit of multispectral imaging. For example, night navigation could be tested
in urban environments where street lights provide a source of illumination. Even
though it would lead to poor illumination conditions, the thermal camera can help
to produce a robust motion estimate when visible images are too dark.
7.2 Future work
While several solutions were proposed to perform visual odometry with multispec-
tral images, multispectral visual localisation remains a new research area and has
not been investigated much. A significant amount of research can still be carried
out to extend the work presented in this thesis and improve the accuracy of mul-
tispectral VO. In addition to the improvements proposed in the previous section,
the following works are suggested.
First, all algorithms have been tested with the car setup presented in Section
1.4.1. It could be adapted to other kinds of vehicles such as robots or UAVs. Some
datasets were collected from a drone but were not selected for this thesis due to the
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quality of the environment and because images could not be stabilised. The focus
was made on the processing of multimodal images rather than the development of
the platform.
This thesis addresses the problem of multispectral localisation by proposing
several VO algorithms. Therefore, this work could be extended with additional
robust motion estimation techniques such as loop-closure. Moreover, no mention of
Visible-Thermal SLAM was found in the literature. So, it could be an interesting
way to go forward.
Chapter 6 presented a visual-inertial filter that uses scaled camera poses ob-
tained from multispectral stereo VO. A new filter could be adapted to handle
unscaled measurements from the monocular algorithm presented in Chapter 4.
The scale would then be included in the state and estimated alongside the other
parameters.
Finally, the filter uses all VO poses as soon as they become available. In-
stead, several measurements could be stacked together and the resulting pose used
during the correction step. It would be interesting to study the effect of such mea-
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A | Non-Linear Least-Squares
Optimisation
Optimisation is the process of estimating a set of unknown parameters x that
minimises or maximises a certain objective function, denoted by f . Optimisation
can either be constrained, when the elements of x must satisfy some conditions, or
unconstrained otherwise. A general optimisation problem is defined as:







where x ∈ Rn is a vector of n components and f : Rn → R. c(x) encapsulates all
the constraints the problem is subject to. Because all optimisations performed in
this thesis are unconstrained, these constraints are ignored from now on.
Local minimum
A global minimiser is also a local minimiser in its vicinity. However, unless the
objective function is convex, there is no simple way to find the global minimiser of
an optimisation problem. Nevertheless, it is important to recognise a local mini-
mum and its characteristics. A local minimum is a point for which the objective
function returns the smallest value in its neighbourhood. To evaluate mathemati-
cally f at a certain point x, the Taylor’s theorem is employed. Suppose that f is
continuously differentiable, for a small variation p, f(x + p) can be extended as
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follows:
f(x + p) = f(x) +∇f(x + p)Tp (A.2)
if f is twice continuously differentiable, then:
∇f(x + p) = ∇f(x) +
∫ 1
0
∇2f(x + p)p dt (A.3)
which can then be substituted to (A.2)
f(x + p) = f(x) +∇f(x)Tp + 1
2
pT∇2f(x + p)p (A.4)
From this formulation sufficient and necessary conditions can be derived, as-
suming that x∗ is a local minimiser, as proved in [127]:
First-order necessary condition. If x∗ is a local minimiser and f is continu-
ously differentiable in an open neighbourhood of x∗, then ∇f(x) = 0.
Second-order necessary condition. If x∗ is a local minimiser and ∇2f is con-
tinuously differentiable in an open neighbourhood of x∗, then ∇f(x) = 0 and
∇2f(x∗) is positive semidefinite.
First-order sufficient condition. If ∇2f is continuously differentiable in an
open neighbourhood of x∗ and ∇f(x) = 0 and ∇2f(x∗) is positive definite, then x∗
is a local minimiser of f .
Minimisation problems can be solved numerically with iterative methods. Start-
ing from an initial point x0 a new point xk is computed at each iteration based
on f and its derivatives. xk is selected such as the objective function is reduced
(fk < fk−1). The operation is repeated until the minimiser is approximated with
sufficient accuracy or when the algorithm cannot progress any more. To increase
its speed and convergence, the optimisation process can be initialised with relevant
values if the nature of the problem allows to make a credible guess.
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Appendices
Two main strategies can be used to determine the step between two iterations:
line-search and trust-region approaches. Line-search methods consist in finding an
optimal direction which reduces the objective function, and then the magnitude
of the step. It is expressed as:
min
α>0,pk
f(xk + αpk) (A.5)
Trust-region methods on the other hand create a modelmk which approximates
the objective function around xk. The optimal step is then computed by solving:
min
pk
mk(xk + pk) (A.6)
Least-squares problems







where rj(x) is the residual or error for each observation j.












and expressed in matrix form:
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∇f(x) = J|xr (A.10)


















These equations are useful because it means that the Hessian ∇2f(x) can be
approximated from the Jacobian: H(x) ' J(x)J(x). Indeed, the second term of
∇2f(x) is usually negligible either because the residual r(x) is small, or close to
linearity near the solution (∇2r(x) is small).
Line-search methods
As mentioned earlier, line-search methods aims at finding a direction vector p and
its magnitude α so that the objective function is reduced at the next iteration.










The steepest descent is the simplest line-search method and does not require
the computation of second derivative, however it is usually slow to converge.
The Gauss-Newton method on the other hand, makes use of the special struc-
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ture of the least-squares gradient ∇f and Hessian ∇2f functions to improve the
convergence rate. Gauss-Newton is an adaptation of the Newton method where
the step is obtained by solving:
∇2f(xk)p = −α∇f(xk) (A.15)
For the Gauss-Newton method, this equation then becomes:
JTk Jkpk = −αJkrk (A.16)
this equation is usually referred as normal equation.
Gauss-Newton has the advantage of converging much faster than the steepest-
descent method on many least-squares optimisation problems [127].
Trust-region methods
Levenberg-Maquardt is the trust-region alternative to Gauss-Newton and steepest
descent techniques. In fact, it can be seen as a trade-off between the two line-
search methods. Indeed, for a spherical trust-region with radius ∆, if the solution
of the Gauss-Newton normal equation lies in the trust region (‖pGN‖ < ∆), then
it behaves as such. Otherwise, a damping factor λ > 0 is added. The Levenberg-
Maquardt normal equation can then be expressed as:
(JTk Jk + λI)pk = −Jkrk (A.17)
Levenberg-Marquardt combines the advantage of both line-search methods as
it computes a direction close to the steepest-descent when the current solution
is far from a local minimum (λ is large) and acts as the Gauss-Newton method
when close to a local minimum (λ = 0) [128]. Therefore, it is guaranteed to
converge when behaving like the steepest descent, but it also converges faster when
approaching a local minima, as it starts behaving like Gauss-Newton. As a result,
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the Levenberg-Maquardt algorithm is usually more robust to bad initialisations
[7].
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B | RANSAC framework
RANSAC is a framework used to detect outliers in a set of observations. For VO
purposes, it means detecting 2D/3D features which have been wrongly matched
or triangulated. The algorithm which stands for RANdom SAmple Consensus,
was originally developed by Fischler and Bolles [129] and consists in classifying
the data into two categories (inliers and outliers) from minimal subsets. It is
useful for parameter estimation techniques such as optimisation where a model is
fit to noisy data. It has become popular due to its speed and robustness to large
number of outliers. Indeed, using a small subset makes the optimisation/regression
fast to compute and robust estimation can still be performed even when 50% of
outliers are present in the data [7], though the more outliers, the more iterations
are required.
The RANSAC framework is detailed in Algorithm 2. First, several subset
of observations containing just enough points to estimate the model are drawn
randomly from the initial data. For example, a minimum set of three 3D points
(and their corresponding 2D matches in the images) is required to solve the 6 DoF
pose of a camera. A first estimation/optimisation is performed, and the errors
between observations and points predicted by the model are then computed for
all data points. Each one of them is then classified as inlier or outlier depending
on its error. The key idea is that if the set being tested contains weak matches,
the model calculated will not fit the data and will not be supported by the other
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points. If the operation is repeated sufficiently, at least one subset of good matches
will be tested. As a result, the model that best fits the data and produces the
largest number of inliers is selected for outlier rejection. The data points that are
classified as outliers by this model are then discarded to keep only the most robust
points. Finally, a last estimation is performed with the remaining points in order
to refine the solution.
Algorithm 2 RANSAC framework
Input:
Ω: set of observations
τ : inlier threshold
N : total number of iterations
i: size of a subset
Output:
X̂: parameters estimated




for all s ∈ Ω do
ε← computeResidualError(s,X)
if ε < τ then
nb_inliers ← nb_inliers + 1
end if
end for
if nb_inliers > max_nb_inliers then
Sbest ← S
max_nb_inliers ← nb_inliers
end if
Ŝ ← removeOutliers(Sbest)
X̂ ← optimise(Ŝ)
end for
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